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PERCEPTION. ACTION AND THE CORTICAL VISUAL STREAMS 
Nichola J . Rice 
Over a decade ago Milner and Goodale suggested that perception and action are 
subserved by two distinct cortical visual streams. The ventral stream projecting from 
striate cortex to inferotemporal cortex is involved in the perceptual identification of 
objects. The dorsal stream projecting from striate cortex to posterior parietal cortex is 
involved in visually guided actions. A series of experiments have been carried out and 
are presented within this thesis to investigate how various aspects of visuomotor 
behaviour fit into such a model. A range of techniques were employed, including: (1) 
behavioural studies with patients with optic ataxia (dorsal stream damage) and visual 
form agnosia (ventral stream damage); (2) transcranial magnetic stimulation (IMS) in 
healthy subjects; (3) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in healthy subjects. 
The following conclusions were made: (1) obstacle avoidance behaviour is impaired in 
patients with optic ataxia due to damage to the dorsal stream; (2) obstacle avoidance is 
intact in patients with visual form agnosia as damage is restricted to the ventral stream; 
(3) obstacle avoidance is mediated by the dorsal stream when an immediate response is 
required, whereas under delayed conditions the ventral stream comes into play; (4) 
visual form agnosic patients can use looming information to catch moving objects and 
they are capable of responding to online perturbations due to an intact dorsal stream; (5) 
V5 / MT+ is involved in motion processing for perception and action and does not 
belong exclusively to the dorsal or ventral stream; (6) the dorsal stream is only sensitive 
to orientation changes i f the stimuli are graspable. While some modifications of the 
original distinction are necessary, the experiments presented within this thesis suggest 
that this model has, for the most part, withstood the test of time and provides a useful 
framework for-understanding various aspects of perception and action. 
IV 
CHAPTER ONE; GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Dorsal and Ventral Steams: Theory 
Flechsig (1896) noted that projecting from the occipital cortex are two fibre bundles 
projecting rostrally in the brain, the superior longitudinal fasciculus and the inferior 
longitudinal fasciculus. Since the anatomical identification of ttiese areas, various 
theories have been presented which have attempted to explain their function. Below is 
an overview of two such theories, which have had a great impact on cognitive 
neuroscience and in the understanding of perception and action. It is these theories that 
have inspired the work of this thesis, and as such they will be the focus of this general 
introduction. An overview of additional theories and modifications of these theories will 
be presented in the general discussion. 
1.1.1 What and Where pathways: 
Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) proposed that these fibre bundles form two separate 
cortical streams of visual processing, the superior a dorsal pathway, traversing the 
posterior parietal area towards the frontal lobe while the latter forms a ventral pathway 
to the temporal lobe. They hypothesised "the ventral or occipitotemporal pathway is 
specialised for object perception (identifying what an object is) whereas the dorsal or 
occipitoparietal patiiway is specialised for spatial perception (locating where an object 
is)". They based this hypothesis on data from the rhesus monkey, tested on object and 
pattern discrimination tasks and a landmark task. The discrimination task involved 
presenting the monkeys with two objects and requiring them to retrieve the rewarded 
object. The landmark task involved requiring monk^s to choose the food well located 
closest to a cylinder. Thus, the first task involves the knowledge of what m object is 
while the second involves information regarding where an object is. Results showed that 
normal monkeys and those with an ablated posterior parietal cortex were able to 
perform the object discrimination task, yet monkeys with an ablated inferior temporal 
cortex were unable to do so (Gross, 1973). On the landmark task, on the other hand, 
normal monkeys and those with an ablated temporal lobe were able to perform the task 
successfully, however monkeys with an ablated parietal lobe failed (Pohl, 1973). These 
experiments were taken to support the hypothesis that the ventral pathway is responsible 
for identifying what an object is while the dorsal pathway is responsible for identifying 
where an object is. While Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) acknowledge the common 
finding that lesions to the posterior parietal cortex of the monkey lead to deficits in 
reaching, they attribute such deficits to a broader spatial disorder. They suggested that 
the ventral stream projects from V I through to V2, V3, V4 and TEO (posterior portion 
of the inferior temporal area) to inferior temporal cortex; this stream processes 
information regarding size, shape, orientation and colour. The dorsal stream projects 
from V I through V2, V3, middle temporal area (MT), medial superior temporal area 
(MST) to the posterior parietal cortex; this stream processes the location of a stimulus. 
The anatomical separation of these two cortical streams is depicted in figure 1.1. 
Central tukus 
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Figure 1.1: From Mishkin and Ungerleider (1982). Figure depicts tlie anatomical separation of the 
ventral 'what' pathway, and the dorsal 'where' pathway. 
1.1.2 What and How pathways: 
Goodale and Milner (1992, 1995, 2004) proposed that this what / where distinction 
could more appropriately be identified as what / how. This proposal focused on the 
output processing associated with the two cortical streams (i.e. transformations the 
streams perform upon information), whereas the previous proposal was concerned with 
input processing (i.e. the processing of incoming visual information). They 
hypothesised "the ventral stream of projections from the striate cortex to the 
inferotemporal cortex plays a m^or role in the perceptual identification of objects, 
while the dorsal stream projecting from the striate cortex to the posterior parietal region 
mediates the required sensorimotor transformations for visually guided actions directed 
at such objects". They argued that the data on monkey landmark performance could be 
accounted for by the fact that parietal-lesioned monkeys fail to orient towards the 
landmark and therefore fail to learn its significance. 
It was suggested that the proposed distinction arises because perception needs object-
centred representations, while action needs viewer-centred visual coding. Milner and 
Goodale (1995) suggest that the two separate streams of processing evolved to deal with 
different processing of incoming information required for perception and action. They 
stated "both cortical streams process information about the intrinsic properties of 
objects and their spatial locations, but the transformations they cany out reflect the 
different purposes for which the two streams evolved. The transformations carried out 
in the ventral stream permit the formation of perceptual and cognitive representations 
which embody the enduring characteristics of objects and their significance, those 
carried out in the dorsal stream, which need to capture instead the instantaneous and 
egocentric features of objects, mediate the control of goal-directed actions". An 
allocentric (scene-based) frame of reference makes sense for perception asjt allows the 
brain to use different sources of information to identify objects and their relationships, 
and piece together the meaning of the scene in relative metrics. An egocentric (viewer-
based) frame of reference, on the other hand, makes sense for action as the brain needs 
to compute attributes of the object (e.g. size and distance) in relation to the hand, and as 
such does so in absolute metrics (Goodale and Milner, 2004). 
Mihier and Goodale (1995) suggest that the two streams can be differentiated on the 
basis of time, as well as reference frame. The major goal of the ventral stream is to 
represent an object over time, visually and / or spatially (i.e. the perceptual system is 
likely to have a long memory) requiring the enduring characteristics of an object to be 
maintained across different viewing conditions. I f tiie goal is to act on the object 
immediately the dorsal stream will be recruited, due to the fact that the co-ordinates are 
likely to change and as such must be recomputed on each occasion that the action 
occurs (i.e. the visuomotor system is likely to have a very short memory). In other 
words, the dorsal stream works in real time and stores the required visuomotor co-
ordinates for a brief period, the ventral stream on the other hand is designed to work 
over a much longer time scale; this difference in time scale is a reflection on the 
different jobs the two streams are designed to do (Goodale and Milner, 2004). Figure 
1.2 illustrates the major projections to the dorsal and ventral stream. 
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Figure 1.2: From Milner and Goodale (1995). Figure depicts the major visual inputs into the dorsal 
and ventral stream in the macaque brain and the route of projections from the primary visual 
cortex to the posterior parietal cortex and inferotemporal cortex. 
1.2 The Dorsal and Ventral Streams; Anatomy 
The anatomical division of the dorsal and ventral streams has been well established. A 
range of techniques have been used to identify the major inputs to the dorsal and ventral 
stream as well as the fiinctional areas whidi defme them; these reveal the modular 
nature of visual processing within the primate brain. These techniques include single 
unit recording studies of the monkey brain, lesion studies of the monkey and human 
brain, reversible disruptive techniques and neuroimaging of the human brain. Below is 
brief description of the areas in the occipital lobe, which have been shown to provide 
input into the dorsal and ventral stream. A description is also provided of the major 
functional brain areas within the parietal and temporal lobe, which defme these two 
streams of processing. It is important to note that the areas discussed are those relevant 
to this thesis; this is not intended to be a comprehensive overview of human brain areas. 
The discussion is restricted to the geniculostriate pathway, which projects from the 
retina, to the lateral geniculate nucleus to primary visual cortex. The lateral geniculate 
nucleus has six layers; layers one and two are known as magnocellular layers, layers 
three to six are known as parvocellular layers. There are many differences between the 
properties of cells in the magnocellular and parvocellular pathways. For example, 
magnocellular cells detect low contrast stimuli and are sensitive to motion, whereas 
parvocellular cells are sensitive to colour and contrast discrimination (Levine, 2000). 
When the lateral geniculate nucleus projects to the primary visual cortex these layers 
remain segregated. This segregation continues somewhat into higher cortical areas, with 
the dorsal stream being magnocellular dominated (Maunsell et al., 1990) and the ventral 
stream receiving strong inputs from both the magnocellular and parvocellular 
subdivisions of the lateral geniculate nucleus (Ferrera et al., 1994); this is reflected in 
the different kinds of processing carried out within each of these processing streams, 
which will be considered in more detail below. 
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Figure 1.3: Location of the occipital lobe (red), parietal lobe (green), temporal lobe (orange) and 
frontal lobe (blue) in the human brain 
1.2.1 Occipital lobe: 
The occipital lobes form the posterior pole of the cerebral hemisphere, lying under the 
occipital bone; it is distinguished from the parietal lobe by the parieto-occipital sulcus. 
Figure 1.3 illustrates the position of the occipital lobe in the human brain. There are at 
least six regions making up the occipital cortex, known as V I , V2, V3, V3A, V4 and V5 
/ MT+. The organisation of the visual cortex is a hierarchical one. As one moves into 
higher visual areas neurons are coded for more complex features. It is important to note 
that this hierarchical organisation is a distributed one, with multiple parallel pathways 
connected at each level (Kolb and Whishaw, 1999). A brief description of the main 
areas comprising the occipital lobe will now be provided. It should be noted however 
that this is a highly simplified version, which is provided mainly to demonstrate the 
hierarchical organisation of the visual system and to provide an overview of the major 
inputs into the dorsal and ventral stream. An illustration of the anatomical location of 
the visual areas within the occipital lobe is provided in figure 1.4. 
Figure 1.4: From Logothetis (1999). Figure illustrating the anatomical areas witliin the occipital 
lobe. 
The surface of the visual cortex is organised to create a topographic map of the visual 
world (a retinotopic map), this map is repeated several times so different visual areas of 
the visual cortex all have separate maps of the visual world mapped onto it (Levine, 
2000). For example, adjacent points on the retina project to adjacent points in V I , and 
so do projections from V I to V2 (Zeki, 1969). V I , also known as primary visual cortex, 
receives its input from the lateral geniculate nucleus and as such it is the first level of 
the hierarchy. V I is made up of six layers and several sublayers. Cytochrome oxidase 
staining has revealed cytochrome-rich areas known as blobs, separated by interblob 
regions (see figure 1.5). These blobs are commonly associated with colour perception, 
and the interblobs in form / orientation and motion (Kolb and Whishaw, 1999). Hubel 
and Wiesel (1958, 1963) used single unit recording of the cat and monkey to show that 
neurons in V I code the orientation and position of particular edges in the visual scene, 
different neurons being tuned to different orientations and being clustered in columns 
according to their properties. V2 is also heterogeneous, cytochrome oxidase staining 
reveals (instead of blobs) thin stripes (involved in colour perception), thick stripes 
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(involved in form / orientation perception) and pale stripes (involved in motion 
perception) (Kolb and Whishaw, 1999). V I and V2 project to all other occipital regions. 
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Figure l.S: From Kolb and Whishaw (2005). Model of striate cortex showing the orientation 
columns, ocular-dominance columns, and colour sensitive blobs is composed of two hypercolumns. 
Each hypercolumn consists of a fiill set (shown in red and blue) of orientation columns spanning 
180 degrees of preferred angle as well as a pair of blobs. All other areas are called inter-blobs. 
As has already been pointed out, as one progresses through the hierarchy the neurons 
are coded for more complex features. V3 receives its input from layer 4B of V I as well 
as the thick stripes of V2 (Levine, 2000). Cells in V3 have been shown to be selective 
for stimulus motion direction (Galletti et al, 1990) and edge orientation (Zeki, 1978). 
V4 receives its input from the tiiin and pale stripes of V2, as well as V3 (Levine, 2000). 
V4 is commonly associated with colour perception; due to a large number of colour-
selective cells, intermingled with clusters of orientation-selective cells (Zeki, 1983). 
Desimone et al. (1985) demonstrated that V4 was also involved in pattern 
discrimination. Sacks and Wasserman (1987) have provided evidence to show that 
damage to V4 results in cortical colour blindness, also known as achromatopsia 
Area V5 was first identified by Zeki (1991) and is believed to be the human homologue 
of monkey area MT+. V5 mainly receives inputs fi-om V3, the thick stripes of V2, and 
layer 4B of V I , although there is also some input fi-om flie thin stripes in V2 and from 
V4 (Levine, 2000). This area has been extensively examined and has been shown to 
make a contribution to a number of aspects of motion perception. It has been found that 
the preferred speed range of cells in V5 / MT+ (Lagae et a!. 1993; Maunsell and Van 
Essen 1983; Mikami et al. 1986; Rodman and Albright, 1987) correlates closely with 
psychophysical performance in speed discrimination tasks (McKee, 1981, Orban et al., 
1984, 1985), suggesting that V5 / MT+ is the essential mechanism underlying 
performance on speed discrimination tasks. This suggestion is confirmed by studies 
showing degradation in speed discrimination following damage to V5 / MT+, 
commonly known as aJdnetopsia or motion blindness (Hess et al. 1989; Orban et al. 
1995; Plant and Nakayama, 1993; Zihl et al. 1983, 1991). This will be discussed in 
more detail in chapter 6. It has also been found that activity in V5 / MT+ is closely 
related to performance in the perception of global motion stimuli. Saltzman et al. (1990) 
found that stimulation of direction specific cells in monkey V5 / MT+ induced a bias in 
the perceived direction of global motion stimuli. Several studies have also shown that 
damage to monkey or human V5 / MT+ impairs performance in tasks involving the 
identification of direction of global motion stimuli (Baker et al., 1991; Newsome and 
Pare, 1988; Plant et al., 1993; Plant and Nakayama, 1993; Schenk and Zihl, 1997; Vaina 
era/., 2001). 
1.2.2 Parietal lobe: 
The parietal lobe is demarcated by the central fissure (anteriorly), the sylvian fissue 
(ventrally), the cingulate gyrus (dorsally) and the parieto-occipital sulcus (posteriorly). 
Figure 1.3 illustrates the position of the parietal lobe in the human brain. The principal 
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regions include the postcentral gyrus (Brodmann's areas 1, 2 and 3), the superior 
parietal lobule (BA 5 and 7), the parietal operculum (BA 43), the supramarginal gyrus 
(BA 40), and the angular gyrus (BA 39). The parietal lobe can be divided into two 
functional zones: (1) the somatosensory cortex (the anterior zone); (2) the posterior 
parietal cortex (the posterior zone). It is the posterior parietal cortex which will be the 
focus of this thesis. Figure 1.6 illustrates the location of the some of the fiinctional areas 
within the posterior parietal cortex in the human brain. A brief description of these areas 
will be presented below; the areas discussed are those of particular importance within 
the context of this thesis. 
AIP 
(grasping) UP 
(saccides) 
Figure 1.6: From Goodale and Milner (2004). Figure illustrates some of the functional areas within 
the dorsal stream, which show selective activation for visually-guided saccades (LIP), grasping 
(AIP), and reaching (PRR). Diagram illustrates an inflated view of the human brain, with the gyri 
coloured in light blue and the sulci in grey. 
Monkey neurophysiology has shown the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) to have visual, 
attentional, memory and saccade related activation (Colby et al., 1996). Colby (1998) 
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suggested that neurons in LIP of the macaque are activated when a monkey plans to 
make a saccade to a location in the receptive field and also when the monkey attends to 
that location without making a saccade. Duhamel et al. (1992) have shown that the 
receptive fields of LIP neurons in the monkey brain change in anticipation of an 
upcoming eye movement. Muri et al. (1996) identified a region in the human brain 
which becomes active during saccadic ^ e movements (parietal eye fields), an area 
which responds strongly even during predictive saccades. This area is also shown to 
become active during smooth pursuit eye movements (Petit and Haxby, 1999). This 
may be the human homologue of LIP and is located midway along die anterior-posterior 
axis of the intraparietal sulcus; activation may be slightly medial to the intraparietal 
sulcus in the superior parietal lobule (Sereno etal., 2001; Medendorp etai, 2003). 
Mountcastle et al. (1975) found neurons in the parietal cortex which were active when 
the monkey manipulated an object but not when the hand or arm was passively 
stimulated. Taira et al. (1990) found a region in the anterior portion of the intraparietal 
(AIP) cortex where such neurons related to grasping were concentrated in the monkey. 
This area has been shown to contain neurons which respond to visual and motor 
components of a grasp and that are tuned to specific shapes to be grasped (Sakata and 
Taira, 1994). Functional inactivation studies confirmed these fmdings, showing that 
inactivation of AIP disrupts the monkey's ability to use vision for pre-shaping the hand 
(Gallese et al., 1994). Several studies have identified a region of human parietal cortex 
involved in grasping (Faillenot et ah, 1997; Binkofski et al., 1998). For example, 
Binkofski et al. (1998) showed that patients with lesions to AIP were more impaired at 
grasping than reaching. This region has also been shown to be active during the tactile 
manipulation of objects (Binkofski et al., 1999), the observation of others' hand 
movements (lacoboni et al., 1999) and by passive viewing of tools (Chao and Martin, 
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2000) . The hiunan homologue of monkey AIP has thus now been well established and is 
located at the junction between the anterior portion of the intraparietal sulcus and the 
inferior postcentral sulcus (Faillenot et al., 1997; Binkofski et al., 1998; Culham et al., 
2003; Frey et al., 2005). Culham et al. (in press) suggest that human AIP shares many 
of the characteristics of monkey AJP, since it is activated by: (1) visually-guided 
grasping and pantomimed grasping; (2) the act of hand manipulation when vision is 
unavailable; (3) the visual presentation of objects without an action. The authors further 
suggest that AIP is not activated by perceptual tasks, for example AIP does not show 
activation for 2-dimensional images of objects (Culham et al., 2003). However when 
the images are associated with hand actions, for example tools, a region in the anterior 
intraparietal cortex, overiapping with AIP, shows activity (Chao and Martin, 2000). 
Several monkey neurophysiology studies have identified regions that are selective for 
reaching movements (which includes both V6A, MIP, areas 7a and 7m, and area 5) 
(Johnson et al., 1996; Galletti et al., 1997; Snyder et al., 1997; Battaglia-Mayer et al., 
2001) . A parietal reach region (PRR) has been observed to contain neurons that fire 
when monkeys reach to targets in the periphery, in an area overlapping MIP, area 5 and 
V6a (Andersen and Buneo, 2002, Buneo et al., 2002). Kertzman et al. (1997) reported 
activation in the intraparietal cortex during reaching movements in humans, although it 
was not clear i f this area is distinct from other parietal areas such as saccade related 
areas (Culham and Kanwisher, 2001). Connolly et al. (2000) found that although 
saccade-related and reach-related activity overlapped, pointing related activation was 
more medial. More recent fMRI work has identified a region in the precuneus, anterior 
to the parieto-occipital sulcus, which may be the human homologue on monkey PRR, an 
area which is activated during the intention to reach, although activation is stronger 
when the reach is executed(Cormolly e/a/., 2003; Astafiev etgl., 2003). 
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1.2.3 Temporal lobe: 
The temporal lobe is made up of all the tissue below the Sylvian fissure and anterior to 
the occipital cortex. Figure 1.3 illustrates the location of the temporal lobe in the human 
brain. The temporal lobe can be divided into: (1) auditory areas (BA 41, 42 and 22); (2) 
and those that form tiie ventral stream on the lateral and ventral surfaces of the temporal 
lobe (BA 20, 21, 37 and 38), often referred to as inferotemporal cortex which will be 
focused on below. There are three major gyri visible on the lateral surface of the 
temporal lobe: (1) superior temporal gyrus; (2) middle temporal gyrus; (3) inferior 
temporal gyrus. A brief overview of the major fiinctional areas within the 
inferotemporal cortex will now be presented below. Once again this is not intended to 
be a comprehensive overview of the temporal lobes, but a description of the major 
functional areas within the inferotemporal cortex, which will be relevant to this thesis; 
these areas are illustrated in figure 1.7. 
em L PPA ^ ( p l a c e s ) 
- F F A 
(faces) 
area I,0 
(objects) 
Figure 1.7: From Goodale and Milner (2004). Figure illustrating the functional areas within the 
ventral stream, which show selective activation for presentation of places (PPA), faces (FFA), and 
objects (LO). niustration represents an reconstruction of an anatomical MRI of the human brain. 
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Kanwisher et al. (1997) found a region in the fusiform gyrus in humans that responds 
twice as strongly for faces as for control stimuli and named it the fusiform face area 
(FFA). The finding of a face selective area in the temporal lobe has been repeatedly 
confirmed and includes a wide selection of face stimuli, such as photographs of faces, 
line drawings of faces (Halgren et al., 1999; Ishai et al., 1999), cartoon faces, inverted 
faces (Kanwisher etal., 1998; Aguirre et al., 1999; Haxby etal., 1999) when compared 
to categories such as houses (Haxby et al., 1999; Kanwisher et al., 1997), hands 
(Kanwisher, 1997), animals (without heads) (Kanwisher et al., 1999), flowers 
(McCarthy etal., 1997) and cars (Halgren etal., 1999). Kanwisher (2003) suggests that 
the FFA is not involved in extracting information about gaze direction or emotional 
expression, and is not involved in representing semantic information about individual 
people; it is involved primarily in face detection. 
Epstein and Kanwisher (1998) identified a region in the temporal cortex which appears 
to play a role in determining one's location in the environment; this has become known 
as the parahippocampal place area (PPA). This area responds whenever participants 
view images of places, including indoor and outdoor scenes, as well as abstract spatial 
environments (Aguirre et al., 1996; Maguire et al., 1998). Kanwisher (2003) suggests 
that the visual complexity and number of objects in the scene is unimportant, the 
response is just as high to an empty room as to a furnished one. Epstein et al. (2001) 
tested a patient without a PPA who had largely preserved place perception but a deficit 
in learning new place information, suggesting that PPA is important for encoding scenes 
into memory. Epstein et al. (1999) presented participants with images of familiar and 
unfamiliar places and found no difference in activation in PPA between the two 
conditions (yet a higher response was observed when familiar buildings were cut out 
from their backgrounds)^ 
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The lateral occipital complex (LOC) has been identified as having a role in object 
recognition (Bar et al., 2001; Grill-Spector et al., 2000; James et al., 2000; Lemer et al., 
2002). Grill-Spector et al. (2000) showed that LOC is invariant to size and position of 
an object, but not viewpoint or direction of illumination. Kourtzi and Kanwisher (2001) 
provided evidence to suggest that neuronal populations within LOC represent the 
perceived shape of an object invariant to changes in size and position but not viewpoint. 
Amedi et al. (2001) found that an area within LOC responds to objects compared to 
textures in both visual and haptic modalities, although most of LOC responds 
preferentially to visually presented objects. Kanwisher (2003) suggests that LOC 
sometimes partly overlaps with FFA (on the ventral surface). James et al. (2003) 
provided evidence to show that the location of LOC in healthy participants 
corresponded to location of the lesion in visual form agnosic patient DF, therefore 
arguing that it is essential for normal shape perception. This will be considered in more 
detail in the following section. 
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U The Dorsal and Ventral Stream; Evidence 
The section above provided an overview of the functional areas which define the dorsal 
and ventral stream, this evidence was largely derived from monkey neurophysiology 
and neuroimaging work in human participants. This overview provided clear evidence 
for the functional distinction between the ventral and dorsal stream. The ventral stream 
comprising areas such as FFA, PPA and LOC have been shown to be involved in 
perception. The dorsal stream, comprising areas such as LIP, AIP and PRR have been 
shown to be heavily involved in action. Most of the evidence cited by Milner and 
Goodale (1995, 2004) in support of their theory has come from research on patients 
with neurological disorders, in particular, visual form agnosia and optic ataxia. This 
thesis shall, for the most part, focus on these disorders. As such a description of visual 
form agnosia and optic ataxia shall now be presented, including an overview of the 
contributions these patients have made to the understanding of the dorsal and ventral 
streams of processing. 
1.3.1 Optic Ataxia: 
Optic ataxia is associated with damage to the dorsal stieam of processing. Balint (1909) 
(reprinted in 1995) first identified the disorder when he was presented with a patient 
who showed a failiu-e to accurately point or reach towards visually presented stimuli. 
This patient only displayed problems when using his right hand, and therefore his 
misreaching could not be accounted for by a visuospatial deficit. In addition, the patient 
could accurately point to his own body parts, and therefore his misreaching could not be 
accounted for by a general motor disorder. Perenin and Vighetto (1988) and Jeaimerod 
(1986) have shown that, when asked to reach towards a target, optic ataxic patients have 
difficulty reaching in the correct direction, positioning their fingers correctly and 
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adjusting the orientation of their hand and grasp size with respect to the orientation and 
size of the target. Perenin and Vighetto (1988) also suggest that errors in tjnilateral 
patients are most commonly observed in the contralesional field with the contralesional 
hand. Rizzolatti and Matelli (2003) define optic ataxia as "a disorder of visually guided 
movements of the arm towards a goal. The arm gropes for the target making errors in 
the frontal or in the sagittal plane, until it runs almost by chance into the object. 
Typically this deficit is severe when the target is located in the peripheral part of the 
field of vision, decreases when the target is in parafoveal vision and disappears when 
the patient fixates the target". Kamath and Perenin (2005) suggest that the majority of 
ataxic reaches remain uncorrected, however occasionally visually corrected errors are 
observed and patients are often able to correct on the basis of tactile information. 
Clinical diagnosis of optic ataxia is usually made by asking patients to point or grasp 
targets in the peripheral and central visual field. For example, Kamath and Perenin 
(2005) clinically diagnosed optic ataxic patients by asking patients to perform reaching 
movements under two conditions. (1) Patients were asked to fixate on a central camera 
and grasp a pencil positioned at various locations in the ipsilesional and contralesional 
visual field with the ipsilesional and contralesional hand; (2) Patients carried out the 
same task but were told to visually fixate on the target they were required to grasp. 
Optic ataxic patients typically display gross misreaching in peripheral vision yet show 
fairly intact reaching in central vision (typically with the contralesional hand in the 
contralesional space). Figure 1.8 illustrates an example of a clinical diagnosis of optic 
ataxia 
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Figure 1.8: Figure illustrates the clinical diagnosis of optic ataxia. The photograph on the left shows 
that the patient makes spatial errors and calibrates his grip incorrectly when required to grasp a 
target in his peripheral visual field. The photograph on the right shows an improvement in 
performance when the patient is allowed to fixate on the target. 
Recently a series of studies have provided evidence that optic ataxia includes a deficit in 
the online control of actions. Pisella et al. (2000) investigated the tendency of an optic 
ataxic patient to respond online to target perturbations. They asked a patient to point to 
a target, which remained stationary on 80% of the trials and jumped on 20% of trials. 
Results showed that motor corrections could only be slow and deliberate, and the 
authors propose that optic ataxic deficits can be accounted for by an inability to control 
actions online. In a later study by Grea et al. (2002), an optic ataxic patient was 
instructed to reach and grasp a target presented in different locations; however, on some 
trials the target position was shifted shortly after movement onset. Results showed that 
when a target perturbation occurred the patient was unable to adjust her ongoing 
movement. Two distinct movements were observed, the first towards the initial location 
and the second (offline) to the final target location. Taken together, the results of these 
two studies have led some authors to redefine optic ataxia as a deficit in the online 
control of actions (Glover, 2003). However, it has also been shown that optic ataxic 
patients direct their reaches inaccurately right from the onset of the movement (Milner 
et al., 2003), suggesting that faulty online corrections are only part of the deficit. 
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Optic ataxic patients have difficulty in visuomotor control, yet they have preserved 
perceptual abilities, and have as such provided evidence in support of the Milner and 
Goodale model. Perenin and Vighetto (1988) have shown that when asked to pass their 
hand through a slot optic ataxic patients make both orientation and spatial errors. Yet 
patients typically perform above chance on perceptual judgements of spatial location 
and on perceptual judgements of the orientation of a line. Several studies have also 
shown that optic ataxic patients have deficits in grasping objects, and this can be 
dissociated from perceptual judgements (Tzavaras and Masure, 1976; Jearmerod, 1986; 
Jakobson et al, 1991; Goodale et ai, 1994a; Milner et ai, 2001; Grea et al. 2002). For 
example, Goodale et al. (1994a) showed that when an optic ataxic patient was instructed 
to grasp 'Blake shapes' (irregularly shaped objects) she did not place her index finger 
and thumb across the centre of mass in the same way as control participants, yet she 
could accurately distinguish between the shapes. Optic ataxic patients, of course, also 
by definition have deficits in pointing to targets, particularly in the peripheral visual 
field (Balint, 1909; Perenin and Vighetto, 1988; Milner ero/., 1999; Pisellaer o/., 2000). 
While optic ataxic patients have clear deficits in visuomotor tasks, evidence has 
suggested that their performance improves when a delay is required before response. A 
detailed description of the delay literature is provided in chapter 4; however a brief 
summary of findings shall be presented here. Milner et al. (1999) showed that on a 
pointing task optic ataxic patients respond more promptly and accurately when a delay 
is required before response. In another study, Milner et al. (2001), optic ataxic patients 
showed an improvement in the calibration of their grip when grasping under delayed 
conditions. This has been taken as evidence for the time scale in which the ventral and 
dorsal stream operate. In other words, under delayed conditions the action code created 
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by the dorsal stieam decays and a more flexible visuospatial representation comes into 
play from the vential stieam, which is intact in optic ataxic patients. 
In an early study of optic ataxia patients, following missile wound injuries, Ratcliff and 
Davies-Jones (1972) reported that the patients had lesions located in the superior part of 
the parietal area. A series of single case studies of patients with optic ataxia using CT 
scans revealed that the lesion site was the superior parietal lobule (Auerbach and 
Alexander, 1981; Ferro, 1984; Buxbaum and Coslett, 1998). Perenin and Vighetto 
(1988) carried out a lesion analysis of ten patients with optic ataxia and determined that 
the lesions were mostly localised in the medial or ventral part of the superior parietal 
lobule or sometimes the superior part of the inferior parietal lobule, and always included 
the intraparietal sulcus. 
Kamath and Perenin (2005) recentiy re-evaluated the view that optic ataxia is ascribed 
to lesions of the superior parietal lobule and / or intiaparietal sulcus, by assessing the 
lesion site of 16 patients with optic ataxia following a unilateral stroke using a lesion 
subtraction method. The optic ataxic patients were compared to two control groups, 
control group one were matched to the patients with respect to age and other 
impairments (e.g. paresis, visual field defects), control group two were matched to the 
patients with respect to lesion site (predominantly in the parietal lobe); both control 
groups were stioke patients without optic ataxia A comparison of optic ataxic patients 
with control group one revealed that in both hemispheres the lesion site of optic ataxia 
patients is laterally centred on the intiaparietal sulcus, and in the left hemisphere also 
included the posterior occipito-parietal junction. In addition, via the underlying parietal 
white matter the lesion overlap extended medially to the precuneus in both hemispheres, 
close to the occipito-parietal junction (see figure 1.9, left). A comparison was also made 
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with optic ataxic patients compared to control group 2. Lesion overlay plots revealed 
that in the right hemisphere the overlap centred laterally on the intraparietal sulcus and 
extended medially (via underiying parietal white matter) to the precuneus on the medial 
aspect of the hemisphere close to the parieto-occipital junction. On the left hemisphere 
the overiap included the precuneus on the medial aspect of the hemisphere, and laterally 
the lesion included the posterior occipito-parietal junction (see figure 1.9, right). 
> 40% lesion overlap 
> 60% lesion overlap 
> 40% lesion overlap 
> 60% lesion overlap 
Figure 1.9: From Kamath and Perenin (2005). Figure on the left illustrates the lesion overlay plots 
of optic ataxic patients compared to control group one. Figure on the right illustrates the lesion 
overlay plots of optic ataxic patients compared to control group two. 
1.3.2 Visual Form Agnosia: 
Visual form agnosia is associated with damage to the ventral stream of processing. 
Benson and Green berg (1969) first introduced the term 'visual form agnosia' when 
describing a patient whose recognition deficits they believed could be attributed to a 
primary defect in form discrimination. They suggested that the disorder was associated 
with an intact ability to deal with the simple features of an object, but a specific inability 
to put such features together to permit form discrimination and perception. This loss 
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resulted in the patient having a severe inabihty to recognize everyday objects, 
particularly drawings of objects, by virtue of their shape. In a more recent review of 
four patients with visual form agnosia, Heider (2000) suggests that the basic deficit 
found in all the patients is a failure to group single elements of a composite visual scene 
into a Gestalt, and to segregate figure from ground in a static visual display. 
Visual form agnosia can be clinically diagnosed using The Efron Shape Discrimination 
Task (Efron, 1969). This involves presenting patients with pairs of rectangles of 
differing dimensions, but with the same surface area (see figure 1.10) and asking them 
whether the two shapes are the same or different. Visual form agnosia patients typically 
perform at chance on such a task, especially with the least elongated rectangles. This 
test allows one to assess the degree of disability of a patient, with highly disabled 
patients being unable to distinguish between a square and even the most elongated 
rectangle. 
Figure 1.10: Photograph illustrates examples of shapes similar to those designed by Efron (1969). 
Each rectangle is of differing dimension, but they all have the same surface area. It should be noted 
that the actual shapes used in diagnosis are actuaUy 2- dimensional shapes presented on sheets of 
paper. 
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The most extensively studied patient with visual fonn agnosia is DF, who was first 
described by Milner and Heywood (1989). Mibier et al. (1991) reported that her deficits 
include a failure to visually recognise objects, difficulty in discriminating shape, 
reflectance, orientation, symmetry and texture differences. She is unable to recognize 
the faces of friends and relatives, nor drawings or photographs of everyday objects. She 
I S also unable to copy drawings or letters, has impoverished reading abilities and 
experiences difficulty estimating the speed of objects. She performs at chance on the 
Efron shape discrimination task (Goodale and Milner, 2004). Despite these deficits she 
had largely-preserved visual acuity, colour vision, tactile recognition and intelligence. 
She can partially describe objects and can make reasonable guesses from this as to what 
they are. When asked to describe her vision she describes objects as "blurred", elements 
making up the object "tend to run into each other". However, DF's difficulty cannot be 
explained by poor visual acuity, for example she can clearly see the hairs on the back of 
a hand, yet is unable to make out the shape of the hand (Goodale and Milner, 2004). 
Figure 1.11 illustrates DF's inability to copy form, and demonstrates that this cannot be 
attributed to problems with visual imagery. 
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Figure 1.11: From Milner and Goodale (1995). When asked to copy simple line drawings DF is 
unable to do so, however she does copy some of the elements of the drawing. Yet when asked to 
draw such images from memory she is able to do so, illustrating that she has intact visual imagery. 
Despite these clear perceptual deficits DF has been shown to have relatively preserved 
visuomotor control, and it is this dissociation which has provided such strong evidence 
in support of the Milner and Goodale model. This dissociation between perception and 
action became clear following the observation that she was unable to identify or 
discriminate the orientation of a pencil held in front of her, yet she was capable of 
reaching out and grasping the pencil to examine it further (Goodale and Milner, 2004). 
Milner et al. (1991) tested such reports by asking DF to perform a posting and a 
matching task. In the posting task DF was required to post a hand held card through an 
open slot positioned in various orientations. In the matching task DF was required to 
turn the card so it matched the orientation of the slot. Results showed that DF could 
accurately post the card through the slot, yet was at chance when asked to match the 
orientation. 
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Goodale et al. (1991) showed that DF was unable to distinguish between rectangular 
blocks of the same or different dimensions, or to indicate the width of the block 
manually, however when asked to reach out and pick up a block, the aperture between 
her index fmger and thumb was systematically related to the width of the block, as it is 
for normal participants, well in advance of reaching the target. In addition, Goodale et 
al. (1994a) have shown that when required to grasp 'Blake shapes' her grasp points 
were indistinguishable from controls, always placing her thumb and index fmger 
through the centre of mass. However when asked to report whether two shapes were the 
same or different, she was unable to do so. 
Carey et al. (1996) presented DF with a variety of everyday objects and asked her to 
pick them up and mime their use. Results showed that DF did not differ from controls in 
terms of reaching or grasping or in the miming of the objects' use, however there were 
large differences in terms of the point at which the objects were grasped (particularly 
when they were presented in unusual views), and in the amount of tactile exploration. In 
a second task she was shown to be able to adjust her grip aperture and the orientation of 
her hand when reaching to grasp blocks of different dimensions presented in different 
orientations. In a third task she was shown to be insensitive to the orientation of a cross 
shaped object when required to grasp it in different orientations. Similar difficulties 
were observed in DF by Goodale et al. (1994b), when DF was asked to post a T shaped 
object through a T shaped hole, she was successful only on about half the trials. Milner 
and Goodale (1995) suggest that such findings may be accounted for by the fact that DF 
carmot combine two components of visual 'shape' to guide her actions. 
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Despite her relatively intact visuomotor skills, DF has been shown to experience 
difficulty in some visuomotor tasks. In particular when a delay is required before 
response (Goodale et al., 1994c; Milner et al, 1999), and also when vision is restricted 
to monocular conditions (Marotta et al., 1997; Dijkerman et al., 1999). These two 
aspects of DF's impaired visuomotor control will be described in more detail in chapters 
3 and 4, respectively. In summary, under delayed conditions DF has been shown to have 
difficulty in the calibration of her grasp (Goodale et al., 1994c), and also disruption in 
saccadic eye movements and pointing (Milner et al., 1999). This provides evidence of 
the time scale in which the two streams operate, suggesting that under delayed 
conditions the ventral stream is responsible for visuomotor control. In addition, DF 
shows visuomotor deficits when viewing is restricted to monocular conditions, 
including a disruption in the calibration of her grasp (Marotta et al., 1997) and also in 
adjusting the orientation of her hand to the orientation of the target (Dijkerman et al., 
1999). This provides evidence to suggest that the ventral stream is responsible for the 
processing of monocular information, and that DF's successftd visuomotor control is 
highly dependent of the processing of binocular information in the dorsal stream. 
Milner et al. (1991) suggested that EEG showed bilateral abnormalities, most prominent 
posteriorly and in temporal regions. Later MRI studies showed abnormalities in the 
occipital poles bilaterally, with the damage extending laterally in the ventral part of the 
occipital lobe and dorsally in the posterior parasagittal occipito-parietal region, her 
primary visual cortex unimpaired. Recently James et al. (2003) have shown, with a high 
resolution anatomical MRI, that DF's lesion is mainly concentrated bilaterally in the 
ventral lateral occipital cortex (larger in the right hemisphere). Primary visual cortex 
and fusiform gyrus were spared. In addition, they found a previously undetected region 
of damage in the left posterior parietal cortex. James et al. (2003) went on to 
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demonstrate that DF's ventral stream lesions are almost perfectly coincident with the 
lateral occipital area in healthy individuals (see above for further information regarding 
area LO). When functional MRI was used to examine her brain activation in response to 
mplete versus fragmented line drawings of objects, the subfraction of which defines 
LO in healthy subjects, no net activation was found (see figure 1.12). It was 
deduced from these results that it was DF's bilateral damage to area LO that was the 
direct cause of her visual form agnosia, and by extension that similar damage is the 
cause of this impairment in other patients. 
CO 
area 
Figure 1.12: From James et oL (2003). Figure Ulustrating that the lesion location in DF overlaps 
with area L O in the healthy brain. 
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1.4 Other methods used in co2nitive neuroscience 
While working with neuropsychological patients has provided important insights into 
cognitive neuroscience and in the understanding of perception and action, technological 
advancements provide alternative ways of addressing empirical questions. Below is an 
overview of two such methods which will be employed in this thesis: Transcranial 
Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) and Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). 
These two methods are complementary in terms of what they do; TMS causing transient 
disruptions in localised areas of the brain, whereas fMRI is used to map functional areas 
of the brain by recording neural activity. They both have different advantages and 
disadvantages in terms of temporal and spatial resolution (see figure 1.13) and they both 
raise different but important concerns regarding safety. All these issues shall be 
addressed in a brief overview of these two techniques, which is presented in the 
following section. 
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Figure 1.13: From Walsh and Pascual-Lcone (2003). Figure illustrates the temporal and spatial 
resolution of various techniques which can be employed in cognitive ncuroscience. As can be seen, 
TMS and fMRI are comparable in spatial resolution but TMS has a superior temporal resolution. 
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1.4.1 Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS): 
TMS is based on Faraday's (1832) principle of electromagnetic induction (i.e. electric 
current passed through one coil produces a magnetic field that in tum induces a current 
in a nearby coil) (Walsh and Pascual-Leone, 2003). With TMS the second coil is 
replaced by brain tissue and the induced electric field elicits neuronal activity (Walsh 
and Cowey, 2000). Walsh and Pascual-Leone (2003) state: "a brief, intense magnetic 
field is applied to the scalp. This field induces electrical activity in the cortex, 
effectively disorganising neural processing in that region of the cortex and thus 
disrupting normal fiinctioning for a few milliseconds". TMS has become a popular 
method of research in cognitive neuroscience, by creating 'virtual lesions' (Pascual-
Leone et ai, 1999) in a safe and reversible way in selected brain regions. As such it is 
used as an investigative tool for clinical conditions such as multiple sclerosis and motor 
neuron disease (Barker et a!., 1986), for clinical purposes to alleviate symptoms of 
disorders such as depression (George et al., 1996) and to map functions of the motor 
and sensory cortices (Becker and Zeki, 1995; Hotson et al., 1994). 
There are several types of coils available, including a figure-of-eight coil, a circular coil 
and a cone coil. The most popular of type of coil to use in cognitive neuroscience is a 
figure-of-eight coil, as this coil increases the focality of stimulation (Ueno et al., 1988). 
The figure-of-eight coil is designed in such a way tiiat two circular coils carry current in 
opposite directions, and where the coils meet there is a summation of the electric field 
(Walsh and Pascual-Leone, 2003). As such the centre of the figure-of-eight coil is 
placed over the region of interest. Brasil-Neto et al. (1992) suggest that the spatial 
resolution of TMS is about 5 mm. The temporal resolution depends on the type of TMS, 
which can be applied in single pulses or repetitive pulses (rTMS)^ A single .pulse is 
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delivered in 1 ms (Walsh and Pascual-Leone, 2003), repetitive pulses are delivered in 
trains ranging from 1-25 Hz (i.e. 1-25 times per second), with functional effects ranging 
from 30-50 ms. 
The identification of the area one wishes to stimulate can be based on ftmctional 
localisation. For example, the position of V5 / MT+ can be determined by locating the 
area of the brain in which TMS stimulation induces the perception of moving 
phosphenes (Stewart et al., 1999). Localisation can also now be based on anatomical 
landmarks due to the development of Brainsight Frameless Stereotaxy™ (Rogue 
Research). This system works by utilising an anatomical MRI of a participant's brain, 
which is linked to the participant's head based on the identification of anatomical 
landmarks (bridge of the nose, tip of the nose and intracranial notch of the ears). Using 
trackers, attached to the participant and the TMS coil, the position of the coil can be 
observed in relation to the position on the participant's brain, and as such can be 
adjusted until the coil is in the appropriate location based on gyri or sulci in the brain. 
While the safety of single pulse TMS has been well established, the consequences of 
rTMS are less well understood (Wasserman, 1998). One concern is that TMS produces 
a noise which results in temporary elevations in auditory thresholds (Pascual-Leone, 
1993); as such ear plugs should be worn in all experiments. Walsh and Pascual-Leone 
(2003) also suggest that participants occasionally report headaches, nausea and facial 
twitching during TMS. Of greater concern, Pascual-Leone et al. (1993) showed that 
seizures could be induced in participants who had no identifiable risk. Wasserman 
(1998) identified the following as known side effects of TMS: (1) seizures; (2) effects 
on cognition; (3) effects on mood; (4) increases in auditory thresholds; (6) transient 
effects on hormones; (7) transient effects on lymphocytes; (5) pain and headache; (6) 
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bums from scalp electrodes; (7) psychological consequences of induced seizure. The 
most serious issue is the seizure risk associated with TMS, the report stated that as of 
June 1996 there were seven reported seizures as a result of high frequency TMS, as such 
guidelines were put in place for the administration of TMS. 
A more recent paper (Machii et al., submitted), attempted to assess the safety of rTMS 
to non-motor areas by reviewing articles and experiments taking place from 1997 to 
2003. This was deemed necessary due to the fact that current safety guidelines were 
based on a determination of rTMS intensity as a percentage of motor threshold. Stewart 
et al. (2001) found there to be no relationship between motor cortex excitability and that 
of other cortical regions. The adverse effects reported were infrequent and mild, 
headache and neck pain were the most common. Other rare complaints were reported 
including nausea, tiimitus, mood alteration and mild, transient cognitive impairments. 
More serious effects were also rare and consisted of seizures (two reports of seizures 
and two cases of seizure-like episodes several hours after TMS) and inducement of 
psychotic symptoms (four cases reported following rTMS to dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex in depression patients). Machii et al. (submitted) concluded that the present 
guidelines are safe when applied to non-motor areas but go on to recommend that safety 
guidelines independent of motor threshold must be developed for stimulating non-motor 
areas. It is important to note that these studies have provided little information regarding 
the long-term consequences of TMS (due to the fact that TMS is a relatively new 
technique); this is an area of investigation that requires further study. 
1.4.2 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging: 
Formica and Silvesfra (2004) suggest that there are three different types of 
electromagnetic fields utilised in generating an MRI image: (1) the static magnetic field; 
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(2) the pulsed field gradient magnetic field; (3) the radio frequency electromagnetic 
waves. The static magnetic field allows protons (hydrogen atoms) in the body to 
become aligned and produces a nuclear magnetic resonance signal (NMR). The gradient 
magnetic field allows one to encode spatial information (and thus build an anatomical 
MRI image), by eliciting distinguishable NMR signals from various positions in the 3-
dimensional space of the body (or brain). The radio-frequency electromagnetic wave 
emits a radio-frequency pulse that knocks the protons over, and as they realign with the 
field they emit energy which the coil receives, which indicates the haemodynamic 
changes associated with neural activation. Haemodynamic changes refer to changes in 
blood flow and venous oxygenation level that follow neural activity (Savoy, 2001). 
Savoy (2001) suggests that there are two techniques for studying the haemodynamics 
associated with neural activation: (1) looking at blood flow directly; (2) blood oxygen 
level dependent response (BOLD); the latter of which is most commonly used in 
cognitive neuroscience. The BOLD signal arises from an increase in neural activity (due 
to the brain's involvement in a particular task), which causes an increase in blood flow 
in that area, and this leads to a decrease in the concentration of deoxygenated 
haemoglobin in the venous blood, which in tum leads to an increase in the MR signal. 
Huettel et al. (2004) outlines the basics of an fMRI experiment. For each experimental 
session an anatomical image is collected with a number of runs of functional images. 
Within each run the functional data are acquired as a time series of volumes. Each 
volume is composed of a number of slices (the number depending on how much of the 
brain one wishes to cover). Each slice consists of thousands of voxels which make up 
the image of the brain. There are two main types of fMRI studies: (1) blocked designs -
consisting of two or more conditions presented in an alternating pattem; (2) event-
related design - where stimuli are presented as individual events or trials^(in slow event 
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related designs the haemodynamic response decays to baseline after each stimulus, in a 
fast sequence the response does not have time to decay). With regard to analysis, data 
can be analysed using: (1) a voxel-wise approach - where statistical tests are conducted 
on each voxel to evaluate its significance on the experimental hypothesis; (2) a region of 
interest approach - where a specific region of the brain is selected and analysed 
individually for its significance. 
Huettel et al. (2004) points out that the spatial resolution of fMRI is determined by 
voxel size, which is typically 3-5 mm for full brain studies, but can be less than 1 mm 
for studies targeted at a single brain region. The temporal resolution is determined by 
repetition time (TR), which is usually 1-3 s (one image of the brain is collected per TR). 
While the absolute timing is difficult to determine, the relative timing of activity 
between different stimuli or different brain regions can be determined within a few 
hundred milliseconds. Savoy (2001) points out that the spatial resolution of fMRI is 
dependent on the strength of the magnet (measured in Tesla). In a 1.5 T magnet 
1/100,000 hydrogen nuclei aligns itself with the magnetic field, the higher the strength 
of the magnetic field the more nuclei that align, thus improving the spatial and 
sometimes the temporal resolution. However, the disadvantage of a higher magnetic 
field is increased noise and susceptibility to artefacts (Savoy, 2001). Limitations of 
fMRI are mainly caused by artefacts due to head movements (although these can be 
corrected using motion correction algorithms). In addition, participants talking during 
an experiment can create air pockets in the head which leads to a distortion of the 
magnetic field (Savoy, 2001). 
Formica and Silvestri (2004) estimate that since the introduction of MRI as a clinical 
tool in the 1980's there have been more than 100,000,000 procedures completed 
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worldwide with relatively few major incidents. Most incidents are related to 
misinformation related to MR safety aspects of metallic objects, implants or biomedical 
devices (due to movement, dislodgement, heating and induction of electrical currents). 
In addition some cases of MRI induced thermal or electrical bums associated with 
currents in conductors in contact with the patient's body. Savoy (2001) suggests that the 
dangers of fMRI are mainly caused by bringing a metallic object into the room. 
However dangers are also related to auditory noise, radi©frequency magnetic field 
oscillations generating internal body heat, and the possibility of inducing direct 
electrical stimulation (cardiac interference being the main concern). Overall the dangers 
of fMRI are avoidable given that the correct procedures are employed and participants 
are screened appropriately. 
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1.5 Thesis Aims 
The work presented within this thesis was sponsored by the Leverhulme Trust. It was an 
interchange grant which was set up to allow collaborative work between institutions 
based in three countries (United Kingdom, France and Canada). The endeavour was to 
bring the methodologies and expertise provided by the specific institutions in these 
countries together through collaborations. Therefore research has been carried out, and 
is presented within this thesis using the following methodologies: (1) Behavioural 
testing of patients with optic ataxia and visual form agnosia; (2) Transcranial Magnetic 
Stimulation in healthy individuals; (3) Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging in 
healthy individuals. The general aim was to gain further insights into the fimctioning of 
the dorsal and ventral stream of visual processing, by investigating the way in which 
various aspects of visuomotor behaviour fit into such a model. The specific aims of each 
of the experimental chapters will be presented below. 
It has been well established that patients with optic ataxia have deficits in visuomotor 
tasks such as reaching and grasping, and this is attributed to damage to the dorsal stream 
of processing. The aim of chapter two was to determine i f such deficits would be 
observed in optic ataxic patients when required to automatically avoid non-target 
obstacles in the work space. 
Patients with visual form agnosia have intact visuomotor behavioiu-, lesions being 
restricted to the ventral stream. The aim of chapter three was to determine i f visual form 
agnosia patients would be capable of avoiding obstacles in the work space by virtue of 
an intact dorsal stream of processing. 
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The Milner and Goodale model has also suggested that the two streams of processing 
can be differentiated on the basis of time, the dorsal stream with a 'short term memory', 
the ventral stream with a 'long term memory'. The aim of chapter four was to determine 
if automatic obstacle avoidance operates within such a time frame. 
Research has shown that when visual form agnosic patients are required to carry out 
visuomotor tasks under monocular conditions these patients show impairment, due to 
the fact that pictorial cues are processed within the ventral stream. The aim of chapter 
five was to determine i f visual form agnosic patient DF would show intact behaviour 
when required to catch a moving object under monocular and binocular viewing 
conditions. 
It has been well established that V5 / MT+ is involved in motion processing within the 
perceptual domain (for example, damage to V5 / MT+ has been shown to cause 
impairments in motion discrimination tasks). The aim of chapter six was to determine i f 
V5 / MT+ is involved in motion processing within the visuomotor domain, by applying 
rTMS to V5 / MT+ when participants were required to catch a moving object. 
Recent fMRI research has shown that the dorsal stream shows selectivity for changes in 
object orientation, while the ventral stream shows selectivity for object identity. The 
aim of chapter seven was to determine i f dorsal stream selectivity for object orientation 
is restricted to graspable objects, or whether it extends to non-graspable objects also. 
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CHAPTER TWO; TAKING ACCOUNT OF PERIPHERAL VISUAL STIMULI 
IN BILATERAL OPTIC ATAXIA 
2.1 Introduction 
In everyday life we are required to avoid obstacles in our workspace to prevent 
collisions; we may do this by shifting our movement trajectories and / or slowing down 
our movements. Similar behaviour is observed in the laboratory. Jackson et al. (1995) 
found that the placement of non-target objects in the workspace caused changes in both 
the transport (modified peak velocity and deceleration time) and grasp components 
(increased peak grip aperture and later time of peak grip aperture when not normalised 
as a function of movement time) when subjects were required to reach and grasp a 
target object, especially when it was performed in open loop (i.e. no visual feedback 
available). In other studies, it was reported that even a non-target object in the form of 
an LED would cause reaching movements to veer away from it (Tipper et al, 1997; 
Howard and Tipper, 1997). Although the authors conceptualized this effect as a kind of 
attentional repulsion, in functional terms it may reflect a failsafe mechanism to 
minimize the likelihood of colliding with non-targets, which is automatically recruited 
even when there is no actual physical risk of collision. 
Tresilian (1998) carried out a study in which participants were required to reach and 
grasp a target in the presence of a flanker positioned behind, beside or in front of the 
target in either a wrist-flexed or wrist-extended posture (the type of posture required 
determining how the flanker would obstruct the target). The results suggest that both the 
grasp and transport components of prehension movements are adjusted to avoid 
potential obstacles. In addition he proposed that people move so as to avoid the hand 
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coming within a minimum preferred distance from non-target objects within the 
workspace. He suggested that what constitutes the preferred distance depends on speed 
of movement and psychological factors related to the cost attached to a collision. More 
recently, Mon-Williams and Mcintosh (2000) have shown that as the distance between 
two flanking obstacles gets smaller, movement time to grasp a target object increases, 
according to a quasi-Fitts' Law function (i.e. movement time is a function of distance to 
and size of the target) (Fitts, 1954). In a further investigation, Mon-Williams et al. 
(2001) found that the presence of obstacles during a reach to grasp task causes both an 
increase in movement time and decrease in maximum grip aperture, but in varying 
proportions depending on the layout of the workspace. They suggest that their findings 
indicate a flexible control strategy in which movements are adjusted to avoid collision 
with obstacles in a subtle and precise manner. 
Until recently, there have been no investigations directed at understanding the neural 
underpinnings of non-target processing during movements. In contrast, a host of 
neurobehavioural and neurophysiological studies are in agreement that the visual 
control of target-directed reaching and grasping depends upon systems in the dorsal 
stream of cortical processing (Milner and Goodale, 1995; Jeannerod, 1997; Goodale and 
Milner, 2004) (see general introduction for an overview of the dorsal stream of 
processing). Yet non-target processing clearly plays an important role in determining 
the parameters of reaching and grasping movements. One of the first studies of non-
target processing following brain damage was performed by Mcintosh et al. (2004a) 
with neglect patients. Neglect has been defined as "the failure to report, respond or 
orient to novel or meaningful stimuli presented to the side opposite a brain lesion, when 
this failure cannot be attributed to either elemental sensory or motor deficits" (Heilman, 
1979). The area that is most heavily implicated in the causation of neglect is the 
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temporo-parietal region of the right hemisphere and it has been proposed that this region 
functions as a high-level representational system that is fed principally by visual inputs 
arising from the ventral stream, and may be regarded as the end-point of the perceptual 
processing pathway (Milner and Mcintosh, 2003). They tested 12 neglect patients and 
12 normal control subjects on a bisection task and a reaching task, in both cases using 
the same spatial layout. Subjects were presented with two cylinders, each of which 
could be located in one of two positions either to the left or right of the midline. In the 
bisection task participants were required to judge the midpoint between the two 
cylinders by making a pointing response, while in the reaching task they where required 
to touch a wide target zone located beyond the two cylinders by reaching between them. 
The former can thus be regarded as an explicit bisection task, the latter as an implicit 
one. The results showed that 10 out of the 12 neglect patients performed similarly to 
controls on the reaching task, taking fu l l account of both cylinder locations as they 
carried out the movements. However, as would be expected, in the bisection task the 
neglect patients failed to take fu l l account of the varying locations of the left cylinder in 
making their spatial judgements. Mcintosh et al. (2004a) argued that this preservation 
of non-target processing in their patients might be due to the sparing of dorsal-stream 
cortex in and around the intraparietal cortex (Culham and Kanwisher, 2001). 
While subjects failed to take account of shifts in the leftward cylinder during their 
bisection response, they took account of such shifts during the reaching task. It remains 
unclear however i f subjects were visually aware of the left cylinder during this task, as 
participants were not required to verbally report which cylinders they saw. Therefore in 
a separate study (Mcintosh et al., 2004b) a patient with visual extinction was tested in a 
comparable reaching task. Extinction is a condition in which patiaits with unilateral 
brain damage fail to report stimuli on the contralesional side of space when stimuli are 
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presented bilaterally, yet can accurately report the presence of a single stimulus 
presented on either side of space (Bender, 1952; Driver et al, 1997). In this experiment 
thin poles were presented for a brief stimulus duration, in order to induce extinction of 
the left pole on about half of the test trials. There were four trial types in which the 
poles could be presented with either the left pole alone, the right pole alone, both, or 
neither of the poles. Participants were required to reach to a target zone located beyond 
the two poles and verbally report which poles they had seen. The results showed that the 
patient shifted his reach trajectory according to whether the left, right, or both poles 
were present, much as healthy control subjects did, and these shifts occurred to the same 
degree regardless of whether he reported the presence of the left-side pole (i.e. he took 
account of the presence and location of both poles in his reach despite a failure to 
verbally report the presence of the two poles). 
Unlike neglect or extinction, which are associated with damage to the parieto-temporal 
region, optic ataxia is associated with damage to the dorsal stream of processing, in the 
superior parietal region (see general introduction for more details of optic ataxia). The 
aim of the present experiment was to determine i f bilateral optic ataxic patients have 
difficultly in reaching between objects and to examine i f this can be dissociated from 
the bisection of space between two objects. It would be predicted that optic ataxic 
patients would show the opposite pattern of results to the neglect patients in tiie 
previous study (Mcintosh et al., 2004a), in that they would show impaired obstacle 
avoidance behaviour due to their damaged dorsal stream, yet would behave like normal 
participants when asked to bisect the space between the same two obstacles, given their 
intact ventral stream. The demands of these two tasks differ in that in the bisection task 
participants are required to make a deliberate perceptual judgement, whereas in the 
reaching task participants are required to automatically and unconsciously modify their 
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reaching movements in a way which wi l l minimize the risk of collision with the 
potential obstacles. It is automatic in the sense of being quite unintentional; the 
separations used would pose very little risk of collision in healthy subjects. 
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2.2 Method 
2.2.1 Participants: 
Two patients with bilateral parietal damage resulting in optic ataxia (AT and IG) took 
part in this experiment along with eight healthy female controls, between 32-50 years 
old. Al l control participants were right-handed by self-report, had no history of 
neurological disorder and had normal or corrected to normal vision. 
Patient AT was aged 48 at the time of testing. Her optic ataxia resulted from an 
eclamptic attack 14 years prior to testing, which provoked a haemorrhagic softening in 
the territory of both parieto-occipital arteries (branches of the posterior cerebral 
arteries). Her lesion is depicted in figure 2.1. She now continues to show the symptoms 
of Balint's syndrome, including visual disorientation, simultanagnosia and severe optic 
ataxia for objects in the peripheral visual field. She shows no symptoms of occipito-
temporal damage (i.e. alexia, object agnosia, achromatopsia, or prosopagnosia) and she 
is able to leave a relatively normal life despite her lesion. 
Art. 
Figure 2.1: An early M R I scan revealed that AT's lesion involved bilateral parietal damage 
extending to the upper part of the occipital lobes and slightly into the medial part of the right 
premotor cortex. The calcarine area remained intact except for the upper lip on the left hand side. 
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Patient IG was aged 33 at the time of testing. Her optic ataxia resulted from a bilateral 
parieto-occipital infarction 3 years prior to present testing. She initially presented with 
severe headache, dysarthia and bilateral blindness, which lasted for 3 days. 
Subsequently bilateral optic ataxia and simultanagnosia became apparent (Pisella et al., 
1999). Her simultanagnosia has now subsided at least for presentations of two or three 
objects (Pisella et al., 2000). She received a diagnosis of ischemic stroke, related to 
acute vasospastic angiopathy in the posterior cerebral arteries. Her lesion is depicted in 
figure 2.2. 
Figure 2.2: A structural M R l scan revealed that IG's damage is in the posterior parietal and upper 
and lateral occipital cortico-subcortical regions. Reconstruction of her lesion indicated that it 
involved mainly Brodmann's areas 7,18,19, the intraparietal sulcus, and part of area 39. 
2.2.2 Experimental equipment: 
The experimental setup used in the present experiment is depicted in figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Figure depicts the experimental set-up used. Participants were presented with a 60cm^ 
white stimulus board. This board consisted of a start button (filled black circle) located 10cm away 
from the edge of the board and a Scm grey target zone, which spanned the far edge of the board. 
Two grey cylinders (24.5cm tall and 3.5cm in diameter) could be fixed to the board one on either 
side of the mid-line at a distance of 2Scm from the start position and 20cm in front of the grey 
tai^et zone. Each of the cylinders could occupy one of two locations (open circles), with its inside 
edge either Scm or 12cm away from the midline. The factorial combination of these locations thus 
created four possible stimulus configurations. A strip of white card was placed between the two 
cylinders in every trial to prevent participants using the visible holes to guide them. 
Liquid crystal shutter glasses (Plato System, Translucent Technologies, Toronto, CA) 
were used which opened when the start button was pressed and closed on movement 
onset, signalled by release of the hand button. Hand movements were recorded using an 
electro-magnetic motion analysis system (Minibird, Ascension Technology Inc.). 
Responses were recorded by sampling the position of a marker attached to the nail of 
the rigjit index finger, at a sampling frequency o f 86.1 Hz -Responses were recorded for 
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3 seconds (allowing the entire movement to be captured); both start position and end 
position were defined as that recorded on the frame at which hand velocity fell below a 
threshold of 50 mm/s. 
2.2.3 Procedure: 
Participants were required to perform both a reaching task and a bisection task in 
separate blocks, with the order of blocks balanced across participants within each group. 
Participants were requested to place their right index finger on the start button when 
they were ready to begin each trial. This signalled the shutter glasses to open and 
participants were required to fixate on a central cross, located at the back of the stimulus 
board 16 cm above the surface. On a verbal 'Go' signal, which was given as soon as 
participants indicated that they were ready, participants were required to perform each 
trial. In the reaching task subjects were required to reach out and touch a target zone 
located beyond the two cylinders and were instructed that the emphasis in this task was 
speed of movement. Participants were instructed that when a cylinder was present there 
would be one on the left and one on the right of the midline and they should pass their 
hand between the two cylinders rather than around the outside edge of the board. Each 
participant made 60 reaches in a fixed pseudo-random order, with 12 trials for each of 
the four cylinder configurations and 12 in which no cylinders were present (these types 
of trials were included as a control condition to check for any systematic bias when the 
reaching response was not constrained by any potential obstacles and were not included 
in the main analysis). In the bisection task participants were informed that the position 
of the cylinders would vary from trial to trial, but there would always be one on the left 
and one on the right. They were instructed to indicate where they estimated the 
midpoint was between the two cylinders, and were instructed that the emphasis on this 
task was on accuracy of judgement. Each participants made 48 bisection, responses. 
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which involved 12 trials for each of the stimulus configurations, presented in a fixed 
pseudo-random order. 
2.2.4 Analysis: 
The dependent measure taken for each trial in the reaching task was the lateral position 
(P) of the marker, with respect to the midline of the stimulus board, as i t crossed the 
virtxial line joining the two cylinder locations. The dependent measure for the bisection 
task was the lateral position (P) of the marker on the index finger at the end of the 
movement. 
A two-way ANOVA of response positions P was computed, with two factors Oeft / right 
cylinder) each with two levels (near / far). A separate ANOVA was carried out on the 
data of each individual participant. 
The main analyses were weighting indices dPi and (IPR (Mcintosh et al., 2004a). These 
indices measure the mean change in P that is associated with a shift of each cylinder 
between its two locations (i.e. how much the response shifts in relation to a 40 mm shift 
of one or the other cylinder). These were calculated according to the following 
equations (see figures 2.4 and 2.7 for stimulus configurations): 
dPi = (mean P in configurations A and C) - (mean P in configurations B and D) 
dPR = (mean P in configurations C and D) - ( mean P in configurations A and B) 
This measure provides a weighting indices of dPL and dPn, where a positive value 
indicates a shift in response in the appropriate direction (with a 2 mm shift being a 
perfect response), a negative response indicates a shift in the wrong direction, and a zero 
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value indicates that participants failed to shift their response at all relative to changes in 
cylinder location. 
The modified t-test (one-tailed) recommended by Crawford and Garthwaite (2002) was 
used to make a separate statistical comparison between each patient and the control 
group on each of the two indices in each test condition. 
In a third set of analyses, the variability of reaches was assessed by calculating the 
variance of P for each of the four test configurations, and averaging these to give a 
mean variability score for each participant. The modified t-test (one-tailed) was used to 
make a statistical comparison between each patient and the control group. 
Finally, each subject's kinematics were analysed by computing movement time, peak 
velocity and time of peak velocity. Again the modified t-test (one-tailed) was used to 
make a statistical comparison between each patient and the control group. 
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2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Reaching task: 
Figure 2.4 shows the mean position of each response with respect to the midline of the 
stimulus board at the point of intersection with an imaginary line joining the object 
locations for AT, IG and the healthy controls. This shows that for the control subjects 
the four cylinder configurations elicited lawful shifts in the reaching trajectories, in that 
configuration B shows a leftward shift and C a rightward shift, each relative to the 
symmetrical configurations of A and D. In contrast the two patients A T and IG showed 
no such changes in their reaches as a function of the location of the cylinders. Individual 
two-way ANOVAs were conducted on the data, vdth two factors (left cylinder location 
and right cylinder location) each with two levels (near and far). For A T there was no 
effect of left cylinder (F (i, 44) = 0.97, p = 0.33), or right cylinder (F (i, 44) = 0.11, p = 
0.74). This pattern of results was also revealed in IG who showed no effect of either the 
left cylinder (F (i, 44) = 0.07, p = 0.79) or right cylinder (F (i, 44) = 2.39, p = 0.13). It is 
thus clear from the pattern of results that neither patient took account of the cylinder 
locations when executing their reaching responses. In contrast, all control participants 
showed a significant effect of both left and right cylinder (in every case p < 0.005, 
except for one participant (N4) for whom the left object was significant only at p < 
0.021). Individual significant levels are reported in appendix 1.1. 
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Figure 2.4: Data for the two patients A T (filled triangles) and I G (filled circles) and control subjects 
(open squares) in the reaching task. The responses plotted are P values (i.e. the point where each 
response intersects the imaginary line joining the four possible cylinder locations. The dark grey 
circles depict the four possible stimulus configurations (A, B, C , D) 
Figure 2.5 shows the two indices of sensitivity of the varying locations of the left and 
right cylinder, dPi and dP^, respectively, for the reaching task for the two patients and 
the healthy controls (i.e. the weightings attached to the left and the right cylinder in 
determining the tr^ectories). This shows that there is a qualitative difference between 
the two patients and the controls, in that the two patients both have weightings which lie 
around the zero point, which is well outside the range of the control participants. 
Modified t-tests were conducted on these data. This confirmed that AT differed 
significantly from controls on both dPi (t = -3.13, p = 0.008) and dPn (t = -3.11, p = 
0.009), this pattern of results was also observed in IG who significantly differed from 
controls in both dPi (t = -2.13, p = 0.036) and dPR (t = -4.72, p < 0.001). 
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Figure 2.S: Figure depicting the weightings attached to the left and right cylinder in the reaching 
tasli for the two patients and controls (both individually and as a group mean). This represents the 
mean change in response induced by a 40mm shift in location of the left (dPI) and right (dPr) 
cylinder. 
The variability of each participant's trajectory (as measured by the mean variance of P) 
for the reaching task was computed (AT = 356.87; IG = 140.96) (Mean controls = 
74.80). It is clear that the variability of movement trajectories is higher for both the 
patients than for the controls. A modified t-test conducted on these data showed that this 
difference reaches significance for patient AT (t = 6.99, p < 0.001) but not in patient IG 
(t = 1.64, p = 0.073). It should be noted that although this higher variability would have 
militated strongly against finding significant effects of left or right cylinder locations in 
the patients, it would not affect the dPi or dPR values as these are based on mean 
trajectories only and not their variability. 
Table 2.1 shows several kinematic parameters from the reaching task. A modified t-test 
shows that mean movement time was significantly longer in A T than controls (t = 
2.633, p = 0.017), and mean time of peak velocity was significantly longer in AT than 
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controls (t = 1.981, p = 0.013), reflecting her generally slowed movements. No other 
significant differences were observed, and in fact the kinematics of IG's movements 
appear to be remarkably normal. 
Table 2.1: Table showing mean movement time (ms), mean peak velocity (mm/s) and mean time to 
peak velocity (ms) for the reaching task, averaged across the four stimulus configurations. 
M T (sd) PV (sd) TPV (sd) 
AT 830.7 (168.39) 1033.55 (98.08) 324.7 (32.50) 
IG 561.36(30.34) 1598.24 (99.96) 171.55 (27.66) 
Mean Controls 570.63 (93.13) 1592.87 (289.02) 204.83 (39.92) 
23.2 Bisection task: 
Analysis of the bisection data reveal a quite different pattern of results than those 
observed in the reaching task. Figure 2.6 shows the mean position of each response with 
respect to the midline of the stimulus board at the point of intersection with an 
imaginary line joining the object locations for AT, IG and the healthy controls. This 
shows that for the control subjects and the two patients, the four cylinder configurations 
elicited lawfiil shifts in the reaching trajectories, in that configuration B shows a 
leftward shift and C a rightward shift, each relative to the symmetrical configurations of 
A and D. As before, individual two-way ANOVAs were conducted on the data, with 
two factors (left cylinder location and right cylinder location) each with two levels (near 
and far); this showed that for both patients and controls there was a highly significant 
effect (p < 0.001) of both left and right cylinder location. For AT there was a significant 
effect of left cylinder (F (i,44) = 46.37, p < 0.001) and right cylinder (F (1,44) = 64.52, p < 
0.001). This pattem of results was also shown in IG who dso showed a l i p i f i c S i t ' 
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effect of both the left cylinder (F 44) = 40.85, p < 0.001) and right cylinder (F 44) = 
45.55, p < 0.001). In other words both patients and controls took ful l account of the 
locations of both cylinders in executing their bisection responses. Individual 
significance levels are reported in appendix 1.2. 
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Figure 2.6: Data for the two patients A T (filled triangles) and I G (filled circles) and control subjects 
(open squares) in the bisection task. The responses plotted are P values (i.e. which in this case is the 
bisection point between the cylinders. The dark grey circles depict the four possible stimulus 
configurations (A, B, C , D) 
Figure 2.7 shows the two indices of sensitivity of the varying locations of the left and 
right cylinder, dPi and dPn, respectively for the reaching task for the two patients and 
the healthy controls (i.e. the weightings attached to the left and the right cylinder in 
determining the trajectories). This shows the normality of the patients bisection 
response, in that both patients lie within (at the high end of) the normal range. Modified 
t-tests were conducted on these data and confirmed that there was no significant 
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diff'erences between A T and controls on dPL (t = 0.385, p = 0.356) or dPn (t = 0.803, p = 
0.224) or between IG and controls on either (//^ z. (t = 1.249, p = 0.126) ordPn (t = 1.166, 
p = 0.141). 
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Figure 2.7: Figure depicting the weightings attached to the left and right cylinder in the bisection 
task for the two patients and controls. The data represent the mean changes in response induced by 
a 40mm shift in location of the left (dPt) and right ((/PR) cylinder. 
The variability of each participant's trajectory (as measured by the mean variance of P) 
for the bisection task was computed (AT = 120.89; IG = 195.30) (Mean controls = 
48.18). It is clear that the variabiUty of movement trajectories is higher for both the 
patients than for the controls. A modified t-test conducted on the data showed that this 
difference reaches significance for both AT (I = 2.54, p = 0.019) and IG (t = 5.14, p < 
0.001). It should be noted that this increased variability still did not prevent the highly 
significant effects of cylinder location as reported above. 
Table 2.2 below shows several kinematic parameters from the bisection task. A 
modified t-test shows that AT had a significantly longer movement time than control 
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subjects (t = 3,11, p = 0.025) and a significantly later time to peak velocity (t = 2.702, p 
= 0.015). IG had a significantly higher peak velocity than control subjects (t = 4.307, p 
= 0.002). No other significant differences were observed. 
Table 2.2: Table showing mean movement time (ms), mean peak velocity (mm/s) and mean time to 
pealc velocity (ms) for the bisection task averaged across the four stimulus configurations. 
M T (sd) PV (sd) TPV (sd) 
AT 809.38 (81.61) 721.97 (63.79) 323.03 (46.74) 
IG 563.60 (32.85) 1595.70 (96.27) 165.26 (22.89) 
Mean Controls 551.32 (102.28) 900.15(152.24) 225.79 (33.93) 
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2.4 Discussion 
The aim of the present experiment was to test whether damage to the dorsal stream of 
processing, causing the visuomotor symptoms of optic ataxia, would lead to impaired 
obstacle avoidance behaviour. The results show that optic ataxic patients made reaches 
between the two objects that took no account at all of the varying locations of the 
objects. The variance of their reaches was also considerably higher than healthy 
controls. In the bisection task, however, the patients were completely unimpaired in 
taking account of the object shifts, even though they showed more variance in their 
bisections than the controls, presumably reflecting the aiming impairment that is 
characteristic of optic ataxia. 
There are other differences between the two tasks that could potentially explain the 
pattern of results observed. In particular, it could be argued that the reaching task, being 
carried out with an emphasis on speed and not accuracy, would inevitably cause the 
patients to take little account of the left and right objects. This idea gains no support, 
however, f rom the present data or from previous data. First, the healthy controls almost 
all showed highly significant dPi and CIPR indices in the reaching as well as in the 
bisection task, although the mean magnitudes were slightly smaller. And second, a 
group of neglect patients (Mcintosh et al, 2004a), showed the opposite pattern of 
results (i.e. they took normal account of the two objects during the reaching task, 
despite showing reduced weightings of the left object in the bisection task). 
It could also be argued that simultanagnosia was present in these patients, and that, like 
many patients with Balint's syndrome, they would have difficulty holding more than 
one object within their span of-attention at once. There are, however,^ three reasons4o 
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reject this suggestion. First, I.G. shows very little sign of simultanagnosia, having no 
difficulty in perceiving up to 3 objects together (Pisella et al, 2000). Patient A.T. does 
retain a degree o f simultanagnosia, despite the passage of many years since her brain 
lesion, but she only experiences it when viewing time is restricted to 500 ms or less 
(which was not the case in this experiment). Second, even i f the patients had difficulty 
in seeing both objects simultaneously, they should at least have been able to see one or 
other of them on every trial. I f they had no intrinsic problem with obstacle avoidance, 
this ability to see at least one object would have raised their values of dPi and dPn 
above zero, to at least half of the normal values. However, this was not the case, and 
dPi and dPR remained steadfastly around zero. Third, and most convincingly, both 
patients performed in a comparable way to healthy controls on the bisection task, 
despite the fact that the same objects were presented in identical configurations. This 
strongly suggests that simultanagnosia played no part in determining the results of the 
present study. 
A third argument is that the patients have no problem with obstacle avoidance per se, 
but that they are simply impaired at target-directed reaching. It is unlikely that this is the 
case, as it has been shown that AT and IG, like most patients with optic ataxia, show 
little or no impairment for reaching to fixated targets (Pisella et al., 2000; Grea et al., 
2002) and in this study the grey target strip was in line with fixation. However, the fact 
that both patients showed abnormally high variance in Iheir reach trajectories could be 
seen as support for this argiiment. This increased variance may explain the failure to 
find a significant effect of either object on P (by leading to a lower F-value in the 
statistical comparison of their tr^ectories). The analysis of the data in terms of the 
indices dPi and dPR, however, explicitly does not depend in any way on trial-to-trial 
variability. These indices are based only on the mean values of the variable P, and 
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therefore are unaffected by the variance of P. It is therefore these indices that give the 
most unambiguous evidence of a loss of obstacle avoidance skill in A.T. and I.G. 
Furthermore, despite even higher response variability in the bisection task, both patients 
nonetheless still show highly significant effects of the left and right cylinder locations 
on their responses. 
There has been much debate in the literature between the respective merits of 
'distractor' and 'obstacle avoidance' accounts of the effects of non-target objects on 
motor behaviour (Tresilian, 1999; Castiello, 1999). It has been argued that effects in 
normal participants such as those observed in the present experiment caimot be 
explained by obstacle avoidance alone and may be due to the fact that the non-target 
objects serve as distractors and cause competition for attention (Castiello, 1999). 
However, i f the cylinders used in the present experiment were treated as distractors 
rather than obstacles, it is difficult to explain why participants moved their hand 
trajectories consistently away from them, differentially according to the location of the 
cylinders. Given this pattern of findings, it seems more appropriate to discuss the results 
of the present experiment within the framework of obstacle avoidance (i.e. that 
participants move away from the cylinders in order to minimize the risk of collision). 
Taken with previous results (Mcintosh et al, 2004a), this study fits well within the 
framework of the current functional understanding of the ventral and dorsal processing 
streams (see general introduction for more details). That is, like target-directed reaching 
and grasping movements, i t can be proposed that automatic obstacle avoidance is a 
dorsal stream function (abolished when superior parietal cortex is destroyed as in optic 
ataxia, but typically preserved in neglect, where tfie damage is predominantly temporo-
parietal). Bisection, on the ottier^hand, depends on a conscious strategy which optic 
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ataxic patients can implement using perceptual information processed within their 
ventral stream and its right temporo-parietal elaboration; both of which may remain 
largely intact. A prediction from this interpretation, of course, is that while damage to 
the ventral stream itself would be expected to impair gap bisection to some degree, it 
should entirely spare obstacle avoidance. There are some conditions under which the 
ventral stream may be involved in obstacle avoidance, for example i f the obstacle is 
fragile or noxious. Under such conditions one would assume that the ventral stream 
would be required to determine the perceptual attributes of the obstacles; this requires 
further testing. 
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C H A P T E R T H R E E ; T A K I N G A C C O U N T OF P E R I P H E R A L V I S U A L 
S T I M U L I IN V I S U A L F O R M AGNOSIA 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 gave an overview o f the literature on obstacle avoidance behaviour and 
provided evidence that such behaviour is mediated by the same dorsal stream systems as 
those involved in target directed reaching and grasping movements. I t was argued that 
automatic obstacle avoidance is a dorsal stream function, abolished when superior 
parietal cortex is destroyed as in optic ataxia (Chapter 2) but typically preserved in 
neglect, where the damage is predominantly temporo-parietal (Mcintosh et al, 2004a). 
Bisection, on the other hand, was argued to depend on a conscious perceptual strategy 
which optic ataxic patients can implement using perceptual information processed 
within the ventral stream (Chapter 2), and its right temporo-parietal elaboration 
(Mcintosh et al., 2004a). As outlined in Chapter 2, a prediction fi-om this interpretation 
is that damage to the ventral stream would be expected to impair gap bisection to some 
degree; however i t should entirely spare obstacle avoidance behaviour. This chapter 
shall attempt to provide evidence in support of this prediction by testing two visual form 
agnosic patients (with bilateral damage to the ventral stream of processing) in a similar 
set-up to that described in Chapter 2. An overview of visual form agnosia in provided in 
Chapter 1. 
Patient DF who suffers from visual form agnosia as a result of bilateral damage to the 
ventral stream of processing (Milner et al., 1991; James et al., 2003) has been shown to 
have preserved visuomotor behaviour, which is attributed to the fact that she has an 
intact dorsal stream of processing (see general introduction for more details). Little is 
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known about DF's performance in obstacle avoidance tasks. Recently, however, (Rice 
et al., submitted) a study was carried out to address this issue. DP was asked to reach 
out and grasp an object in the presence of secondary objects, placed either to the left or 
right of the target. It was shown that DP took account of the obstacle's location relative 
to the target, by systematically shifting her reach trajectories and adjusting her grip 
aperture in a similar manner as controls. It was inferred that she may be using her intact 
dorsal stream to allow her to take account of these obstacles, suggesting that both target 
related processing and obstacle related processing might share a common parietal 
substrate. A problem with this experiment was that no control task was used to enable a 
dissociation to be illustrated between DP's intact visuomotor behaviour and impaired 
perceptual processing; such a task would enable stronger claims regarding DP's intact 
obstacle avoidance behaviour (i.e. a task which is similar to the visuomotor task but 
demands an element of perceptual processing). In addition the experimental design of 
this study was not tightly controlled in terms of viewing time, and no constraints were 
placed on the subjects regarding speed of movement (DF's movement time was 
approximately twice as slow as controls on all conditions which makes kinematic 
parameters difficult to compare). Finally, it would enable stronger claims to be made i f 
more than one visual form agnosic patient was tested. 
The aim of the present experiment was to examine obstacle avoidance behaviour in two 
visual form agnosic patients and thereby to assess the relative contributions of the dorsal 
and ventral streams to this type of visuomotor behaviour. I f automatic obstacle 
avoidance is subserved by the dorsal stream of processing it would be predicted that 
both patients would show somewhat impaired performance on the bisection task due to 
their damaged ventral streams, but that they would perform in a similar way to normals 
when required to reach between the two cylinders, due to their intact dorsal streams. In 
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other words, a double dissociation between optic ataxic and visual form agnosic patients 
was predicted on these respective perceptual and visuomotor tasks. 
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3.2 Method 
3.2.1 Participants: 
Two patients with visual form agnosia (DF and SB) and sixteen age-matched controls 
took part in the study. Eight of the controls were females aged between 38-58 years old, 
while the others were males aged between 28-39 years old. A l l participants were right-
handed by self-report, had normal or corrected to normal vision and no history of 
neurological disorders. 
DF was 48 years old at the time of testing; she developed visual form agnosia after 
carbon monoxide poisoning 14 years prior to testing (see general introduction for more 
details of DF and visual form agnosia). EEG showed bilateral abnormalities, most 
prominent posteriorly and in temporal regions. Later M R I studies showed abnormalities 
in occipital poles bilaterally, with the damage extending laterally in the ventral part of 
the occipital lobe (area 18) and dorsally in the posterior parasagittal occipitoparietal 
region, her primary visual cortex remaining largely intact (Milner et al, 1991). Figure 
3.1 illustrates a recent MRI depicting the lesion in DF. 
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Figure 3.1: MRI scan (neurological convention) for DF. Small arrows indicate areas of atrophy, 
yellow = central sulcus, orange = postcentral sulcus, green = precentral sulcus, blue = intraparietal 
sulcus, magenta = parietal occipital sulcus, red = calcarine sulcus. Long arrows indicate lesion 
areas, yellow = posterior parietal cortex, green = lateral occipital cortex. From James etal (2003). 
Patient SB was 34 years old at the time of testing; he developed visual form agnosia 
following meningoencephalitis at 3 years old. As shown in the extensive studies of Le et 
al. (2002), his deficits include achromatopsia (cortical colour blindness), prosopagnosia 
(inability to recognise faces), alexia (inability to read) and object agnosia. Like DF, he 
typically focuses on parts of objects rather than the objects themselves, and can process 
local aspects of shapes while failing to link and integrate them as a global whole. Yet 
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also like her, he is able to generate and manipulate visual images. He performs better 
than DF in matching meaningful and meaningless objects, as well as in copying 
drawings (relying on feature by feature analysis of the objects), and in being able to 
confidently navigate his way in both familiar and non-familiar environments. He also 
has a striking ability to use motion information to help him identify objects. MRI scans 
show lesions of the occipitoparietal and occipitotemporal regions in the right 
hemisphere and the occipitotemporal junction of the left hemisphere. The right 
hemisphere lesion includes complete or partial damage to areas V2, V3, V4, V5 and 
LO, and there is limited damage to the right inferior parietal lobule in the region of the 
supramarginal gyrus. There is a spared region in the right occipital pole including the 
calcarine fissure (primary visual cortex), in its rostral and superior aspects. In the left 
hemisphere the lesion involves mainly the ventrolateral visual cortex, including the 
fusiform gyrus and area LO. Figures 3.2a and 3.2b illustrate the lesion in patient SB. 
Figure 3.2a: From \A et aL (2003). Figure depicts 12 MRI axial slices (every 4mm; thickness 
1mm) parallel to the bi-commissural plane showing the main lesions in SB. 
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Lesion 
Figure 3.3b: From L£ et aL (2002). Figure depicts a three-dimensional rendering of the cortical 
surface from SB's MRI. The lesion area is visualized in black, illustrating areas of damage in the 
occipitotemporal and occipitoparietal area of the right hemisphere and at the occipitotemporal 
junction of the left hemisphere. 
3.2.2 Experimental equipment: 
The experimental set-up used in the present experiment is depicted in figure 2.3 (chapter 
2). Liquid crystal shutter glasses (Plato System, Translucent Technologies, Toronto, 
Canada) were used which were programmed to open for 2 seconds at the beginning of 
each trial. A tone was used to indicate that participants should initiate their response; 
this occurred immediately as the shutter glasses closed. Hand movements were recorded 
using Optotrak (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario); responses were recorded by 
sampling the position of a marker attached to the nail of the right index finger, at a 
sampling frequency of 100 Hz. For both the reaching and bisection task recording was 
made for 5 seconds, allowing the movement to be recorded in fu l l (i.e. from the initial 
start position to movement offset). Both start position and end position were defined as 
that recorded on the frame at which hand velocity fell below a threshold of 50 mm/s. 
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3.2.3 Procedure: 
Participants were required to perform both a reaching task and a bisection task, in 
separate blocks. They were instructed to place their right index finger on the start button 
when they were ready to begin each trial, and to initiate their response when they heard 
a tone, which was presented immediately on the closure of the shutter glasses. In the 
reaching task participants were instructed to reach out and touch a target zone located 
beyond the two cylinders, and they were told that the emphasis in this task was speed of 
movement. They were instructed that whenever a cylinder was present there would be 
one on the left and one on the right and they should pass their hand between the two 
cylinders rather than around the outside edge of the board. Each participant made 60 
reaches in a fixed pseudo-random order, with 12 trials for each of the four cylinder 
configurations and 12 in which no cylinders were present (these trials were included to 
check for any systematic bias when the reaching response was not constrained by any 
potential obstacles; they were not included in the main analysis). In the bisection task 
participants were informed that the position of the cylinders would vary from trial to 
trial, and that there would always be one on the left and one on the right. They were 
instructed to point to the midpoint between the two cylinders, and were told that the 
emphasis in this task was on accuracy of judgement. Each participant made 48 bisection 
responses, including 12 trials for each of the stimulus configurations, presented in a 
fixed pseudo-random order. 
3.2.4 Analysis: 
The dependent measure taken for each trial in the bisection task was the final lateral 
position (P) of the marker on the index finger with respect to the midline of the stimulus 
board. The dependent measure for the reaching task was the lateral position of the 
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marker as it crossed the virtual line joining the two cylinder locations (here the exact 
value of P was estimated by linear interpolation). 
The main analyses were weighting indices dPi and dPR (Mcintosh et al., 2004a; 
Chapter 2). TTiese indices measure the mean change in P that is associated with a shift 
of each cylinder between its two locations (i.e. how much the response shifts in relation 
to a 40mm shift of one or the other cylinder). They were calculated according to the 
following equations (see Chapter 2, figure 2.4 for the four stimulus configurations): 
dPi = (mean P in configurations A and C) - (mean P in configurations B and D) 
dPR = (mean P in configurations C and D) - ( mean P in configurations A and B) 
The modified t-test (one-tailed) recommended by Crawford and Garthwaite (2002) was 
used to make a separate statistical comparison between each patient and the control 
group on each of the two indices in each test condition. An independent-samples t-test 
was also used to compare the group of patients (n = 2) to controls (n = 16). 
In another set of analyses, the variability of reaches was assessed by calculating the 
variance of P for each of the four test configurations, and averaging these to give a 
mean variability score for each participant. The modified t-test (one-tailed) was used to 
make a statistical comparison between each patient and the control group. 
Finally the kinematics of the movements were analysed, including reaction time, 
movement time, peak velocity, time to peak velocity and percentage time to peak 
velocity normalised as a function of movement time. The kinematic data of 11 of the 16 
controls were included in the analysis. For 5 of the control subjects the kinematie data 
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had to be excluded due to technical problems with the trigger sent f rom the shutter 
glasses to the Optotrak at the time of testing, which caused the timing of the start of the 
recording to be unreliable. The modified t-test (one-tailed) was again used to make 
statistical comparisons between each patient and the control group. 
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3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Reaching task: 
Figure 3.3 shows the mean changes in reach trajectory (measured as P) that were 
associated with a 40 mm shift of either the left or right cylinder (i.e. the 'weightings' 
given to the left and the right cylinder, dP^ and dPa). It is clear that while a great deal of 
behavioural variability exists between the control subjects, both DF and SB perform 
within the normal range, taking account of both the left and the right cylinder when 
making their reaches. Modified t-test comparisons revealed no significant differences 
between DF and the controls on either dPi (t = 1.389, p = 0.092) or dPn (t = 0.589, p = 
0.282). Likewise there were no significant differences between SB and the controls on 
either dPi (t = 0.581, p = 0.285) or dPR (t = 1.052, p = 0.155). In addition, a 
conventional independent-samples t-test carried out on the data also failed to reveal any 
significant difference between the patients (n = 2) and the controls (n = 16) on either 
dPi (t = 1.383, p = 0.186)ordPR{i=\.\60, p = 0.263). 
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Figurt! 3.3: The 'weightings' {dPt and dPn) given to each cylinder by DF and SB and the controls in 
the reaching task. 
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The variance of both patient's P values was higher (DF = 165.75; SB = 544.03) than the 
controls (Mean Controls = 131.7). Modified t-tests showed that this was significant for 
SB (t = 3.349, p = 0.004), but not for DF (t = 0.277, p = 0.393). 
Table 3.1 shows the kinematic data for DF and SB compared with those of controls. 
Modified t-tests reveal that there was no difference between DF( t=1 .381 ,p = 0.094) or 
SB (t = 0.592, p = 0.281) and controls in terms of reaction time. DF was significantly 
slower than controls in movement time (t = 2.024, p = 0.031), however there was no 
difference between SB and controls (t = -0.954, p = 0.178). There was no difference 
between DF (t = -0.819, p = 0.213) or SB (t = 1.499, p = 0.077) and controls in terms of 
peak velocity. Similarly there was no difference between DF (t = 1.474, p = 0.081) or 
SB (t = 2.392, p = 0.015) and controls for time of peak velocity. SB differed from 
controls in the % time to peak velocity (t = 2.392, p = 0.015), no such difference 
occurred for DF (t = -0.421, p = 0.340). 
R T (ms) M T (ms) PV (mm/s) TPV (ms) % T P V 
DF 448.75 932.46 1203.43 351.46 37.56 
SB 351.25 439.17 2926.58 220.74 50.26 
Mean Controls 206.85 603.45 1742.98 238.56 39.46 
Table 3.1: The kinematic data for DF and SB comparing them to 11 of the healthy control subjects 
in the reaching task. 
33.2 Bisection task: 
Figure 3.4 shows the mean change in bisection response (P) that was associated with a 
40 mm shift of either the left or right cylinder in ftie bisection task. It can be seen that 
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DF lies outside the normal range for dPi and dPR^ and that SB lies outside the normal 
range for dPR While he remains just within the range of controls on t/Pz,, his score falls 
nght at the lower end. Modified t-tests reveal a significant difference between DF and 
controls on both dPi (t = 2.507, p = 0.012) and dPn (t = 2.286, p = 0.019) and a 
significant difference between SB and controls on dPn (t = 1.778, p = 0.048). The 
difference between SB and controls on dPi failed to reach significance (t = 1.245, p = 
0.116). Independent t-tests revealed significantly lower values in the patients as a group 
(n = 2) than in the controls (n = 16) on both dPi (t = 2.590, p = 0.02) and dPn (t = 2.867, 
p = 0.011). 
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Figure 3.4: The 'weightings' given to each cylinder by DF and SB and the controls in the bisection 
task. 
The variance of the both patients' P values (DF = 133.53; SB = 63.67) was higher than 
controls (Mean Controls = 61.39). A modified t-test shows that this was significant for 
DF (t = 3.551, p = 0.001), though not for SB (t = 0.112, p = 0.456). 
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Table 3.2 shows DF and SB's kinematic data compared to controls for the bisection 
task. Modified t-tests revealed that there was no difference between DF (t = 0.612, p = 
0.275) or SB (t = 1.720, p = 0.053) and controls in terms of reaction time. Both DF (t = 
2.207, p = 0.022) and SB (t = 2.093, p = 0.027) differed significantly from controls in 
movement time. There were no differences between controls and DF (t = -1.315, p = 
0.104) or SB (t = -0.860, p = 0.202) for peak velocity. However, DF (t = 1.967, p = 
0.034) and SB (t = 3.379, p = 0.002) differed from the controls in time to peak velocity. 
This was due to the longer movement durations as these differences disappear when 
time to peak velocity is computed as a % of movement time for both DF (t = -0.042, p = 
0.483) and SB (t = 0.848, p = 0.205). 
R T (ms) M T (ms) P V (mm/s) TPV (ms) % T P V 
DF 431.46 948.44 564.1 425.42 44.85 
SB 580.21 930,63 682.86 538.57 57.87 
Mean C 349.2636 602.71 907.6009 267.7645 45.47 
Table 3.2: The kinematic data for DF and SB and 11 of the healthy control subjects in the bisection 
task. 
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3.4 Discussion 
The aim of the present experiment was to examine automatic obstacle avoidance 
behaviour in two patients with bilateral ventral stream damage resulting in visual form 
agnosia, when they were asked to reach between or bisect the space between two 
cylinders varying in location from trial to trial. The results clearly show that both 
patients shifted their reaching trajectories in response to shifts in cylinder position to an 
extent that fell within the normal range, despite failing to shift their bisections of the 
space between the same two cylinders to an appropriate extent. The results provide a 
clear double dissociation in combination with those of Chapter 2, with optic ataxic 
patients (see figures 3.5 and 3.6). This double dissociation provides strong evidence to 
support the role of the dorsal stream in automatic obstacle avoidance. It should be noted 
however that there are differences in the way the two groups of patients were tested, in 
that the optic ataxia patients were required to maintain central fixation during the tasks 
whereas the visual form agnosic patients were allowed free vision. This difference in 
testing conditions was due to the fact that SB suffers from hemianopia in his left visual 
field, and this ensured that he could see both of the obstacles. 
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Figure 3.5: The 'weightings' given to the two cylinders by our two visual form agnosic patients (DF 
and SB) and their control group, and by two optic ataxic patients (AT and IG) and their control 
group in the reaching task. Graph illustrates that both optic ataxic patients perform worse than 
visual form agnosic patients and control groups. 
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Figure 3.6: The 'weightings' given to the two cyUnders by our two visual form agnosic patients (DF 
and SB) and their control group, and by two optic ataxic patients (AT and IG) and their control 
group in the bisection task. Graph illustrates that both visual form agnosic patients perform worse 
than optic ataxic patients and control groups. 
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The major prediction of this study was that their functionally-intact dorsal streams 
should allow both DF and SB to perform normally in the reaching task, where no 
perceptual judgements were required. The prediction as to how they would perform in 
the bisection task, however, was always less strong, since neither has a totally destroyed 
ventral stream. James et al. (2003) demonstrate that the ventral stream lesion in DF is 
largely restricted to area LO in healthy individuals. The damage is larger in the right 
hemisphere than the left, and primary visual cortex as well as lingual and fusiform gyrus 
are spared. Studies have shown that there is sparing of face selective cortex in the 
fusiform gyrus (Sleeves et al., 2002) as well as the parahippocampal place area (Sleeves 
et al., 2004). These spared ventral stream areas could be implicated in spatial perception 
in healthy individuals, and this could explain some of DF's preserved abilities in the 
bisection task. A close look at SB's lesion reveals a similar sparing of some ventral 
stream areas, particularly in the left hemisphere, which may account for some of his 
preserved abilities in the bisection task. In sum, it is clear that neither patient has a 
completely destroyed ventral stream and as such it would be unlikely that either patient 
would be totally unable to perform the bisection task; indeed both of them did perform 
at above-chance levels. 
It is also important to note that in the bisection task there was no significant difference 
between SB and controls in the weightings attached to the left pole. This asymmetry 
may perhaps be explained by the fact that SB has a left hemianopia, and has acquired a 
compensatory strategy of habitually paying more attention to the left than the right side 
of space. He could have done this easily in the present task through overt scanning, 
since there was no requirement to fixate centrally while initially viewing the array. 
Indirect evidence for this, possibility is that SB tended to take long reaction times prior 
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to lift ing his finger from the start switch (at which point the shutter glasses closed). 
Also, it is notable that despite his left visual hemifield being 'blind', SB's responses are 
more heavily influenced by the left cylinder than the right in both the reaching and 
bisection tasks. In contrast, in a separate reaching experiment, in which SB was required 
to fixate on a central target during the viewing period, his responses showed little 
influence of shifts in the left cylinder, his dPi. value dropping from the present 12.86 
mm to a non-significant 3.83 mm, as might be expected. 
While the variability of the patients' responses was higher than that of controls in both 
tasks, this cannot explain the absence of a statistically significant deficit in the reaching 
task for several reasons. Firstly, the calculation of the weightings attached to the change 
in position of the left and the right cylinder was based on the mean intercept of the 
reaches as they crossed an imaginary line joining the cylinders, and as such would not 
have been affected by the variability of responses. Secondly, while both patients tended 
to have higher variability of responses than controls in both tasks, the difference was 
small and non-significant for DF in the reaching task (and for SB in the bisection task). 
Finally, i f variability o f responses could explain the data i t is unlikely that a dissociation 
between the two tasks would have emerged, since it was present in both tasks. 
The results of the kinematic analyses are consistent with these conclusions, in that 
overall the patients showed greater deficits relative to the controls on the bisection task 
than on the reaching task. Although DF moved significantly more slowly than the 
controls in both tasks, SB did so only in the bisection task. Of course the slower 
movement times in the bisection task cannot themselves explain the deficits seen in the 
same task; i f anything one would expect a speed-accuracy trade-off. In general the 
control subjects shoyved greater dPi md dPn values in the bisection than the reaching 
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task, in agreement with previous work (Mcintosh et al, 2004a; Chapter 2). In the 
reaching task, observers shift their reaches less from one object configuration to another 
than might be expected (i.e. they do not behave like 'ideal observers'). The objects do 
exert an efi'ect on reaching in all participants, indicating that they act as potential 
obstacles, but these effects are not so great as to force shifts equal to 50% of the object 
shifts. In the case of the bisection task, the need for accuracy was reflected in longer 
reaction limes and movement times, and lower peak velocities, than in the reaching task. 
Presumably the two patients were also themselves reflecting these different task 
demands in their kinematic behaviour. For these various reasons the weighting indices 
on the two tasks could not be compared directly with each other. The only appropriate 
comparisons were between patients and controls on each task separately and not directly 
between tasks. 
It is important to note that while both DF and SB show visual form agnosia, that there 
are distinct differences between them in their pathology and associated deficits. For 
example, DF detects high spatial frequencies well, whereas SB performs better at low 
spatial fi^equencies; and DF has relatively preserved colour vision, whereas SB is 
achromatopsic (Le et al., 2002). SB's right ventral stream damage is more extensive 
tiian DF's, and his right parietal lesion is more extensive than DF's left parietal lesion. 
On the other hand DF has associated sulcal widening that is less apparent in SB, and she 
sustained her brain damage in adulthood rather than childhood. Finally, SB's extensive 
right hemisphere (including white matter) damage has resulted in a hemianopia in his 
left visual field, whereas DF has a smaller lower visual-field scotoma. The remarkable 
thing is that despite all of these differences, the two patients behaved in a comparable 
fashion in the two tasks. Such an observation is consistent with the findings of 
Dijkerman et al. (2004) who illustrate similai" behaviour in DF and SB on a number of 
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visuo-motor tasks, for example both patients show deficits in monocular grasping and in 
anticipating a comfortable wrist posture when grasping an object. 
In conclusion, both DF and SB shifted their trajectories with respect to shifts in cylinder 
location when asked to reach between two cylinders in the same manner as controls, 
while showing a reduced influence of the same two objects when required to make an 
explicit bisection judgement between them This pattern of data can be interpreted in 
terms of automatic obstacle avoidance being an implicit skill, whereby movement 
programming is modified as a function of non-target objects. In line with previous 
findings with neglect patients (Mcintosh et al., 2004a) and optic ataxic patients 
(Chapter 2), it is suggested that the present data provide further convergent support for 
the view that automatic obstacle avoidance is a function of the dorsal stream of visual 
processing. When this system is damaged, the automatic motor adjustments are absent; 
whereas when either the ventral stream or the largely temporo-parietal systems 
associated with spatial neglect are damaged, these adjustments remain intact. The 
results extend the functional description of the ventral and dorsal streams that has been 
developing over recent years (Milner and Goodale, 1995; Goodale and Milner, 2004). 
Just as the dorsal stream is intimately involved in the transformation o f target properties 
such as size and location into motor coordinates for programming and controlling 
reaching and grasping movements, so also it appears to take into account the location of 
non-target stimuli when programming such movements. 
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C H A P T E R F O U R ; D E L A Y I M P R O V E S V I S U O M O T O R D E F I C I T S IIN 
U N I L A T E R A L O P T I C A T A X I A 
4.1 Introduction 
When one considers vision for action and vision for perception it is clear that these two 
systems must operate on different time scales. In vision for action the target is likely to 
change co-ordinates on a moment-to-moment basis and therefore it could lead to 
imprecise actions i f the system held this information over a long time scale. Vision for 
perception on the other hand would not require such a constraint. Bridgeman et al. 
(1997; 2000) suggest that there are two functionally distinct representations of the 
visual world in humans, one which holds information used in perception (a cognitive 
map) and the other which drives visually guided behaviour (a motor map) (figure 4.1). 
This model shows that after a common input from early visual areas, spatial information 
is mapped separately into a cognitive and a motor representation. Extraretinal 
information is supplied to these maps separately (as it wi l l affect them differently). I f 
the motor map has no spatial information, it can receive information from the cognitive 
map. I f a subject is asked to carry out a perceptual task, the information in the cognitive 
map is assessed; this map has sensitivity to small motions or translations of objects in 
the visual scene however it is insensitive to the absolute egocentric calibration of visual 
space. On the other hand the motor map, whose contents are not necessarily available to 
the perceptual system, is not as sensitive as the cognitive map, however it is robust; it is 
not subject to visual illusions, it has only an extremely short-term memory in that i t uses 
currently available visual information to guide action. I f a delay in response is required, 
the system takes its spatial information from the cognitive map. 
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Figure 4.1: Diagram showing the proposed information flow scheme for perceptual judgements and 
visually guided behaviour. From Bridgeman (1997). 
Hu et al. (1999) carried out a study to investigate the effects of delay on the kinematics 
of grasping in normal subjects. They had four conditions: (1) Open loop delayed 
grasping;(2) Open loop immediate grasping; (3) Closed loop immediate grasping; (4) 
Delayed perceptual matching. The results showed that there were no kinematic 
differences between the open and closed loop immediate grasping conditions. When 
subjects carried out the task in open loop delay however reaches took significantly 
longer, they achieved peak velocity earlier and grip aperture was significantly larger. 
They conclude that motor actions performed after a delay use different transformations 
than those used in immediate action and that the visual information used to drive 
delayed actions arises from perceptual rather than visuomotor analysis of the target. Hu 
and Goodale (2000) suggest that the computations of required coordinates for action are 
computed immediately in egocentric coordinates before movements are initiated and it 
makes little sense to store these coordinates. Evidence has suggested that this begins to 
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decay in less than 800 ms for saccades (Gnadt et al., 1991) and in less than 2 seconds 
for manual aiming movements (Goodale et al., 1994c). Vision for perception on the 
other hand is computed in an allocentric frame of reference. Hu and Goodale (2000) 
asked participants to either grasp or estimate the size of objects, either under immediate 
conditions or when a five second delay was required before responding. The results 
showed that in the delayed grasping condition subjects showed evidence o f a size-
contrast effect, whereas in the immediate condition they did not. For size estimation the 
size-contrast efi'ect was found under both immediate and delayed conditions. They 
conclude that immediate visuomotor control relies on absolute metrics, whereas delayed 
grasping uses the same relative metrics as that used by conscious perception. Evidence 
in support o f this interpretation comes from Wong and Mack (1981) who provided 
evidence that immediate visuomotor responses depend on egocentrically coded spatial 
information, while perceptual judgements and delayed visuomotor responses tend to be 
driven by allocentric information. They showed participants a small target surrounded 
in a frame, which disappeared for 500 ms and then reappeared with the frame displaced 
and the target in the original position. Participants reported that they thought the target 
had moved (not the frame) however they consistently directed their eye-movements to 
the true location of the target. When a delay was required before making the eye 
movements, however, responses were made to the perceived target location not the true 
one. 
Taken together, the evidence suggests that when normals are required to cany out a 
visuomotor task under immediate conditions an egocentric representation of the spatial 
location is computed by the dorsal stream of processing, whereas when a delay is 
required this representation quickly decays and the subject wi l l rely on the perceptual 
representation (computed in an allocentric framework) created by the ventral stream to 
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carry out the task. For a perceptual task, normals wil l use the perceptual representation 
created by the ventral stream, and when a delay is required they wall still be able to rely 
on this representation as i t is long lasting. 
Evidence to support this theory has been provided from testing patients with visual form 
agnosia Goodale et al. (1994c) showed that when DF was required to carry out 
immediate grasping tasks she could accurately calibrate her grip, but when a delay of 
two seconds was imposed her performance fell to chance. It was shown that this could 
not be accounted for by problems with imagery or understanding as she could 
accurately pantomime actions to objects. Milner et al. (1999a) carried out a study 
looking at manual reaching and saccadic eye movements to peripheral visual targets in 
DF in real time and following a delay. In the immediate saccade task DF performed 
similarly to controls, however in the delayed task DF showed a significantly reduced 
performance compared to controls. A similar pattern of results was observed for the 
manual reaching movements, in that DF performed similarly to controls in the 
immediate condition, however, a decrease in accuracy was observed in the delayed 
condition. The authors argue that these results suggest that the visuomotor system DF 
uses is highly time limited (i.e. the dorsal stream is responsible for controlling 
movements in the 'here and now' and thus her performance falls when a delay is 
introduced). They also discuss these findings, along with others, in terms of the ego- / 
allo-centric coding of space, in that visuomotor tasks require egocentric coding whereas 
perceptual tasks require allocentric coding; DF is not capable of this allocentric coding. 
One other possible explanation for this is that frontal damage interferes with DF's 
spatial working memory. Early reports on DF (Milner et al., 1991) have shovwi that she 
has some bilateral prefrontal damage. Evidence has shown that short-term working 
memory for spatial location depends on prefrontal .mechanisms (Eunahashi etai, 1989, 
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1993). However the authors suggest that this explanation is unlikely, due to the fact that 
DF has difficulty with many perceptual tasks not requiring a memory component and 
also that when asked to perform an anti-saccade task DF would never move her eyes in 
the wrong direction (which would be expected i f prefrontal damage were severe enough 
to cause a profound disruption of spatial coding). They conclude that although DF is 
unable to code spatial locations in allocentric co-ordinates, she copes in the spatial 
world well as by using egocentric coordinates to code location. 
Evidence from patients with optic ataxia has also been taken as support for this theory. 
Milner et al. (1999b) tested patient AT (see chapter 2) and normals on an immediate and 
delayed pointing task. Results showed that AT responded more promptly and accurately 
in the delayed task than the immediate whereas normals were more accurate at the 
immediate task. Milner et al. (2001) carried out two further studies to address this issue. 
In experiment one, they measured maximum grip aperture while patient IG (see chapter 
2) carried out a perceptual matching task, delayed real grasping, and delayed 
pantomimed grasping. Results showed that in the perceptual task maximum grip 
aperture was in proportion to size of object. In the delayed pantomimed grasping task 
reliable grip scaling was observed. In the delayed real grasping weak evidence of grip 
scaling was observed, but when compared to immediate conditions, significant scaling 
was observed. There was also a notable reduction in exaggerated grip size from first to 
second testing block. In experiment two they attempted to determine i f IG's 
improvement in real grasping from first to second testing block is due to use of 
pantomiming strategy. They measured maximum grip aperture while IG and normals 
reached to grasp blocks in a delayed real grasping task where the width o f the objects is 
changed during the delay. Results showed that while normals reached maximum grip 
apertiires consisteiit with width of th§ object, IG always had wide grip^aperture when 
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target was initially wide even when the object had been changed to narrow during the 
delay. These studies were taken as evidence o f the time scale in which the two 
visuomotor control systems operate in superior parietal lobe. For immediate tasks a 
visuomotor system (damaged in optic ataxia) comes into play, when delay is required 
and this system is not acted upon this decays and a more flexible visuospatial system 
comes into play. In a recent study, Himmelbach and Kamath (2005) asked two optic 
ataxic patients to point to targets with delays ranging from 0 to 10 seconds. This showed 
tiiat pointing errors decreased as the delay period increased, the authors interpret this 
finding as suggesting that there is a gradual change between the dorsal and ventral 
control of reaching rather than a sudden switch. This contradicts earlier findings 
(Westwood and Goodale, 2003) which have suggested that the change from dorsal to 
ventral control, in the case of grasping at least, takes place immediately after the target 
disappears. 
In Balint's (1909) (reprinted in 1995) original report on optic ataxia i t was noted that the 
inaccuracies o f manual control seen in optic ataxia are frequently restricted to one hand. 
Perenin and Vighetto (1988) showed that optic ataxia patients with damage to the right 
hemisphere generally show deficits related to the contralateral visual field, whereas 
patients with damage to the left hemisphere in addition to a visual field effect often 
show deficits related to the contralateral hand. Revol et al. (2003) recently attempted to 
address the pointing deficits associated with unilateral optic ataxia using detailed error 
analysis. They tested a unilateral optic ataxic patient (OK), with damage to ttie right 
hemisphere on immediate and delayed pointing tasks with both the contralateral and 
ipsilateral hand to targets in both the contralateral and ipsilateral visual field. They 
found a combination of errors related to the visual field (i.e. errors occurred in the left 
visual field, independent of hand used) and the hand (i.e. errors with the left hand. 
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independent of visual field). (It should be noted however that the errors related to the 
visual field were expressed in terms of accuracy and variability, whereas errors related 
to hand were expressed only by variable errors). In addition they found that a five 
second delay improved the variability of the pointing errors due to the visual field 
effect. They conclude that optic ataxia is not a general deficit of action or visuomolor 
transformation but a specific deficit in real time action, and further suggest that optic 
ataxia may in fact be a temporal rather than a spatial disorder. 
The aim of the present experiment is to determine i f a unilateral optic ataxic patient 
(MH), with damage to the left hemisphere, has difficulty in reaching between two 
obstacles, and to examine i f this can be dissociated f rom the bisection of space between 
the objects, as demonstrated in our recent study with bilateral patients (Chapter 2); the 
hand-field combinations o f any deficits shall also be examined. In addition this 
experiment wi l l examine i f a 5 second delay wi l l improve the accuracy of reaching 
between two obstacles by allowing ventral stream involvement. I t is predicted, based on 
the results of a previous study with M H (M.G. Edwards et al., unpublished data) and 
previous work with bilateral optic ataxia patients (Chapter 2) that M H wil l show 
impaired performance on an obstacle avoidance task. However, since M H is only 
impaired at pointing with his right hand to targets in his right visual field, it was also 
predicted that this impairment wi l l be restricted to a reduced weighting attached to the 
right obstacle when using his right hand. Finally, i t was predicted that a delay vsdll 
result in an increase in the weighting attached to the right obstacle when using his right 
hand. 
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4.2 Method 
4.2.1 Participants: 
One patient with unilateral parietal damage resulting in optic ataxia (MH) took part in 
this experiment along with eight healthy age-matched controls between 44 and 60 years 
old. A l l subjects were right-handed by self-report, had normal or corrected to normal 
vision and no history o f neurological disorder. Patient M H was aged 50 at the time of 
testing, his optic ataxia resulted from an anoxic incident 8 years prior to testing (figure 
4.2). No clinical signs of neglect were observed. Edwards et al. (unpubhshed data) 
recently tested M H on a pointing task v^dth both the left and right hand to targets in the 
left and right visual field. Results showed that M H only exhibited abnormal pointing 
errors when he used his right hand and when targets are in his right visual field. In 
addition, Edwards et al. (unpublished data) investigated MH's ability to predict 
movement, while control subjects showed a correlation between speed of the hand and 
speed of the ball, M H showed no such correlation when the ball was in the right side of 
space or when he uses his right hand. 
Figure 4.2: C T scan of patient M H reveals unilateral damage of the left angular and supermarginal 
gyrus and bilateral damage of the lentiform and caudate nucleus 
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4.2.2 Experimental equipment: 
The experimental set-up used in the present experiment is depicted in Chapter 2 (see 
figure 2.3). Liquid crystal shutter glasses (Plato System, Translucent Technologies, 
Toronto, CA) were used which were programmed to open for 2 seconds at the 
beginning of each trial. A tone was used to indicate that participants should initiate their 
response, this occurred immediately after the shutter glasses closed (immediate 
condition) or 5 seconds after the shutter glasses closed (delayed condition). Hand 
movements of patient M H were recorded using a ProReflex System. Responses were 
recorded by sampling the position of a marker attached to the nail of the right index 
finger, at a sampling frequency o f 200 frames per second (5ms/fi"ame), accuracy was set 
to 0.1mm. For control participants hand movements were recorded using Optotrak 
(Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario); responses were recorded by sampling the 
position o f a marker attached to the nail of the right index finger, at a sampling 
fi-equency of 100 Hz. For both the reaching and the bisection task the movements were 
recorded in fu l l (i.e. fi-om the initial start position to movement offset); for the 
immediate condition movements were recorded for a total of ten seconds and for the 
bisection task they were recorded for five seconds. Both start position and end position 
were defined as that recorded on the frame at which hand velocity fell below a threshold 
of 50 mm/s. 
4.2.3 Procedure: 
Participants were required to perform tiie reaching task with both hands under 
immediate and delayed conditions and the bisection task with botii hands under 
immediate conditions (this was due to time constraints and the fact that the hypothesis 
predicted improved performance following a delay in the reaching task only). As such 
there were six separate blocks, performed in the following order. (1) Immediate reach. 
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Right hand; (2) Delayed reach. Right hand; (3) Bisection, Right hand; (4) Immediate 
reach. Left hand; (5) Delayed reach, Left hand; (6) Bisection, Left hand. Participants 
were informed to place their right or left index finger (depending on condition) on the 
start button when they were ready to begin each trial. The shutter glasses then opened 
for 2 seconds during which time participants were instructed to fixate on a central cross, 
located at the back of the stimulus board, 16 cm above the surface. They were instructed 
to make Iheir response when they heard the tone, in the immediate condition this 
occurred immediately as the shutter glasses closed and in the delayed condition i t 
occurred 5 seconds after the shutter glasses closed. In the reaching task subjects were 
required to reach out and touch a target zone located b^ond the two cylinders, they 
were instructed that the emphasis on this task is speed of movement. Participants were 
instructed that when a cylinder was present there would be one on the left and one on 
Ihe right and t h ^ should pass their hand between the two cylinders rather than around 
the outside edge of the board. Each participant made 60 reaches in a fixed pseudo-
random order, with 12 trials for each of the four cylinder configurations and one in 
which no cylinders were present (these types o f trials were included as a control 
condition to check for any systematic bias when the reaching response was not 
constrained by any potential obstacles, and were not included in the main analysis). In 
the bisection task participants were informed that the position o f the cylinders would 
vary f rom trial to trial, but there would always be one on the left and one on the right. 
They were instructed to indicate v^ere they estimated the midpoint was between the 
two cylinders, they were instructed that the emphasis on this task was on accuracy of 
judgement. Each participant made 48 bisection responses, which involved 12 trials for 
each of the stimulus configurations, presented in a fixed pseudo-random order. 
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4.2.4 Analysis: 
Values of the dependent variable P were computed as described in Chapter 3 on each 
trial. The analyses carried out were also the same as outlined in Chapter 3. 
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4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Immediate Reaching task: 
Figure 4.3 illustrates the weightings attached to the left and right pole in the immediate 
reaching task with both the left and the right hand for M H and controls. Modified t-
tests were conducted on these data, which revealed that for the left hand there was no 
significant difference between M H and controls for dPi (t = -1.114, p = 0.151) or dPR (t 
= -0.426, p = 0.342). For the right hand there was no significant difference between M H 
and controls for dPi (t = -0.927, p = 0.192), however a significant difference exists for 
(t =-2.954, p = 0.011). 
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Figure 4.3: Graph illustrating the weightings attached to shifts in the left and the right pole in the 
immediate reaching task with the left and right hand. The left side of the graph depicts results for 
M H the right side depicts mean controls (n = 8). 
The variability of each participant's trajectory, as measured by the mean variance of P, 
was computed. The pattern of results shows that MH's variability is higher than controls 
with both the left hand (MH = 130.69) (Mean controls = 96.72) and the right hand (MH 
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= 283.81) (Mean controls = 112.30). A modified t-test conducted on this data showed 
that this difierence reaches significance with the right hand (t = 2.22, p = 0.031), but not 
the le f t ( t = 0.944,p = 0.188). 
Table 4.1 illustrates the kinematic data for M H and controls. Modified t-tests were 
conducted on this data, which revealed, for reaction time there was a significant 
difference between M H and controls with the right ( t = 4.417, p = 0.002) and the left 
hand (t = 4.922, p = 0.001). For movement time, there was a non-significant difference 
between M H and controls for the right (t = 1.276, p = 0.121) and the left hand (t = 
1.279, p = 0.121). For peak velocity there was anon-significant difference between M H 
and controls for both the right (t = -0.870, p = 0.206) and the left hand (t = -0.842, p = 
0.214). There was a significant difference between M H and controls in time of peak 
velocity for the right (t = 2.041, p = 0.040) and the left hand (t - 2.776, p = 0.014). This 
diflference however disappears when time to peak velocity is computed as a function of 
movement time for both the right (t = 0.615, p = 0.279) and the left hand (t = 0.380, p = 
0.358). 
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Table 4.1: Table of kinematic data for M H and control, participant, for the right and the left hand. 
Including reaction time (RT) , movement time (MT), peak velocity ( P V E L ) , time of peak velocity 
(TPV) and percentage time of peak velocity (%TPV) 
M H Mean controls 
Right hand Left hand Right hand Left hand 
R T (ms) 591.43 562.5 338.65 285.55 
MT(ms) 789.6 826.88 592.6 627.08 
P V E L (mm/s) 1321.8 1300.71 1685.7 1555.56 
T P V (ms) 314.29 334.09 211.15 227.24 
% T P V (%) 39.8 40.4 36.27 37.34 
43.2 Delayed reaching task: 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the weightings attached to the left and right pole in the delved 
reaching task with both the left and the right hand for M H and controls. A modified t-
test was conducted on this data, which revealed that for the left hand there was no 
significant difference between M H and controls for dPi (t = 0.829, p = 0.217) or dPn (t 
= 0.251, p = 0.404). In addition, for the right hand tiiere was now no significant 
difference between M H and controls for dPi (t = 0.042, p = 0.484) or CWR (t = -1.142, p 
= 0.145). 
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Figure 4.4: Graph Ulu.trating the weightings attached to shift* in the left and the right pole in the 
delayed reaching task with the left and right hand. The left side of the graph depicts results for M H 
the right side depicts mean controls (n = 8). 
The variability of each participant's trajectory, as measured by the mean variance of P, 
was computed. The pattern of results shows that MH's variabihty is lower than controls 
with both the left hand ( M H = 98.11) (Mean controls = 155.93) and the right hand ( M H 
= 75.50) (Mean controls = 180.96). A modified t-test conducted on this data showed 
that this difference is not significant for either the right hand (t = -1.244, p = 0.127), or 
the left (t = -0.76, p = 0.236). 
Table 4.2 illustrates the kinematic data for M H and controls. A modified t-test was 
conducted on this data, which revealed, for the variable reaction time there was a non-
significant difference between M H and controls for the right (t = 1.136, p = 0.147) but a 
significant one for the left hand (t = 4.169, p = 0.002). For the variable movement time, 
there was a non-significant difference between M H and controls for the right (t = 1.817, 
p = 0.056) and the left hand (t = 1.440, p = 0.096). For peak velocity there was a 
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significant difference between M H and controls for both the right (t = -1.231, p = 0.129) 
and the left hand (t = -1.182, p = 0.138). There was a significant difference between M H 
and controls in time of peak velocity for the right (t = 2.406, p = 0.024) and the left 
hand (t = 1.964, p = 0.045). This difference however disappears when time to peak 
velocity is computed as a function of movement time for both the right (t = 0.198, p = 
0.424) and the left hand (t = 0.517, p = 0.310). 
Table 4.2: Table of kinematic data for M H and controls participants for the right and the left hand. 
Including reaction time (RT) , movement time (MT). peak velocity ( P V E L ) . time of peak velocity 
(TPV) and percentage time of peak velocity (%TPV) 
M H Mean controls 
Right hand Left hand Right hand Left hand 
R T (ms) 447.44 531.90 358.66 300.89 
M T (ms) 844.51 859.51 554.32 597.99 
PVEL (mm/s) 1104.46 1035.66 1693.76 1502.33 
TPV (ms) 312.33 338.10 195.91 202.37 
%TPV (%) 36.98 39.34 36.01 34.10 
43.3 Bisection task: 
Figure 4.5 illustrates the weightings attached to the left and right pole by M H and 
controls in the bisection task with the left and Ihe right hand. For the left hand no 
significant difference exists between M H and controls for CIPL (t = -1.468, p = 0.093) 
however a significant difference exists for CIPR (t = -2.281, p = 0.028). For the right 
hand there was no significant difference between M H and controls in dPi, (t = -1.801, p 
= 0.057) but a significant difference exists in dPR (t = -2.198, p = 0.032). 
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Figure 4.5: Graph illustrating the weightings attached to shifts in the left and the right pole in the 
bisection task with the left and right hand. The left side of the graph depicts results for M H the 
right side depicts mean controls (n = 8). 
The variability of each participant's trajectory, as measured by the mean variance of P, 
was computed. The pattern of results shows that MH's variability is higher than controls 
for both the left hand (MH = 107.42) (Mean controls = 72.37) and the right hand ( M H = 
203.21) (Mean controls = 108.13). A modified t-test conducted on this data showed that 
this difference does not reach significance for either the left hand (t = 1.474, p = 0.092) 
or for the right hand (t = 1.431, p = 0.098). 
Table 4.3 illustrates the kinematic data for M H and controls in the bisection task. A 
modified t-test was conducted on these data and revealed that for the variable reaction 
time M H was significantly slower than controls with both the right (t = 5.559, p < 
0.001) and the left hand (t = 4.699, p = 0.001). MH's movement time was significantly 
slower than controls with the right (t = 5.456, p < 0.001) but not the left hand (t = 1.387, 
p = 0.104). In addition, MH's peak velocity was slower than controls with the right (t = 
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-2.884, p = 0.012) but not the left hand (t = -1.462, p = 0.094). While MH's time of 
peak velocity was significantly later with the right (t = 5.531, p < 0.001) and the left 
hand (t = 3.046, p = 0.009), this can be accounted for by increased movement times as 
when time of peak velocity is computed as a function of movement time there is no 
significant difference between M H and controls with either the right (t = 0.038, p = 
0.486) or the left hand (t = 0.444, p = 0.335). 
Table 4.3: Table of kinematic data for M H and controls participants for the right and the left hand. 
Including reaction time (RT) . movement time (MT). peak velocity ( P V E L ) , time of peak velocity 
(TPV) and percentage time of peak velocity (%TPV) . 
M H Mean controls 
Right hand Left hand Right hand Left hand 
R T (ms) 764.89 730.63 352.58 354.84 
M T ( m s ) 962.80 784.97 541.72 591.48 
P V E L (mm/s) 591.82 664.06 957.72 886.44 
TPV (ms) 384.19 338.13 213.41 233.88 
% T P V (%) 39.90 43.07 39.70 40.35 
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4.4 Discussion 
The aim of the present experiment was to determine i f a unilateral optic ataxic patient 
(MH), with damage to the left hemisphere would have difficulty in reaching between 
two obstacles and to examine i f a five second delay would improve tfie accuracy of 
reaching between the two obstacles by allowing ventral stream involvement. I t was 
predicted, based on the results of a previous study with M H (M.G. Edwards et al., 
unpublished data) and previous work wilh bilateral optic ataxia patients (Chapter 2) that 
M H would show impaired performance on an obstacle avoidance task, and this 
impairment would be restricted to a reduced weighting attached to the right obstacle 
when using his right hand; also that a delay would result in improved performance. The 
results confirm all the predictions made, tixat is M H attached a reduced weighting to 
shifts in the right obstacle when using his right hand imder immediate reaching 
conditions, however when a delay was required before response this deficit disappeared. 
These results support the conclusions o f chapters 2 and 3, that obstacle avoidance 
behaviour is a function of the dorsal stream, damaged in patients with optic ataxia and 
preserved in patients with visual form agnosia. It also provides evidence to suggest that 
tills behaviour is laterahsed, in that the left dorsal stream subserves the avoidance of 
obstacles in the contralateral visual field with the contralateral hand. This confirms 
previous observations with patient M H (M.G. Edwards et al., unpublished data), who 
shows visuomotor deficits when using his right hand to catch or point to targets in his 
right visual field. I t builds upon previous data which suggest an asymmetry in hand / 
field effects depending on side of the lesion. Perenin and Vighetto (1988) showed that 
optic ataxia patients with damage to the right hemisphere show deficits related to a 
visual field effect, patients with damage to the left,hernisphere in addition to a visual 
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field effect show deficits related to a hand effect. As a partial exception to this rule, 
Revol et al. (2003) showed that an optic ataxic patient (OK) with damage to the right 
hemisphere exhibited a combination of errors related to visual field effect (i.e. errors 
occurred in the left visual field, independent of hand used) and hand effect (i.e. errors 
with the left hand, independent of visual field). However OK's errors related to the 
visual field effect were expressed in terms of both absolute accuracy and variable error, 
whereas errors related to hand effect were expressed only by variable errors. Thus 
patient M H , while exhibiting asymmetry in hand / field effects, does not display a 
traditional pattern of optic ataxic errors. We would expect based on our findings that he 
would show obstacle avoidance deficits in his right visual field with both hands and 
deficits when using his right hand in both visual fields. However it is important to note 
that the method of analysing the results of the present experiment are somewhat 
different to previous methods of analysing optic ataxia errors, in that in the present 
experiment an analysis of weightings were taken, whereas previous experiments have 
used errors as the dependent variable. To gain further insights into the lateralisation of 
obstacle avoidance behaviour, it wi l l be necessary to obtain data using the tasks 
employed in the present experiment with a patient with damage to tiie right hemisphere. 
The results o f the present experiment fiirther confirm previous work with optic ataxic 
patients (Milner et ai, 1999b, 2001; Revol et ai, 2003) showing that a delay before 
response improves visuomotor deficits, extending these previous findings to the domain 
of obstacle avoidance behaviour. This can be interpreted as providing further evidence 
for the time scale in which the dorsal and ventral stream operate. That is, under 
immediate conditions obstacle avoidance requires recruitment of the dorsal stream 
(damaged unilaterally in patient MH) , whereas under delayed conditions this 
representation decays and the ventral stream is required to cany out the task (presumed 
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intact in patient MH). This time scale for which obstacle avoidance behaviour operates 
on makes sense as it is likely that the position of obstacles in the workspace could 
change on a moment to moment basis and as such i f the representation created is long 
lasting it is likely to increase the chances of collision should the representation be acted 
upon under delayed conditions. 
The present experiment also provides some evidence of the time scale for tiie change 
from a dorsal to ventral representation. Westwood and Goodale (2003) suggested that 
such a change occurs immediately after the target dis^pears; the present study provides 
evidence directly against this finding. In the immediate reaching condition participants 
are required to perform their movement on the onset of tiie close of the shutter glasses. 
I f the dorsal representation decays immediately after the target disappears it would be 
expected that M H would show no deficit in this reaching task, as the ventral stream 
would be recruited immediately after the glasses close. This is however not the case, 
M H fails to take account of the right pole when using his right hand when required to 
respond immediately after the glasses close. A delay of 5 seconds however improves his 
performance suggesting that the ventral representation cannot be accessed immediately 
after the target disappears. This could be taken as evidence to support recent work by 
Himmelbach and Kamath (2005) who have shown that there is a gradual change 
between a dorsal and ventral representation (i.e. the longer the delay the more optic 
ataxic errors improve). To gain further insights into this it would be necessary to vary 
the delay in the obstacle avoidance task to assess i f there is an increase in weighting 
attached to the poles as the delay increases. 
One surprising result arose in the bisection task i t was shown that M H shifts his 
response in a similar way to control-participants for shifts in the left cylinder but not the-
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right. One argument may be that the observed deficits in obstacle avoidance behaviour 
may be due to the fact that M H has difficulty with objects in his right visual field. TTiis 
however cannot explain the results of the present experiment for several reasons, first in 
the immediate reaching task M H did not show deficits with the right pole when using 
his left hand. Second, when a delay was required before response the deficits with the 
right pole show a recovery. Finally previous studies with M H have shown that he shows 
deficits in visuomotor behaviour in his right visual field only when using his right hand 
(M.G. Edwards etal, unpubhshed data). Taken togetfier, these results provide evidence 
to suggest that MH's obstacle avoidance deficits cannot be explained by the fact that he 
has problems with objects in his right visual field. The kinematic results of the bisection 
task also fail to account for his preserved performance with the left pole but not tiie right 
pole on the bisection task. Based on observations wit i i immediate and delayed reaching 
i t would be expected that i f M H slows down his responses on the bisection task he may 
perform better. The opposite pattern of results is, however, observed as M H has a 
significantly slower movement time and peak velocity (when compared to control 
participants) when using his right but not his left hand. In addition, MH's lesion 
includes inferior parts o f the left parietal lobe, which may cause some impairment in 
localizing objects in the right half of his perceptual representation of space, thus leading 
to reduced weighting attached to the right pole during the bisection task. 
Another argument that may be raised to explain the results o f the present experiment is 
that the deficits in the immediate reaching task can be explained by the fact that the 
variability of MH's reaches was higher than control participants. This cannot be the case 
for several reasons. Firstly i n the immediate reaching task the deficits in obstacle 
avoidance occurred only for the right hand, yet the variability was higher for reaches 
with both the right and the left hand. In addition in the bisection task, M H performed 
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significantly different from controls on the weighting he attached to the right pole with 
both hands, yet in both cases the variability of his responses was not significantly 
diflferent from controls. Finally, the calculation of the weightings attached to the change 
in position of the left and the right cylinder was based on the mean intercept (P) of the 
reaches as they crossed an imaginary line joining the cylinders, and as such would not 
have been affected by the variability o f responses. As such while the variability of 
MH's reaches may be significantly different from controls in the immediate reaching 
task, this cannot explain the observed deficits in obstacle avoidance behaviour. 
Kinematic variables are also unable to explain the pattern of results of this study. The 
kinematic results of the immediate reaching task reveal that MH's reaction time is 
significantly slower than controls for both hands, in the delayed condition on the other 
hand he only shows significantly longer reaction times with the left hand. The longer 
reaction times cannot explain the results o f the immediate reaching task as reaction 
times are longer with both the right (591.43 ms) and the left hand (562.5 ms), yet the 
observed deficit occurs only with the right hand and only affects the obstacle on the 
right side of space. The improved performance in the delayed reaching task can also not 
be explained by reaction time patterns. I f normal reaction time with the right hand under 
delayed conditions can explain the improved performance i t would be expected that in 
the immediate condition he would show deficits using both hands as he is significantly 
different from normals with both hands. The fact that M H shows longer reaction times 
than control participants could be due to the fact that he has gained some awareness that 
i f he delays his response his performance improves, though as a general rule 
neurological patients almost always show slowed reaction times (one notable exception 
being patient IG - see Chapter 3). In both the immediate and delayed reaching task M H 
was shown to have a later time to peak velocity than control participants, this difference 
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disappears however when time to peak velocity is computed as a function of movement 
time, and as such any differences observed can be accounted for by the fact that MH has 
longer movement times than controls (although these are non-significant for all 
conditions). 
In conclusion, the results of the present experiment show that a unilateral optic ataxic 
patient, following a left hemisphere lesion, shows impaired obstacle avoidance 
behaviour for obstacles in his right visual field when using his right hand. Such a deficit 
shows recovery however, when a 5 second delay is required before response. These 
results can be taken as further evidence to show that automatic obstacle avoidance is a 
function of the dorsal stream of processing (Chapters 2 and 3). However, when either 
reaching is delayed or a conscious bisection judgement is required a more flexible 
visuospatial coding system comes into play mediated by the ventral stream of 
processing. This change from a dorsal to a ventral representation may not occur 
immediately after a target disappears, instead these data suggest that a gradual change 
from dorsal to ventral representation takes place. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CATCfflNG UNDER MONOCULAR AND BINOCULAR 
CONDITIONS IN VISUAL FORM AGNOSIA 
5.1 Introduction 
Visual form agnosia patients typically have difficulty recognising and discriminating 
form, due to damage in their ventral visual pathway (see general introduction for further 
details of visual form agnosia). Despite these perceptual problems, such patients display 
intact visuomotor behaviour. For example, patient DF (Milner et al, 1991) has been 
shown to be able to grasp objects appropriately (Goodale et al, 1994a; Carey et al., 
1996), to orient her wrist appropriately when attempting to post her hand through a slot 
placed in various orientations (Milner et al., 1991) and to automatically avoid obstacles 
in her workspace (chapter 3). These preserved perceptual abihties, and deficits in 
visuomotor behaviour have been taken as evidence to support the Milner and Goodale 
model (1995) (see general introduction for further details). That is, DF has preserved 
visuomotor behaviour as a function of her intact dorsal stream of processing, and her 
perceptual deficits can be accounted for by bilateral damage to the ventral stream. 
To date DF's intact visuomotor behaviour has been investigated by using relatively 
simple spatial tasks. The present experiment attempted to expand upon this literature by 
investigating how DF performs in more complex visuomotor tasks such as catching and 
how she responds to online perturbations. Catching is a particularly interesting 
behaviour as it requires the processing of motion information. It has been shown that 
DF has difficulty in estimating the speed of objects but can accurately detect direction 
of movement (Mihier et al., 1991). Observations such as these raise the issue as to 
whether these previously described perceptual deficits will affect DE's ability at a 
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visuomotor task requiring Ihe processing of the same information. While informal 
observations (Carey et al., 1996) of DF catching a ball or stick have been reported as 
being normal, to date this has not been formally tested. 
While it has been established that DF is able to perform simple visuomotor tasks in a 
similar way to normals, it has become clear that there are limitations on these abilities 
(Milner et al., 1999). In particular it has become evident that DF's intact visuomotor 
behaviour becomes impaired under at least two conditions (1) when a delay is required 
before response (see chapter 4 for overview of delay literature) and, (2) when binocular 
viewing is prevented. Marotta et al. (1997) showed that the removal of binocular cues 
disrupted the calibration of grip aperture in two visual form agnosia patients (including 
DF). They concluded that binocular information plays a critical role in prehension, but 
that when such information is denied to normals they use pictorial (monocular) cues to 
calibrate their grasp, whereas visual form agnosia patients cannot. This suggests that 
although pictorial information reaches the visuomotor control system via ventral 
networks in normals, it cannot do so in visual form agnosia patients as such networks 
are damaged. Dijkerman et al. (1999) confirmed this pattem of results by showing that 
DF is impaired at adjusting her hand orientation to the orientation of a target in depth 
when reaching under monocular conditions, however when allowed to move her head 
(i.e. had access to motion parallax information) her performance at such tasks is 
restored. Milner et al. (1999) suggest that this evidence that the ventral stream is 
responsible for the processing of pictorial cues and that the dorsal stream is highly 
dependent on binocular depth cues fits well with single unit recording studies. For 
example, Sakata et al. (1997) demonstrated that many visually driven neurons in the 
posterior parietal cortex that are selectively sensitive to orientation of surfaces in depth 
lose this sensitivity under monocular viewing conditions. As such, the present 
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experiment also aimed to determine whether DF relies on binocular information when 
carrying out complex visuomotor tasks such as catching or whether monocular 
information is sufficient. 
When subjects are required to catch a moving object they must compute when they will 
contact the target and in what direction it is moving. This time to contact information 
can be obtained from the ratio of the image size to Ihe rate of changing size, also known 
as tau (Lee, 1976; Lee et al, 1983). This can be computed on the basis of monocular or 
binocular information (Servos and Goodale, 1998). Servos and Goodale (1998) 
investigated the use of monocular and binocular information in the control of catching 
in normals. They found that there was no difference between monocular and binocular 
viewing conditions and concluded that moving targets provide adequate depth and 
direction information from monocular cues (i.e. looming information). They suggest 
however that the predictability of the flight path in this study may have reduced the 
need to use binocular cues (i.e. stereomotion) as previous studies (Judge and Bradford, 
1988; Regan, 1992) have shown that stereomotion cues are more critical when the flight 
dynamics of a target are erratic. They state "there have been no studies that have 
specifically investigated the effects of non-constant 3D target direction and velocity on 
the monocular and binocular mechanisms that compute motion in depth". 
Evidence to suggest that DF may be able to compute time to contact on the basis of such 
information comes from a recent fMRI study (Field and Warm, 2005), which was 
designed to determine the neural correlates of time to contact judgements. The 
experiment involved three tasks. (1) Time to contact judgement - in which two balls 
approached the observer with velocities calculated so as one ball would arrive 200 ms 
earlier Participants were required to estimate (based on optical size and expansion rate) 
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which ball would arrive first; (2) Inflation judgment - in which two balls were 
presented that inflated in size (yet did not move) at different rates, the slow one inflating 
at 75% of the fast one. Participants were required to indicate which ball was inflating 
faster; (3) Gap closure judgement - in which two balls, presented either side of a central 
cross, approached the cross at velocities calculated so as one would arrive 200 ms 
earlier. Participants were required to indicate (based on speed and distance) which 
would arrive first. The results revealed that activation in area MT+ / V5 occurred in all 
tasks, and the authors suggest that this is most likely to reflect the role of generating a 
signal related to the rate of optical expansion. Specific activation was however observed 
for the time to contact task in sensorimotor areas that are the target of the dorsal stream 
of processing; these activations correspond closely to networks previously identified for 
reaching and grasping. These areas remain largely intact in DF, whose lesion involves 
bilateral ventral stream damage (James et al., 2003). 
The purpose of this experiment was to attempt to answer several questions regarding 
DF's visuomotor behaviour: (1) Does DF perform in a similar way to normals when 
required to carry out a complex visuomotor task such as catching? (2) In what way do 
DF's previously described deficits in motion perception affect her ability to catch 
moving objects? (3) I f DF can successfully catch moving objects will she depend on 
binocular cues such as vergence or will she be able to use monocular cues such as 
looming? (4) How will DF and normals respond to on-line perturbations when catching 
a moving object under monocular and binocular conditions (i.e. will binocular 
information from stereomotion be crucial to be able to make online responses to 
changes in speed and direction)? 
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5.2 Method 
52.1 Participants: 
The experiment involved testing DF and five female age matched controls (age range 40 
- 58). DF was 48 years old at the time of testing; she had developed visual form agnosia 
14 years prior to testing (see chapter 3 for ftirther details). All controls were right-
handed by self report, had normal or corrected to normal vision, and no history of 
neurological disorder. 
5.2.2 Experimental equipment: 
The experiment involved the use of an electromechanical setup which comprises two 
motor-driven linear axes to produce object motion on a horizontal plane (SOC, Schenk 
et al., 2000a) (figure 5.1). The system is controlled by a PC, which also allows the 
triggering of otfier events used in this experiment including liquid crystal shutter glasses 
(Plato System, Translucent Technologies, Toronto, CA), which were used to manipulate 
viewing time. The system contains a start switch, which signals the beginning of the 
manual response. The target object also contains a switch, which is released when the 
object is picked up, signalling the end of the manual response. Both the signals from the 
start switch and the target object switch were emitted to the PC. 
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Figure 5.1: Figure depicts the experimental set-up used (Schenk ei aL, 2000a). This involved the use 
of a Servo-object-controUer (SOC) table, which is used to generate two-dimensional motion of 
objects. This system uses two motor driven linear axes to move an object within a horizontal area of 
1 m^ . The linear axes are covered by a metal plate. Magnets transfer the movement of the linear 
axis to an object carrier that sits on the surface of the metal plate. The target object is a small 
cylinder weighing IS g with a height of 6 cm and a diameter of 4 cm. This object contains a magnet 
that is strong enough to allow it to sit firmly on the object carrier but weak enough to allow a 
participant to lift the object off the carrier without requiring too much force. 
To prevent head movements a head and chin rest was used, as a recent study (Dijkerman 
et al., 1999) has shown that when DF is allowed to move her head, performance on 
tasks under monocular conditions is restored due to access to motion parallax 
information. A CD player was used to play music in the laboratory throughout the 
experiment; this was to dampen the acoustic cues that are produced from the table, 
which could have assisted participants' judgments of the speed and direction of tiie 
moving object. 
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A Ihree-dimensional movement registration device (CMS 70, Fa. Zebris, Germany) was 
used to record the trajectory of the arm and fingers during the participants' manual 
response. This registration device employs ultrasonic loudspeakers as markers and a 
panel with embedded microphones as receivers for the ultrasonic signals. The system 
has a spatial resolution of 0.1 mm and achieves a sampling fi-equency of 50 Hz when 
three markers are used. Three markers were used to record the manual response; one 
was placed on the wrist above the styloid process of the ulna, one was placed on the nail 
of the index finger and the final one on the nail of tiie thumb. 
5^.3 Procedure: 
The experiment consisted of two tasks, in both tasks participants were seated in front of 
the SOC table in a central position and asked to place their head in the chin rest 
provided. The participants were told to place their hand on the start button when they 
were ready to start each trial. Pressing the start button sent a signal to the PC which 
enabled the opening of the shutter glasses. The shutter glasses remained open 100 ms 
before the object began to move to allow participants to orientate themselves with the 
starting position of the target. They were instructed diat they should catch the object 
with their right hand as soon a possible after the object began to move; trials in which 
participants attempted to catch the object before the onset of movement were discarded 
and repeated. The experiment was performed under both monocular and binocular 
conditions, which were controlled through the use of liquid crystal shutter glasses. 
Under binocular conditions both the left and the right lens opened and under monocular 
conditions the lens for each participant's dominant eye was opened (this was 
determined by asking participants to look through a cylinder with whichever eye they 
felt most comfortable using). The shutter glasses remained open for 100ms after the 
start of_the object movement in task one. Viewing time was not restricted in task two 
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(i.e. the shutter glasses remained open until Ihe participants returned to the start button). 
After each trial, the object was returned to the carrier and participants returned to the 
start button when they were ready to begin the next trial. 
The first task was designed to investigate catching performance as an object moved 
away from tiie participant at different speeds and directions. The object moved to the 
left or the right at different speeds (0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 m/s) (figure 5.2). These speeds 
were chosen as piloting had revealed that most healthy participants could successfully 
catch objects moving at these speeds. The angle at which the object moved to the left or 
tiie right was 25 degrees, this was chosen to ensure that the object remained in the 
participants' field of view while the shutter glasses were open under monocular 
conditions. In task one there were a total of six trial types (0.25 m/s right; 0.5 m/s right; 
0.75 m/s right; 0.25 m/s left; 0.5 m/s left; 0.75 m/s left). These trial types were 
presented a total of 20 times each in a randomised order resulting in a total of 120 trials 
for each condition (monocular / binocular), meaning a total of 240 trials were carried 
ovrt for task one. These were presented in 8 blocks of 30 trials, 4 of which were 
monocular and 4 of which were binocular. 
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Figure 5.2: Experimental set-up for task one. The target object moves 25 degrees to the left or the 
right of the participants midline at various speeds (0.25,0.5,0.75 mis) 
The second task looked at responses to on-line perturbations (figure 5.3). The target 
object would move away from the participants in one of four paths: (1) the object would 
travel in a straight path away from the participant at a velocity of 0.5m/s; (2) the object 
would move in a straight path and then, 150 ms after movement onset, would have a 
sudden increase in velocity (increase in velocity from 0.5 to 0.75m/s); (3) the object 
would move in a straight path and then, 150 ms after movement onset, would have a 
sudden decrease in velocity (increase in velocity from 0.5 to 0.25m/s); (4) the object 
would move in a straight path and would perturb 10 degrees to the left 150ms after 
movement onset, the velocity remaining at 0.5m/s; (5) the object would move in a 
straight path and would perturb 10 degrees to the right, the velocity remaining at 0.5m/s. 
Again pilot studies were performed on tiiis task to determine the best baseline velocity. 
All perturbations occurred 150 ms after the hand button was released. For task two there 
were a total of five different trial types, which were carried out a total of 20 times each. 
This results in a total of 100 trials for each condition (monocular and binocular), and 
thus a total of 200 trials were carried out for task two. These were again carried out in 8 
blocks of 25 trials, 4 of which were monocular and 4 of which were binocular 
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Figure 5.3: Experimental set-up for task two. The target object moved at a velocity of 0.5 m/s, and 
could perturb to the left, the right, increase in velocity or decrease in velocity 
All participants carried out task 1 first and then task 2. For both tasks the conditions 
were presented in a block-by-block basis (i.e. binocular / monocular / binocular / 
monocular). A short break was given in between each block to control for fatigue 
effects. 
5.2.4 Analysis: 
Measures of timing and accuracy were chosen that produced consistent effects in 
control subjects during piloting. While the variables of reaction time and movement 
time are typical performance measures in tasks such as tiiese they were not included for 
two reasons, first preliminary analysis revealed that consistent effects could not be 
found in these variables for control subjects and therefore it would have been difficult to 
determine i f DF performs normally on these variables, and secondly it is not clear what 
these measures tell us about catching behaviour. For completeness the data for these 
variables in task 1 and task 2 are included in appendix 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. For 
task one, data were averaged across direction (left / right) to increase the power of the 
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analysis; pilot studies revealed that there was no effect of direction on any variables for 
DF or control subjects. In addition DF's lesion is bilateral and as such it would be 
unlikely that any directional effects would be observed, these trials were included 
mainly to make the task less predictable. 
Accuracy was measured by computing the percentage of trials in which the participant 
successfully caught or grasped the target object, for the computation of this variable all 
trials were included. A grasp was considered successfiil i f the participant lifted the 
object from the carrier and did not drop it. Trials were considered unsuccessfxil i f the 
participant dropped the target object after picking it up, i f they knocked it off the carrier 
before grasping it or i f they missed the object entirely. Chi-square analysis was 
conducted on these data to test for effects of speed and viewing condition. Modified t-
tests (two-tailed) were conducted to compare the performance of DF and controls on 
each condition. 
For timing measures peak velocity was used, only trials in which the participant 
successfully caught the target were included in the analysis. For task 1 this included 
64% of trials for DF and 79.6% of trials for controls. For task 2 this included 78.1% of 
trials for DF and 80.1% of trials for controls. Previous experiments have shown that 
peak velocity of reaching movements increases with Ihe velocity of a moving target 
(Schenk et al., 2000b; Smeets and Brenner, 1995; Camahan and McFadyen, 1996). As 
such this variable was used to determine i f subjects adjusted the speed of the reach to 
the speed of the object. Peak velocity is defined as maximum tangential velocity of the 
marker attached to the wrist. Individual ANOVAs were conducted for each subject to 
test for effects of perturbation and viewing condition. Planned comparisons were also 
carried out to look for sigiiificant differences between tfie no perturbation condition and 
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each perturbation. Finally, modified t-tested (two-tailed) were conducted to compare the 
performance of DF to controls on each condition. It may be considered that the 
inclusion of unsuccessfiil trials in the analysis of peak velocity may give a better 
performance measure than only the analysis of successfiil trials (as participants may 
have failed to catch the target as they did not adjust their peak velocity to an appropriate 
extent). Such trials could not be included in the analysis however as the kinematic 
profiles of unsuccessfiil trials was extremely variable (e.g. some participants stopped 
their movement immediately after releasing the start button). Any differences betweai 
the patient and control group in terms of iinsuccessful trials should be apparent in the 
analysis of accuracy and therefore it is not necessary for such trials to be included in 
peak velocity measures. 
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5.3 Results 
53.1 Task One: 
Figure 5.4 illustrates the accuracy of DF and controls for each of the conditions, 
averaged across left and right. A chi-square analysis was conducted on these data and 
revealed for DF there was a significant effect of stimulus speed on accuracy (x^  = 
99.186, p < 0.001), tills was also true for all tiie control participants (p < 0.005 for all 
controls). This is due to the fact that there was a decrease in accuracy as the speed of 
objects increased. Chi square analysis revealed that for DF (x^  = 1.737, p = 0.187) and 
all the controls there was no significant effect of viewing condition on performance (p > 
0.159 for all controls) (individual p values are illustrated in appendix 2.3). Modified t-
tests revealed that there is no significant difference between DF and controls for any of 
the conditions (p > 0.210 for all comparisons) (significance levels for all comparisons 
are reported in appendix 2.4). 
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Figure 5.4: Graph illustrating the accuracy (VQ) of DF (red bar) and mean controls (blue bar). 
Error bars indicate the range of accuracy for the control participants 
Figure 5.5 illustrates the peak velocity for DF and controls for each speed under 
monocular and binocular viewing conditions. Only trials where the participant 
successfully caught the object were included in the analysis. A two-way ANOVA was 
conducted, with factors speed (0.25 / 0.5 / 0.75) and viewing condition (Monocular / 
Binocular). For DF there was a significant effect of speed (F (2, HS) = 60.145, p < 0.001); 
this was true for all controls (p < 0.001 in all controls). For DF there was no significant 
effiect of viewing condition (F (i, 145) = 0.173, p = 0.678); this was true in all controls (p 
> 0.07 for all controls). Finally, for DF there was a non significant interaction between 
speed and viewing condition (F (2, us) = 0.767, p = 0.466); this was also true for all 
controls (p > 0.184 for all controls) (individual p values are reported in appendix 2.5). 
Modified t-test revealed that there are no significant differences between DF and 
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controls in any of the conditions (p > 0.164 for all comparisons) (p values of all 
comparisons are reported in appendix 2.6). 
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Figure 5.5: Graph illustrating the peak velocity (mm/s) of DF (red bar) and mean controls (blue 
bar). Error bars indicate the range of accuracy for the control participants 
5.3.2 Task Two: 
Figure 5.6 illustrates the accuracy of DF and controls for task two. Chi square analysis 
was conducted on this data, for DF there was a significant effect of perturbation 
condition on accuracy (x^  = 57.649, p < 0.001); this was true for all the control 
participants (p > 0.001 for all control participants). The graph below illustrates that this 
effect can be accounted for mainly by the decrease in accuracy for the condition in 
which the target increased in speed. There was no significant effect of viewing 
condition on accuracy for DF (x^  = 0.004, p = 0.949); this was also true for all the 
control participants (p > 0.062 for all control participants) (individual p values are 
reported in appendix 2.7). Modified t-tests revealed that there is no significant 
difference between DF and controls for all conditions (p > 0.072 for all comparisons) 
(significance levels for all comparisons are reported in appendix 2.8) 
• DF 
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no pert 
Figure 5.6: Graph Ulustrating the accuracy (%) for D F (red bar) and controls (blue bar) for (1) 
perturbation to the left, (2) perturbation to the right, (3) no perturbation, (4) increase in velocity 
and (5) decrease in velocity. E r r o r bars illustrate the range of control subjects 
Figure 5.7 illustrates the peak velocity for DF and controls for task two. A two-way 
ANOVA revealed for DF there was a significant effect of perturbation condition (F (4, 
122) = 12.945, p < 0.001); diis was also true in 2 of the controls (p < 0.008). Post hoc 
comparisons revealed that this can mainly be accounted for by an increase in peak 
velocity when the velocity of the target increased and a decrease in peak velocity when 
the velocity of the target decreased. No significant effect of viewing condition was 
observed in DF (F (i, 122) = 0.220, p = 0.640) or in any of the controls (p > 0.208 for all 
control participants). A significant interaction exists between perturbation and viewing 
condition for DF (F (4,122) = 5.569, p < 0.001) and in one of the control subjects (p > 
0.009). The graph below illustrates that this interaction is due to the fact that the effect 
of perturbations in speed (increase and decrease in velocity), is stronger under binocular 
than monocular conditions, this is the case for both DF and the one control subject who 
demonstrated a similar pattern of results. Individual significance levels are reported in 
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appendix 2.9. Modified t-tests revealed no significant difference between DF and 
controls for any of the conditions (p > 0.05 for all comparisons) (significance levels for 
all comparisons are reported in appendix 2.10) 
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Figure 5.7: Graph illustrating the peak velocity (mm/*) for D F (red bar) and controls (blue bar) for 
(1) perturbation to the left. (2) perturbation to the right, (3) no perturbation, (4) increase in velocity 
and (5) decrease in velocity. E r r o r bars illustrate the range of control subjects 
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5.4 Dii^cussiqn 
The results of the present experiment can be summarised as follows. In task 1, 
participants were required to catch a target as i t moved to the left or right at various 
speeds under monocular and binocular conditions. Results revealed that both DF and 
controls showed a decrease in accxjracy and increase in peak velocity as the speed of the 
target increased. In task 2, participants were required to respond to perturbations in 
direction and speed under monocular and binocular conditions. The results revealed that 
both DF and controls showed a decrease in accuracy in the condition where the velocity 
of the target increased. In addition both DF and controls adjusted their peak velocity 
appropriately according to changes in tiie velocity of the target. There was no effect of 
viewing condition on accuracy or timing in either task one or task two. 
Overall these results suggest that DF performs in a similar manner to controls on 
complex visuomotor tasks such as catching and DF's previously described deficits in 
motion perception (Milner et al, 1991) have no effect on her ability to catch moving 
objects. This is consistent with previous observations with DF that have shown that she 
has intact visuomotor behaviour yet deficits in perceptual tasks (Milner et al., 1991; 
Goodale et al., 1994a; Milner, 1998; Milner et al., 1999). There could, however, be 
other reasons why DF does not show deficits in processing the speed of the moving 
target in the present task. Formal testing revealed that DF could accurately identify 
direction of motion when dots presented moved at 100% coherence, her success rate fell 
to chance at 50% coherence and below (Milner et al., 1991). In the present experiment 
there is no incoherence in the moving target and therefore i t would be anticipated based 
on this previous observation that DF would be able to accurately process the direction 
of motion. Previous-Studies assessing DF's ability to perceive motion accurately have 
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failed to formally test her ability to detect the speed of moving objects; previous 
observations are restricted to the fact that DF reports difficulty in estimating the speed 
of vehicles. The results of the present experiment could in fact be taken as evidence to 
suggest that DF can accurately process speed of motion. 
I t is clear in task 1 that DF can accurately detect the speed o f the moving target. So, 
what cues is DF using to enable her to carry out this task? It is important to note that DF 
performs in a similar maimer to controls under both monocular and binocular viewing 
conditions. This may seem to contradict previous observations with DF that have shown 
that DF has preserved visuomotor behaviour when allowed binocular viewing, yet her 
performance falls to chance under monocular conditions (Marotta et al, 1997; 
Dijkerman et al., 1999). One cue that is available in this task under both monocular and 
binocular conditions, however, is looming information. I t is possible that DF uses such 
information to compute time to contact based on tau (i.e. the ratio of the image size to 
the rate o f changing size) (Lee, 1976; Lee el al., 1983). Evidence to suggest that DF is 
using looming information in task 1 is supported by recent observations with DF 
showing that she is able to use such information to make time-to-contact judgements 
when only looming information is provided (M. Mon-Williams, personal 
communication). In addition the recent f M R I study by Field and Warm (2005) suggest 
that such information is processed by the dorsal stream of processing, which is 
functionally intact in DF. 
While it is possible that DF is using looming information in task one to make her time-
to-contact judgements, it is unlikely that she is doing so in task two as she can 
accurately respond to perturbations in velocity. Tresilian (1999) suggests that tau is a 
limited source of time to contact information for several reasons, one of which is that it 
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neglects accelerations. It is possible in the perturbation task that DF is using looming 
information to make time-to-contact judgements, and then when the perturbation in 
velocity occurs she computes the distance between her hand and the target and adjusts 
her movement appropriately. This would be supported by Carey et al. (1998) who 
contrasted the use of distance information for perceptual report to visuomotor control 
and to examine to what extent distance cues are dependent on binocular vision. In their 
first experiment DF and controls carried out a visuomotor and perceptual task under 
monocular and binocular conditions. The results indicated that DF showed distance 
scaling (increased peak velocity for objects further away) in a visuomotor task although 
her perceptual report was impaired, under binocular conditions; these spared visuomotor 
abilities were unaffected by monocular viewing. In their second experiment DF and 
controls were asked to point to a target LED under monocular and binocular conditions. 
Results showed that DF's endpoint accuracy was higher when allowed binocular 
viewing, however the correlation between peak velocity and distance was within the 
normal range under monocular conditions. Thus while binocular vision may be essential 
for DF to achieve high accuracy, monocular vision is sufficient to get in a close 
proximity to the target. This explanation of DF's ability to respond to online 
perturbations is one which requires further investigation. 
The present experiment provides clear evidence to suggest that DF has intact online 
visuomotor control. Schenk et al. (in press) suggest "Online visuomotor control is 
quired whenever a change in the target or an error in the ongoing motor response is 
ally detected" and provide evidence to suggest that such behaviour is independent 
of visual awareness. They tested a visual extinction patient on a pointing task in which 
vision of the hand was available or when it was denied and found that the patient 
showed a benefit o f visual feedback regardless o f whether such information was 
visu; 
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available for verbal report. Desmurget et al. (1999) used TMS over the left posterior 
parietal cortex to show that online visuomotor control is a function of the dorsal stream 
o f processing. Such observations have been supported by experiments showing that 
optic ataxic patients (with damage to the dorsal stream of processing) are unable to 
make online corrections (Pisella et al., 2000). The present experiment provides evidence 
to support these conclusions, suggesting that DF is capable of responding to 
perturbations in velocity and speed of a moving target as a ftmction of her intact dorsal 
stream of processing. 
I t is important to note one clear difference between tiiis catching study and traditional 
catching studies, which is that in the present experiment the participants were required 
to catch a target that is moving away fi-om them. The experiment could in fact be 
viewed as a reach-to-grasp task involving a moving target, rather than a catching task. 
One potential cue that may be available in such a task is an aperture closing gauging 
system (i.e. participants monitor the apertvu-e of the hand as i t closes to grasp the target 
and base time to contact judgements on this). This is unlikely to be the case as viewing 
time was restricted, so that participants received no visual feedback of the hand as it 
grasped the target. The direction that the target moves (towards or away from the 
participant) should not affect the results of the present experiment as the same looming 
information is available to subjects whether the target is moving towards or away from 
subjects and therefore participants should be able to use tau to make time-to-contact 
judgements. TTie design of the present experiment should in fact remove some potential 
limitations of traditional catching studies. I f subjects are required to catch an object that 
is approaching them it is possible for fliem to judge the position in space the target wil l 
arrive and simply wait for the target to reach that point. The present study on the other 
hand requires that participants adjust the speed of their reach to the speed of the target in 
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order to successfully catch the target, and thus can accurately determine i f participants 
are judging time to contact information correctly. 
In conclusion, the results o f the present experiment suggest that DF has preserved 
visuomotor behaviour when required to cany out complex tasks such as catching. She 
can accurately detect the direction and speed of targets and there is no difference in her 
performance under monocular and binocular viewing conditions. While DF may be 
using looming information in task one, she would be imable to use such information in 
task two as she can accurately respond to perturbations in velocity. I t is possible that she 
responds to such perturbations by computing the distance between her hand and the 
target and adjusting her response appropriately (this explanation requires further 
testing). The fact that DF is capable o f responding to online perturbations in speed and 
direction in a similar way as healthy participants, provides further evidence to suggest 
that the ability to respond to such perturbations is a function of the dorsal stream (intact 
in DF). 
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C H A P T E R S I X : T H E R O L E O F V5 IN C A T C H I N G - AN rXMS S T U D Y 
6.1 Introduction 
The Milner and Goodale (1995) model has been well supported with empirical evidence 
(see general introduction for further details). I t has been suggested however that most of 
the support for this model comes from experiments investigating visuospatial attributes 
such as form, size and orientation perception (Norman, 2002). Goodale (1993) suggests 
that i t remains unclear as to whether the model applies to visual attributes such as 
motion and depth perception as these have not been extensively examined in this 
context. The aim of the present study is to determine i f the model applies to motion 
perception. 
Motion perception is important for object recognition given that motion is an important 
cue for figure-ground segregation (Anstis, 1978; Sekuler et al. 1990). Motion 
perception is also important for visuomotor control; this is supported by the findings of 
Paillard (1996) who suggested that manual movements towards stationary objects 
require visual monitoring o f the moving hand. Our visuomotor control skills also 
include the ability to catch non-stationary target objects; i t is reasonable to assume that 
successful catching behaviour is impossible without knowledge of the motion of the 
moving object. Considerations such as these raise the question as to whether there are 
distinct brain areas processing visual motion information for either perceptual (object 
recognition) or action (visuomotor) tasks. 
Braddick et al. (2000) carried out an f M R I study which showed that five distinct regions 
were activated by motion stimuli, including V5, V3 A, the posterior ventral surface, the 
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IPS and STS. Culham et al. (2001) found that area V5 is die most easily and 
consistently activated region in the human cortex responding to a whole range of 
dynamic stimuli in almost all observers (see general introduction for further details of 
area V5/MT+). Evidence clearly shows that V5/MT+ plays an essential role in motion 
processing in a variety of perceptual tasks (see general introduction), however it 
remains unclear as to the role o f motion perception in visuomotor tasks such as 
catching. 
Schenk et al. (2000b) attempted to address the issue of the role of V5/MT+ in 
visuomotor tasks by studying the motor behaviour of a patient with akinetopsia. 
Akinetopsia involves a specific deficit in motion perception; the most famous case of 
such a disorder is patient L M (Zihl et al. 1983; Hess et al. 1989) who developed 
akinetopsia after bilateral extrastriate damage to areas that include the human 
homologue of V5. Her perceptual deficits have been extensively documented (Zihl etal. 
1991), however little was known about how her deficits affect her motor performance. 
Schenk et al. (2000b) carried out a study consisting of three experiments in which L M 
and age matched controls were required to reach and grasp an object as i t moved away 
from them In their first experiment, they attempted to examine the effect of target speed 
on performance. Participants were asked to reach and grasp an object as i t moved away 
from them in one of two paths at different speeds. Results showed that L M could only 
catch objects that moved less than 0.5 m/s, whereas controls could accurately catch 
objects moving at 1.0 m/s. In their second experiment they attempted to determine the 
effect o f observation time on performance, by manipulating viewing time using liquid 
crystal shutter glasses. Participants were required to reach and grasp an object as i t 
moved away from them, and were allowed either fu l l vision or vision restricted to the 
first 400 or 200 ms. Results showed that L M required a longer observation time than 
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controls, particularly for rapidly moving objects, catching significantly more objects 
with a longer exposure period. In their third experiment they attempted to examine the 
effects of visual feedback on performance. The experiment was the same as experiment 
one except that the task was carried out with or without vision of the reaching hand; this 
was manipulated by the use of a luminescent glove and object. Results showed that 
controls performed accurately with and without vision of the reaching hand; however, 
L M required vision of the reaching hand to perform the task accurately. Schenk et al 
(2000b) concluded that LM's visual motion deficit affected her performance in both the 
perceptual and visuomotor domain and that this indicates that V5/MT+ is located at an 
early stage of the extrastriate hierarchy, providing input to both the dorsal and ventral 
streams of processing. This is supported by tiie fact that V5/MT+ receives direct inputs 
from area V I (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991). 
A problem with this conclusion however is tiiat LM's lesion extends beyond V5/MT+ 
into surrounding areas (Shipp etal, 1994). In particular, her lesions have been shown to 
extend dorsally to the intraparietal sulcus, infringing on area 39 at least in her right 
hemisphere (figure 6.1). Her lesions may therefore include motion-responsive areas in 
the intraparietal sulcus; these regions have been found to selectively respond to visual 
motion stimuli (Culham et al., 2001). Given the extent of LM's lesion i t is therefore 
possible that areas other than V5/MT+ are responsible for her visuomotor deficits. 
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Figure 6.1: Figure depicting the lesion of patient L M , illustrating damage to VS/MT+ bilaterally 
(Zihl et oL, 1991). 
As a way of avoiding such problems, a number of TMS studies have induced transient 
disruptions in V5/MT+ to investigate the role of this area in visual motion processing. 
Beckers and Homberg (1992) showed that selective disruption of V5/MT+ produces 
deficits in the perception of visual motion direction in the corresponding contralateral 
hemifield and that this degradation in performance was more pronounced when 
stimulation was applied to the left hemisphere. Beckers and Zeki (1995) showed that 
magnetic stimulation of V5/MT+ at intervals of -20 to +10 ms after onset of visual 
stimuli were effective in impairing the perception of direction o f motion. Walsh et al. 
(1998) attempted to recreate the deficits of patient L M to assess the specificity of the 
deficits when TMS was applied to V5/MT+; they confirmed that TMS applied over 
V5/MT+ impairs performance on visual search tasks which require attention to motion. 
However TMS studies using visuomotor tasks have not been conducted, therefore it still 
remains to be questioned whether a selective disruption of V5/MT+ would produce a 
visuomotor deficit. 
Culham et al. (2001) state that V5 is usually placed in the dorsal stream and motion 
processing is therefore considered a 'dorsal function' as functions of the dorsal stream 
include spatial localization, spatial attention, and visuomotor control which depend on 
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stimulus location and movement. Braddick etal (2000)'s f M R I study suggested that the 
areas activated by form and motion stimuli do not divide anatomically between the 
dorsal and ventral streams, as both the parietal lobe (target of the dorsal stream) and the 
temporal lobe (target of the ventral stream) show responses for both form and motion 
stimuli, these responses occurring in distinct but nearby foci. Grill-Spector et al. (1998) 
also provided evidence to suggest that motion input reaches the ventral stream when 
they demonstrated that area LO in the ventral stream responds to objects defined by 
luminance, texture or motion. I t therefore remains to be determined to which stream of 
processing V5/MT+ belongs, or whetiier it belongs to both (or indeed neither). 
The aim of the present study was to determine the role of V5/MT+ in the visuomotor 
domain by comparing the effects of TMS to V5/MT+ with the effects obtained over two 
control sites, namely vertex and a site 2 cm dorsal to V5/MT+, when participants were 
required to carry out an appropriate task. Two visuomotor tasks were used, a catching 
task (involving the use of a moving object) and a standard reach-to-grasp task 
(involving the use of a stationary object). It is expected that i f V5/MT+ is involved in 
visuomotor processing, stimulation of V5/MT+ wi l l interfere with participants' ability 
to predict the course of the target's movement and thereby impair catching performance. 
This experiment is designed to improve upon the study with patient L M as it wi l l 
investigate the role of a more localised region (i.e. V5/MT+) in catching in a cohort of 
participants, and wil l also enable a contrast to be carried out between the effects of TMS 
to V5/MT+ and to parietal areas, allowing it to be determined which part of LM's lesion 
was responsible for her deficit in catching. TTie present experiment wi l l expand upon 
previous fmdings using TMS, which have shown that V5/MT+ plays a role in visual 
motion processing in the perceptual domain (Beckers and Romberg, 1992; Beckers and 
Zeki, 1995; Walsh et al., 1998) by addressing this question in the visuomotor domain. 
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6.2 Method 
6.2.1 Participants: 
Six participants took part in the study (three female, three male), with an age range of 
21-38 years. A l l participants were right-handed by self-report and had normal or 
corrected to normal vision. A l l participants consented to take part in the stu(fy after 
receiving detailed information regarding TMS and the safety issues surrounding it. They 
were screened for TMS exclusion criteria, including the absence of epilepsy in their 
family medical history. Local ethical committee approval was granted for all 
procedures. 
6.2.2 Experimental equipment: 
To prevent head movements during the experiment a head and chin rest were used. To 
confirm that head movements were negligible, they were recorded in three participants 
as they carried out both catching and reach-to-grasp trials. Three markers were used; 
one marker was placed at the centre of the coil (coil-marker), the other marker 
(reference marker) was placed on the centre of the dorsal surface of the skull (i.e. 
vertex). 10 trials per participant per task were recorded. To assess the extent of coil-
displacement during the period of TMS stimulation, the maximum value of change in 
the distance between the coil and reference marker was determined during the 500 ms 
stimulation period. The average value o f maximal displacement was less than 0.7 mm 
(standard deviation = 0.16) during the catching task, and less than 0.8 mm (standard 
deviation = 0.29) during the reach-to-grasp task. 
A MagStim 200 Super Rapid Stimulator was used with a 90 mm figure-of-eight coil 
(Magstim, Whitland, Dyfifed, Wales, UK). The coil was placed tangential to the surface 
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of the skull with the coil handle pointing backwards at approximately 45 degrees to the 
spinal cord. The coil was held to the skull manually by the experimenter using the right 
hand to hold the coil and the left hand to stabilize the coil to the head. Repetitive pulse 
TMS (rTMS) was delivered at 10 Hz for 500ms at 65% of stimulator output 
(corresponding to 1.3 Tesla or 110% of the average TMS motor thresholds of 
participants). TMS was dehvered at trial onset, which was indicated by the opening of 
the liquid crystal shutter glasses. 
The experimental set-up is depicted in chapter five (figure 5.1). The system was 
controlled by a PC, which also allowed die triggering o f other events used in this 
experiment including the shutter glasses and the triggering o f the TMS pulses. The 
system contained a start swatch, which signalled the beginning o f the manual response. 
The target object also contained a swdtch, which was released when the object was 
picked up, and signalled die end of the manual response. Both the signals f rom the start 
switch and the target object switch were transmitted to the PC. Liquid crystal shutter 
glasses (Plato System, Translucent Technologies, Toronto, CA) were used to 
manipulate viewing time and earplugs were used to ensure that participants were not 
using acoustic cues to judge the speed and direction of the moving object and to dampen 
the noise of the TMS stimulation. 
A three-dimensional movement registration device (CMS 70, Fa Zebris, Germany) was 
used to record the trajectory of the arm and fingers during the participants' manual 
response. This registration device employs ultrasonic loudspeakers as markers and a 
panel with embedded microphones as receivers for the ultrasonic signals. The system 
has a spatial resolution of 0.1 mm and achieves a sampling frequency of 50 Hz when 
three markers are used. Three markers were used to record the manual response, one 
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was placed on the wrist above the styloid process of the ulna, one was placed on the nail 
of the index finger and the final one on the nail of the thumb. 
6.2.3 Procedure: 
TMS was used to stimulate three sites: (1) V5/MT+ (the experimental condition) (2) 
Vertex and (3) Dorsal site, located 2cm above V5/MT+. Previous studies have shown 
that the location of V5/MT+ varies between individuals (Watson et al., 1993). Therefore 
before the experiment began V5/MT+ was located fimctionally using TMS, by locating 
the area of the brain in which TMS stimulation induced the presence of moving 
phosphenes (Stewart et al., 1999). The co-ordinates were selected on the basis of 
previously successfiil studies with TMS (Walsh et al., 1998). This was approximately 3 
cm above the mastoid-inion and 5 cm lateral to the midline on the sagittal plane, 
however deviations of up to 1.5 cm in either direction were found for the participants in 
this experiment. In addition, V5/MT+ was located anatomically for five out of the six 
participants, using a frameless stereotaxic system (Brainsight, Rogue Research, 
Montreal, CA) in conjunction with each participant's structural M R I scan. It was 
confirmed that the chosen stimulation site was in acceptable proximity to the anatomical 
landmark for V5/MT+, which is the intersection of the ascending limb and the posterior 
continuation of the inferior temporal sulcus (Dumoulin et al., 2000). Stimulation was 
always applied unilaterally to the left hemisphere as previous studies have found there 
to be more reliable and pronounced effects with stimulation over the left than the right 
hemisphere (Stewart et al., 2001). In addition, Walsh et al. (1998) found that 
stimulation of left V5/MT+ produced perceptual deficits similar to those observed in 
L M . 
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The second stimulation site was vertex; this is the point of intersection of the mid-
sagittal plane (defined by the nasion to inion line) and the mid-coronal plane (defined 
by the line between the intertrachial notches of the ears). This location corresponds to 
the position Cz of the 10-20 International EEG system This stimulation site was chosen 
as a contiol condition as i t is known that i t evokes the unspecific effects of TMS (i.e. 
noise and tapping sensations), without inducing activity in specific relevant brain areas. 
The second contiol site chosen was an area near to V5/MT+ but outside its border. The 
purpose of this site as a contiol condition was to determine the spatial specificity of any 
effects. The site was located by first determining the site of V5/MT+ and then moving 
the coil dorsally along the surface of the skvdl in 1 cm intervals until stimulation no 
longer induced moving phosphenes. The position of this site was on average 1.8 cm 
(standard deviation = 0.4) dorsal to the position of V5/MT+. 
Two visuomotor tasks were used: (1) Catching task (2) Reach-to-grasp task (figure 6.2 a 
and b, respectively). These tasks are similar with respect to the demands on the motor 
system in that participants are required to produce rapid grasping movements, but 
produce different demands with respect to the visual system (i.e. in the catching task 
participants are required to take account of the motion information). In the catching task 
participants were required to catch an object moving away from them, the object moved 
in one of two tiajectories (Left or rightward movement) at a fast and slow speed (0.25 
m/s or 0.50 m/s respectively). The parameters o f the task were the same as those o f the 
previous catching experiment carried out by Schenk et al. (2000b) with akinetopsic 
patient L M . In the reach-to-grasp task participants were required to reach and grasp a 
stationary object. In both tasks liquid crystal shutter glasses were used to manipulate 
exposure time to 100 ms (non-visually guided movement, in which participants saw the 
start of the trial but not the movement of their hand) or 800 ms (visually guided 
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movement, in which participants were able to view the entire movement of both the 
object and the hand). In other words, the 100 ms condition required open-loop 
responding, whereas the 800 ms condition permitted full closed-loop control of the 
movement. Exposure time was manipulated, as the previous study with patient LM 
(Schenk et al, 2000b) revealed that she caught significantly more objects when allowed 
to view the object for longer and i f she could see her hand. Participants were allowed 
free viewing. In both tasks participants were instructed to use their right hand and cany 
out the movement as fast as possible. At the start of each trial participants placed their 
right hand on the start switch which was located in a central position directly in front of 
them When the start switch was pressed, this signalled the shutter glasses to open and 
at the same time the rTMS was triggered, and in the case of the catching task the object 
began to move. 
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Figure 6.2: Figure depicting tiie experimental setup used for the catching Utik (a) and reach-to-
grasp tasli (b). In the catching X»sk the object moved to the left or right at an angle of 25 degrees at 
either 0.2S m/s or O.SO m/s. In the reach-to-grasp task the object was placed 15cm to the left or right 
of the midline, 35cm away from the start bufton. 
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There were three TMS conditions (V5/MT+, Dorsal site and Vertex) and two visual 
conditions (100 ms and 800 ms), for each condition 40 trials were presented in separate 
blocks, which were presented twice in an interleaved order. The order of blocks and 
thus the order of TMS and visual conditions were counterbalanced across participants. 
Within each block trial types were randonily mixed, for the catching task in terms of 
direction and speed of target, and for the reach-to-grasp task with respect to the position 
of the object. The two tasks were carried out in two separate sessions occurring on 
different days to control for fatigue effects. For each of the sessions the TMS site was 
established using fiaictional localisation. The sites used during the second session 
correlated well with the first session for all participants. Participants had 40 practice 
trials at the beginning of each session. Each session lasted ^proximately 90 minutes 
and a short break of 10 minutes was allowed mid-session. 
6.2.4 Analysis: 
The performance measures used were based on previous studies carried out with TMS 
(e.g. Walsh et al, 1998) and the previous catching experiment carried out with patient 
LM (Schenk et ah, 2000b). Measures of accuracy were used for the catching task, and 
timing measures were used for both the catching and reach-to-grasp task. 
Accuracy was measured by computing the percentage of trials in which the participant 
successfully caxjght or grasped the target object. For the computation of this variable all 
trials were included. A grasp was considered successful i f the participant hfted the 
object from the carrier and did not drop it. Trials were considered unsuccessful i f the 
participant dropped the target object after picking it up, i f diey knocked it off the carrier 
before grasping it, or i f they missed the object entirely. 
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Several measures of timing were used, including average reaching speed; this was based 
on the results of the previous study by Schenk et al. (2000b), which showed that LM's 
reaching speed was lower than that of normals. Reaction time was also used as a 
measure of timing; this measure was chosen based on the results of previous TMS 
studies (Walsh et al., 1998), which have shown that reaction time measures are a 
sensitive indication of TMS induced processing delays. For measures of timing, trials 
had to be discarded in which the participant did not successfully catch or grasp the 
object and trials in which recording artefacts were present. After such trials were 
discarded, 94% of trials remained. For the computation of reaching speed the recording 
tiaces had to be filtered using a non-parametric regression method (Marquardt and Mai, 
1994); this effectively 'smoothes' the kinematic data 
A final measurement was used which expresses the amplitude of the TMS effect for 
variables in which TMS was shown to have a significant effect in one or more 
conditions (i.e. reaching speed). This measure expresses the TMS effect (of V5/MT+ or 
dorsal site stimulation) relative to performance in the control condition (vertex) as a 
normalized percentage difference. To calculate this % TMS effect the following formula 
was used: 
% TMS effect (for condition x) = ((TMS - Vertex TMS) / Vertex TMS) * 100 
This index expresses the TMS effect relative to the performance in the contiol condition 
(i.e. vertex) as a normalised percentage difference. 
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The results from the catching task and tiie reach-to-grasp task were analysed separately. 
For the catching task a three-way within-subjects ANOVA was conducted, where the 
within-subjects factors were TMS condition (with three levels - V5, DS and vertex), 
observation time (with two levels - 100 and 800 ms) and motion direction, (with two 
levels - leftward and rightward motion). For the reach-to-grasp task a three-way within-
subjects ANOVA was also conducted, where the within-subjects factors were TMS 
condition (with three levels - V5, DS and vertex), observation time (with two levels -
100 and 800 ms) and object position (with two levels - left and right). Bonferroni 
corrections were used for post-hoc analysis. A 5% significance threshold was adopted. 
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63 Results 
6.3.1 Catching Task: 
For the variable of percentage error, a three-way within-subjects ANOVA revealed no 
significant effect of TMS stimulation site (F (2, lo) = 0.341, p = 0.719) or motion 
direction (F (i, 5) = 0.493, p = 0.514), however tiie factor observation time had a 
significant effect on % error (F (i, 5) = 7.987, p = 0.037). Post-hoc comparisons revealed 
that a shorter observation time (100 ms) leads to higher error rates than longer 
observation times (800 ms) (figure 6.3). No significant interactions were found between 
TMS stimulation site, observation time or motion direction. 
Vertex Vertex 
100ms 800ms 
Figure 6.3: Graph illustrating mean error (%) and standard errors for observation time (100 or 
800ms) and T M S site (V5/MT+, Vertex or Dorsal site) averaged across participants 
For the variable of reaction time, a three-way within-subjects ANOVA revealed no 
significant effect of stimulation site (F (2, io)= 1.243, p = 0.330) or motion direction (F 
(1. s) = 0.174, p = 0.694), however a significant effect of observation time was again 
observed (F (i, 5) = 18.18, p = 0.008). Post-hoc comparisons revealed that shorter 
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observation times (100 ms) led to shorter reaction times (reaction time = 188.30 ms) 
than longer observation times (800 ms) (reaction time = 193.01 ms) (figure 6.4). No 
sigruficant interactions were found between TMS stimulation site, observation time or 
motion direction. 
250 
E 150 
V5 1 Vertex 1 DS V5 1 Vertex | DS 
100ms 800ms 
Figure 6.4: Graph illustrating mean reaction time (ms) and standard errors for observation time 
(100 or 800ms) and T M S site (V5/MT+, Vertex or Dorsal site) averaged across participants 
For the variable of reaching speed, a three-way within-subjects ANOVA revealed a 
significant effect of TMS stimulation site (F (2, lo) = 9.98, p = 0.004), however no 
significant effects of observation time (F(i, 5) = 4.469, p = 0.088) or motion direction (F 
(1,5)= 0.126, p = 0.738) were observed. Post-hoc comparisons revealed that a significant 
reduction in reaching speed occurred for V5/MT+ stimulation compared to both dorsal 
site and vertex across both observation times (figure 6.5). No significant interactions 
were found between TMS stimulation site, observation time or motion direction. 
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Vertex Vertex 
800ms 100ms 
Figure 6.5: Graph illustrating mean reaching speed (mis) and standard errors for observation time 
(100 or 800ms) and T M S site (V5/MT+, Vertex or Dorsal site) averaged across participants 
As significant effects of TMS stimulation site on reaching speed were observed, the 
percentage TMS effect was computed for this variable. Figure 6.6 shows the percentage 
TMS effect on reaching speed for V5/MT+ and dorsal site stimulation for the 100 and 
800 ms observation times. A repeated measures ANOVA, with the factors TMS site 
(V5/MT+ versus Dorsal site) and observation time (100 versus 800ms), was conducted. 
A significant effect of TMS site (F (i, 5) = 10.46, p = 0.023) was revealed; this confirms 
that the reduction in reaching speed was more pronounced after V5/MT+ stimulation 
than dorsal site stimulation. No significant effect of observation time (F (i, 5) = 1.142, p 
= 0.334) or interactions were found, hi addition one-sample t-tests showed that the 
%TMS effect was significantiy different from zero for V5/MT+ stimulation for both the 
100 ms (t = 3.053, p = 0.028) and 800 ms (t = 3.052, p = 0.028) viewing time but not for 
the dorsal site stimulation for either the 100 ms (t = -0.010, p = 0.992) or 800 ms (t = 
1.210, p = 0.280) viewang condition. 
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Figure 6.6: Graph illustrating the % T M S effect on reaching speed of V5 /MT+ stimulation and 
Dorsal Site stimulation for 100 and 800ms observation time, for each individual participant and 
averaged across participants (horizontal lines). 
63.2 Reach-to-grasp task: 
For the variable reaction time, a three-way vwthin-subjects ANOVA revealed that no 
significant effects were found for the factors TMS site (F (2, lo) = 0.411, p = 0.674) or 
observation time (F(i, 5) = 0.497, p = 0.512), however a significant effect was found for 
object position (F (i, 3) = 10.165, p = 0.024). Post hoc analysis revealed that participants 
responded earlier for objects on their right (ipsilateral to the responding hand) than their 
left (figure 6.7). A significant interaction was found for object position and observation 
time for reaction time (F (1,5= 7.977, p = 0.037). Post hoc analysis revealed that the 
reaction time for movements towards the left are significantly more prolonged for the 
100 ms observation time (mean reaction time = 208.41 ms) than the 800 ms (mean 
reaction time = 189.26 ms). On the other hand, there is little difference between the 100 
ms (mean reaction time = 182.91 ms) and 800 ms (mean reaction time = 178.63 ms) 
observation time for movements towards the right (figure 10). 
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Figure 6.7: Graph illustrating mean reaction time (ms) and standard errors for observation time 
(too and 800ms) and object position (left and right) averaged across participants 
For the variable reaching speed, a three-way within-subjects ANOVA revealed no 
significant effects for the factors TMS site (F (2, lo) = 1.611, p = 0.247) or observation 
time (F(i, 5 ) = 5.946, p = 0.059), however a significant effect was again found for object 
position (F (i, 5) = 44.19, p = 0.001). Post hoc analysis revealed that participants 
responded faster for objects on the right (mean reaching speed = 1.33 mm/s) than the 
left (mean reaching speed = 0.97 mm/s) (figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6.8: Graph illustrating mean reaching speed (mis) and standard errors for observation time 
(100 and 800ms) and object position (Right and Left) averaged across participants 
As % TMS effect on reaching speed was computed for the catching task, this variable 
was also computed for the reach-to-grasp task. Figure 6.9 shows the % TMS effect on 
reaching speed for V5/MT+ and dorsal site stimulation for each observation time. A 
repeated measures ANOVA, with the factors TMS site (V5/MT+ versus Dorsal site) and 
observation time (100 versus 800 ms) was conducted and revealed no significant effect 
of either TMS site (F (i, 5) = 2.225, p = 0.196) or observation time (F (i, 5) = 0.666, p = 
0.451), and no significant interactions. In addition, one-sample t-tests revealed that % 
TMS effect did not differ significantly from zero in the case of V5/MT+ stimulation for 
either the 100 ms (t = 0.205, p = 0.846) or 800 ms (t = 1.571, p = 0.177) viewing 
condition or dorsal site stimulation for either the 100 ms (t = -0.910, p = 0.404) or 800 
ms (t = -1.402, p = 0.220) viewing condition 
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Figure 6.9: Graph illustrating the % T M S efTect on reaching speed of V5/MT+ stimulation and 
Dorsal Site stimulation for 100 and 800ms observation time, for each individual participant and 
averaged across participants. 
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6.4 Discussion 
The results of this study show that rTMS causing selective disturbance to V5/MT+ 
affects catching performance by causing a reduction in reaching speed, whereas 
stimulation of nearby dorsal regions does not affect performance. These results broadly 
confirm the findings of Schenk et al. (2000b) with patient LM, suggesting that it is the 
disruption of processing in V5/MT+ and not other more dorsal areas which are 
responsible for LM's catching deficits. The results fiirther show that V5/MT+ is 
involved in both perceptual (Beckers and Romberg, 1992; Beckers and Zeki, 1995; 
Walsh et al., 1998) and visuomotor tasks (the present data), therefore it can be argued 
that V5/MT+ provides visual motion input to both the ventral and dorsal streams of 
processing. 
It was observed in the present study that in the catching task shorter observation times 
lead to higher error rates and shorter reaction times. This can be explained by the fact 
that participants produce better performance i f they are able to view the target for 100 
ms or more. When deprived of vision the accuracy of their movements suffer (leading to 
higher error rates), as they have to initiate tiieir responses earlier as the closing of the 
shutter glasses cue their movement. TMS over area V5/MT+ did not influence this 
effect. The results of the reach-to-grasp task also revealed that reaction time for 
movements to the left was prolonged in the short observation time condition (but not in 
the long observation time condition). This may be because participants are more 
hesitant to begin their movement as they feel there is a greater risk of collision with the 
headrest or object as they are unable to see their response. 
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There are some differences in tiie results obtained in the present study and those 
obtained with LM. LM's performance was significantiy affected by the observation 
time in that her performance dropped to subnormal levels i f the duration interval was 
less than 400 ms (Schenk et al, 2000b). This was not the case in the present study, 
which revealed no significant interaction between stimulation site and observation time 
in the catching task, ft is possible that LM's improved performance with longer 
observation times can be attributed to a compensatory stiategy, which she has acquired 
to use her intact spatial vision to compensate for her loss of motion vision. A long 
observation time may allow her to use the lengtti of the path tiavelled by the object 
throughout the period to estimate velocity. Such stiategies are probably only developed 
over time and only in the response to the experience of behavioural problems, whereas 
due to the tiansient nature of TMS such stiategies could not be developed in the present 
study. Another difference in the two studies is that LM's deficits reflected a decrease in 
reaching speed and an increase in errors, whereas in the present study TMS deficits 
were only reflected in a decrease in reaching speed. This suggests that TMS-induced 
deficits to V5/MT+ are more subtle than a lesion to the same area This is not surprising 
as rTMS only induces a tiansient increase of noise in the affected area (Walsh and 
Rushworth, 1999), and therefore does not replicate the total disruption of information 
flow that results from structural brain damage. 
It is important to note that LM's lesion is bilateral whereas TMS was only applied 
unilaterally in the present study; this may account for some of the differences between 
the two studies. It would be expected that disruption in one hemisphere is likely to 
produce a smaller effect in performance than disruption in two hemispheres, or that 
disruption in performance would only occur in the contralateral hemispace. Results 
from this study, however, have shown that deficits in catching occurred for objects 
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travelling to both the left and right hemispace. Previous studies have provided 
electrophysiological evidence in the monkey (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1987; Van 
Essen, 1985; Zeki, 1974, 1980), and lesion-based evidence in both humans and 
monkeys (Newsome and Pare, 1988; Plant et al., 1993; Plant and Nakayama, 1993; 
Schenk and Zihl, 1997; Vaina et al., 2001), that V5/MT+ in each hemisphere contains 
only a representation of the contralateral visual field. Several TMS studies have 
provided evidence to suggest that unilateral TMS over V5/MT+ can lead to contralateral 
deficits only (Beckers and Romberg, 1992; Beckers and Zeki, 1995; Stewart et al., 
1999) whereas other studies have found that unilateral TMS results in deficits in both 
the contra- and ipsilateral hemispace (Hotson et al., 1994; Walsh et al., 1998). These 
discrepancies may be resolved by noting that Dukelow et al. (2001) have identified 
subregions within V5/MT+ complex; a posterior one which responds only to stimuli 
within the contralateral hemifield, and an anterior one which responds to stimuli in both 
the contra- and ipsilateral hemifields. 
It is also possible however that the unilateral stimulation of left V5/MT+ could lead to 
contralateral responses in the right hemisphere. The first study to measure contralateral 
responses to TMS was carried out by Cracco (1989) using EEG. Since then a number of 
studies, using various methodologies, have confirmed that unilateral TMS does indeed 
cause activation in the contralateral hemisphere (Pans et al., 1997; Illmoniemi et al., 
1997; Komssi et al., 2002). Paus et al. (1997) used TMS to stimulate left frontal eye 
field (FEF) while simultaneously measuring changes in cerebral blood flow using PET. 
The results showed a significant positive correlation between cerebral blood flow and 
number of pulse trains in the target region (i.e. left FEF) as well as several other areas of 
visual cortex including left medial parieto-occipital cortex and left and right superior 
parietal cortex. In addition a positive correlation was found in right supplementary eye 
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field located on the medial wall of the frontal lobe. Ilmoniemi et al. (1997) used high 
resolution EEG to locate the changing pattern of neuronal activity evoked by TMS 
applied to the left motor and visual cortices. When TMS was applied to the left motor 
cortex, EEG revealed a strong response 3 ms post-stimulus in the ipsilateral stimulation 
site, activation at the adjacent ipsilateral motor and pre-motor areas was observed 
during the next few milliseconds. A clear activation was observed in contralateral 
homologous cortical areas 20 ms post-stimulus, and activation was also observed in 
parietal areas. Similar results were also observed for stimulation over left occipital 
cortex (i.e. immediate ipsilateral activation with contralateral response occurring at 
around 20 ms post-stimulation). Ilmoniemi et al (1997) propose that contralateral 
activation probably occurs by transmission through transcallosal connections. In another 
study, Komssi et al. (2002) applied TMS to left sensorimotor cortex (area M l ) while 
EEG recordings were made. The results showed that ipsilateral activation occurred in 
the precentral gyrus, supermarginal gyrus and superior parietal lobule. Activation also 
occurred over the contralateral cortex in all participants at 22 ms (+/- 2 ms), with the 
maximal activation located in the precentral gyrus, superior frontal gyrus and inferior 
parietal lobule. They propose that the contralateral activation occurs due to a 
physiologically effective interhemispheric conduction pathway between the hand 
representation area in M l . The contralateral activation of premotor and posterior 
parietal association cortices in addition to the M l hand area may reflect either 
heterotopic interhemispheric connections or intercortical transmission through 
association fibres to adjacent fields. It is also possible that subcortical pathways are 
mediators of the contralateral response (Komssi etai, 2002). 
While studies such as these provide strong evidence that unilateral TMS produces 
cohtfalafefal activation in homotopic and~adjacent cortical areas, it is unclear i f this 
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observed activation would be stiong enough to impair performance on tasks such as 
catching. The above studies do not investigate the strength of the activation in either the 
ipsi- or confralateral site; in addition the studies do not use any cognitive tasks to 
determine i f tiie activation would be functionally significant enough to impair task 
performance. Nikulin et al. (2003) recently aimed to demonstiate, using EEG, increased 
cortical excitability preceding voluntary movement on the basis of changes in ERP 
response to TMS applied over the left motor cortex. They investigated the NlOO 
component of the response in 10 elecfrodes over the stimulated sensorimotor areas in 
tiie ipsi- and contialateral hemisphere, which they propose represents an inhibitory 
response following TMS at approximately 100 ms post-stimulus. They note that while 
the NlOO response occurred in both the ipsi- and contialateral hemisphere, the responses 
were much smaller in the contialateral electiodes. This provides evidence to suggest 
that while contralateral activation as a result of TMS does occur, this activation is 
unlikely to be enough to impair task performance on tasks requiring the area and as such 
cannot account for the observed pattern of results in the present study. Another 
explanation for the observed pattern of results in this study would be that participants 
were free to move their eyes and as such the target object always started in a cential 
position and it is therefore likely that participants followed the object with their eyes, 
thus causing the image to always be near the centre of the visual field. 
There are two possible sources of visual motion processing during the catching task, 
which may have been affected by interference with V5/MT+: (1) movement of target 
object (2) movement of the hand. There are three arguments suggesting that it is not the 
interference with perception of the moving hand (i.e. on-line visual feedback) causing 
the deficits. Firstiy, i f this were the case we would expect to observe similar deficits in 
the reach-to-grasp task. Secondly, we would only expect to see deficits when visual 
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feedback is provided (whereas in the present study TMS induced catching deficits were 
observed equally for both the 100 ms and 800 ms viewing conditions). Thirdly, 
interference with on-line visual feedback could only explain induced catching deficits i f 
one assumes that such feedback is used during catching. A recent study by Schenk et al. 
(2004) has shown however that on-line visual feedback is used in grasping but not in 
catching tasks. Taken together these findings indicate that i t is not interference with on-
line visual feedback that accounts for the V5/MT+ TMS catching deficits, i t is 
interference with the processing of the target's movement. 
This study suggests that i t is the degradation of information about target speed and not 
its movement direction that results in the TMS-induced catching deficits (i.e. deficits in 
catching speed). This observed reduction in catching speed probably reflects an 
underestimation of the speed of the target object that results from interference with 
V5/MT+. Previous studies with patient L M (Hess et al., 1989; Zihl et al., 1991) and 
patients with unilateral damage to V5/MT+ (Plant and Nakayama, 1993) have shown 
that such damage results in a perceptual underestimation in speed of moving objects. 
Moreover, evidence fi-om neurophysiological and behavioural studies suggest that 
V5/MT+ plays a unique role in velocity perception, but that its contribution to the 
identification o f unambiguous motion direction is much less essential. The range of 
velocities represented in V5/MT+ (Lagae et al., 1993; Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983; 
Mikami et al., 1986; Rodman and Albright, 1987; Van Essen, 1985) extends to much 
higher values than that for cells in either V I (Newsome et al, 1986; Orban et al, 1986) 
or V3 (Felleman and Van Essen, 1987). This means that interference with V5/MT+ 
affects cell populations that code higher velocities, so that such velocities have then to 
be coded in lower velocity cells in V I and V3, leading to an underestimation in velocity 
of the moving target. In contrast direction discrimination can be found reliably in 
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V5/MT+ as well as V I and V3 (Van Essen, 1985), suggesting that disruption of 
V5/MT+ would not lead to a significant deficit in the identification of the direction of 
moving objects. This suggestion is supported by lesion studies (Baker et al, 1991; Hess 
et al. 1989; Shipp et al, 1994). However, single unit studies (Movshon et al., 1985; 
Salztman et al., 1990; Snowden et al., 1992), lesion studies (Baker et al., 1991, Marcar 
et al., 1997) and TMS studies (Beckers and Homberg, 1992; Beckers and Zeki, 1995) 
have all provided evidence to suggest that other types of motion discrimination tasks, 
involving ambiguous stimuli (e.g. random kinematograms or moving plaid patterns) 
involve a unique contribution from V5/MT+. 
In conclusion the results of the present study confirm that left V5/MT+ is important for 
visuomotor as well as perceptual tasks that require visual motion processing. TTiis 
suggests that V5/MT+ does not belong exclusively to either the dorsal or ventral stream 
but provides a common input to both streams. This is consistent with the well 
established anatomical fact that V5/MT+ projects to areas in both the dorsal and ventral 
streams, and that it receives direct inputs from V I (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). The 
results confirm the conclusions of the study with motion blind patient L M (Schenk et 
al., 2000b); however there are differences between the two studies that must be noted. 
Firstly, the dependence on extended observation times found with L M , were not 
observed in the present TMS study. Secondly, L M showed impairments in terms of 
error and reaching speed, whereas TMS produced deficits in reaching speed only. These 
differences can be explained by the transient nature of TMS, which does not induce a 
total disruption in information flow that occurs following structural brain damage. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN; O R I E N T A I O N SENSITIVITY TO GRASPABLE 
OBJECTS; A N f M R A D A P T A T I O N STUDY 
7.1 Introduction 
Functional magnetic resonance-adaptation ( fMR-A) was inti-oduced to enable one to tag 
specific neuronal populations within an area of interest and investigate the functional 
properties of this area (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001). Conventional brain mapping 
typically involves measuring the overall activation within an area during the acquisition 
time; this makes it impossible to assess whether Ifae source of activity is a mixture of 
neuronal populations, each tuned to a different property, or i f i t is the outcome of the 
activity of a homogeneous group of neurons sharing a common property (Grill-Spector 
and Malach, 2001). The principles behind f M R - A are as follows: (1) the neuronal 
population is adapted by repeatedly presenting the same stimulus (the repeated 
presentation of a stimulus wi l l result in reduced activation within the voxels tuned to 
this particular stimulus); (2) a property of this stimulus is varied and the recovery fi-om 
the adaptation is assessed, i f the signal remains adapted it indicates that the neurons are 
invariant to the property which has been changed, whereas i f the signal recovers from 
the adapted state i t indicates that the neurons are sensitive to the property which has 
been changed (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001). fMR-A is now a popular method of 
conducting imaging studies, for example Grill-Spector et al. (1999) used it to 
demonstrate that area LOC is less sensitive to changes in object size and position 
compared to changes in illumination and viewpoint. 
A recent experiment (Valyear et al., 2005) used an event-related fMR-adaptation 
paradigm to investigate changes in BOLD activity in the dorsal and ventrd streams as a 
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function of object identity and object orientation. Results of this study revealed that a 
region in the parieto-occipital cortex (within the dorsal stream) showed selective 
increase in activity with changes in object orientation, but was insensitive to changes in 
object identity (figure 7.1). In contrast, a region in the temporo-occipital cortex (within 
the ventral stream) showed selective increases in activity with changes in identity but 
was insensitive to changes in orientation. It is important to note, however, that all of the 
stimuli used in this experiment were real-world graspable objects. The Milner and 
Goodale (1995) model identifies the dorsal stream of processing as being involved in 
action (see general introduction). Changes in orientation of a tool or a graspable object 
would alter die way in which an action is performed upon it (i.e. the way it is grasped). 
It remains unclear, however, whether the dorsal stream responds selectively to the 
orientation of these objects specifically because they are graspable (i.e. the 
'graspability' of these objects caused action-related information to be automatically 
represented in the dorsal stream of processing). 
Figure 7.1: From Valyear et al. (2005). Figure depicts area in the occipito-parictal junction of the 
right hemisphere activated by orientation change versus no change conditions. 
To grasp an object successfully requires the extraction of various properties o f the 
object, such as shape, size and orientation. Some understanding of the neural correlates 
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of grasping comes from single unit recording studies in the monkey, for example 
Gallese et al., (1994) demonstrated the importance of neurons in AIP in pre-shaping the 
hand for grasping. In addition, work with patients with optic ataxia has suggested that 
the intraparietal sulcus is important for grasping (Perenin and Vighetto, 1988). Recent 
f M R I studies have attempted to gain further understanding of the brain regions involved 
in grasping. Culham et al. (2003) found an area in the anterior part of the intraparietal 
sulcus (AIP) activated more for grasping compared to reaching (the difference in the 
two tasks is that grasping required pre-shaping of the hand). In a review article, Culham 
et al. (in press), suggest that AIP is activated by the following: (1) visually guided 
grasping (Binkofski et al., 1998; Culham et al., 2003; Grezes et al., 2003; Prey et al., 
2005) and pantomimed grasping (Simon et al., 2002; Grezes et al., 2003); (2) the act of 
object manipulation even when vision is unavailable (Binkofski et al., 1999; Jancke et 
al., 2001; Stoeckel et al. 2003); (3) the visual presentation of 3 dimensional objects 
without an action (Shikata et al., 2001; Shikata et al., 2003; Grezes et al., 2003). The 
last of these is particularly relevant to the present experiment as it suggests that grasp 
related areas become activated automatically by the visual presentation of graspable 
objects. 
Behavioural evidence has suggested that when a tool is viewed action related 
information is automatically represented. For example. Tucker and Ellis (1998) showed 
that the position of an object's handle had a significant effect on speed of key press 
response (i.e. handle orientation towards tiie right facilitated key presses with the right 
hand), despite the fact that the position of the handle was irrelevant to the task. In 
addition single unit recording studies with monkeys have shown that 'grasp' related 
neurons discharge when the monkey views images of a graspable object (when no 
action is required) (Sakata et al., 1995; Murata et al., 1997). Studies such as these 
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suggest that simply viewing a graspable object causes action-related information to be 
automatically represented. 
Recent f M R I work has attempted to investigate such claims within the human brain. 
Chao et al., (1999) revealed that when participants were shown pictures and names of 
tools this elicited bilateral activation in the medial aspect of the fusiform gyrus and 
middle temporal gyrus. In a follow-up study, Chao and Martin (2000), attempted to 
examine the neural responses in frontal and parietal cortices associated with viewing 
and naming pictures of tools relative to other categories of animate and inanimate 
objects (animals, faces, houses). They found that viewing and naming tools selectively 
activates the left ventral premotor cortex (BA 6), an area which has shown activity in 
PET studies of imagined hand movements (Decety et al., 1994; Stephan et al., 1995; 
Grafton et al., 1996). The authors suggest that this area may be related to retrieval of 
information about hand movements associated with the use o f graspable man-made 
objects and may be the human homologue of monkey premotor area F5. In addition, 
Chao and Martin (2000) found activity in the left posterior parietal cortex (BA 40) for 
viewing and naming tools, an area close to human AIP as been identified in f M R I 
grasping studies (Binkofski et al., 1999; Culham et al., 2003) and tiie intraparietal areas 
commonly associated with optic ataxia deficits (Perenin and Vighetto, 1988). The 
authors suggest that this area may be related to retrieval of information about hand and 
fmger movements associated with the use of graspable man-made objects. They 
conclude based on these results and previous findings (Chao et al., 1999) that there is a 
networic of ventral and dorsal sites active when we recognise and identify graspable 
man-made objects. 
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Creem-Regehr and Lee (2005) suggest that tools are different from other types of 
graspable objects because they have a semantic identity tied to an action representation. 
They carried out an f M R I experiment in which participants were presented with images 
of 3-dimensional tools (with familiar functional identity) or 3-dimensional shapes 
(graspable objects with no known function) and were asked to either passively view or 
imagine grasping them. Results showed activation in posterior middle temporal gyrus, 
ventral premotor areas, and posterior parietal cortex during the passive viewing task for 
tools compared to shapes. During imagined grasping a network of activation (frontal-
parietal-temporal) was observed for both tools and shapes. Differences were observed 
however in the extent and location of the premotor and parietal activation for tools 
compared to shapes and there was also an area in the middle temporal gyrus and 
fusiform gyrus for tools compared to shapes. They conclude that an object's fimctional 
identity influences its perceived potential for action (i.e. the extent of the motor 
representation associated with it). A problem with this study is, however, that it is 
unclear i f the 'graspable shapes' were actually perceived by participants as being 
graspable. 
In another (unpubUshed) study, Creem-Regehr et al. (2004), gave participants 
experience holding and manipulating a series of novel graspable objects, attaching 
specific fiinctions to half of the objects (making them 'tools'). Participants were then 
scarmed while viewing images of these novel objects (eitiier tools or non-tools), and 
were required to passively view, imagine grasping or imagine using them. During 
passive viewing t h ^ found ventral premotor cortex activation for tools but not non-
tools (suggesting a representation for action with functional tools even when action is 
not required). In addition they found activation in posterior parietal cortex for viewing 
both tools and non-tools (suggesting that both non-tools and tools are represented for 
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their graspability due to motor experience before the scan). In the imagined grasping 
task activation was found in the posterior parietal cortex, dorsal and ventral premotor 
cortex, and ventral temporal cortex for both types of objects. Finally in the imagined 
using task greater activation was seen in dorsal and ventral premotor cortex, SMA, 
insula, cerebellum and posterior parietal cortex, including more inferior region of the 
supermarginal gyrus for tools compared to non-tools (suggesting that representation for 
action differs based on known motor pattems associated with the object use). 
The aim of the present experiment was to determine whether dorsal stream selectivity to 
orientation changes, identified by Valyear et al. (2005), is specific to graspable objects. 
The experiment involved presenting participants with graspable real world objects (i.e. 
tools and kitchen utensils), and non-graspable real worid objects (i.e. furniture and 
vehicles); the orientation of which may or may not change. The orientation change was 
such that the object was flipped 180 degrees on its horizontal axis; the purpose o f 
looking at such changes in orientation is that such a change would alter the way in 
which one would be required to pick the object up. I f the dorsal stream is sensitive to 
orientation changes per se i t would be predicted that there would be an increase in 
neuronal activity in dorsal stream regions when an orientation change occurs for both 
graspable and non-graspable objects. I f , on the other hand, the dorsal stream is only 
sensitive to orientation changes for graspable objects it would be predicted that there 
would be an increase in neuronal activity in dorsal stream regions when an orientation 
change occurs for graspable objects only. 
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7.2Methpd 
7.2.1 Participants; 
10 neurologically healthy participants took part in the study, 6 male and 4 female, age 
range 23 - 40. A l l subjects were right-handed by self-report and had normal or corrected 
to normal vision. Each participant provided informed consent according to procedures 
approved by the University of Western Ontario Review Board for Health Sciences 
Research Involving Human Subjects. 
7.2.2 StimuU: 
The visual stimuli were presented to the participants using a video projector which was 
connected to a PC laptop. The images were projected onto a rear-projection screen 
which straddled the participants' waist while they lay supine in the scaimer. A small 
mirror was attached to the head coil which was tilted to allow participants to view the 
stimuli on the screen. 
Stimuli were selected from the Hemera Photo-Objects image database. Stimuli were 
two-dimensional photographs of either graspable (i.e. tools or household utensils) or 
non-graspable (i.e. vehicles or fiimiture) objects. A l l images selected had a horizontal 
principal axis. Images were tiien rendered in greyscale and resized (320 x 320 pixels) 
using Adobe Photoshop. Each of the images was flipped 180 degrees along the 
horizontal axis for use in the orientation change condition. A total of 100 images were 
used, 50 of which were graspable objects (tools or kitchen utensils) and the remaining 
50 were non-graspable (vehicles or furniture). A mask stimulus was created using 
Matiab to divide an image into a 320 x 320 pixel grid then randomly reorder the cells 
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(each comprising 32 x 32 pixels) of the grid. A fixation cross was generated using 
Adobe Photoshop. The stimulus program was created using Super Lab. 
7^.3 Procedure: 
Each event-related experimental scan was 6 minutes 43.5 seconds in length (269 
volumes), and participants underwent between 5 and 10 experimental scans (depending 
on time constraints). Each scan comprised 20 stimulus events, each separated by a 
fixation period presented for a duration of 12, 13.5 or 15 seconds (chosen at random). 
This was long enough to allow the BOLD signal to return to baseline levels before the 
next stimulus was presented (Valyear et al, 2005). Each stimulus event consisted of a 
prime stimulus (1.5 s), followed by a mask (1.5 s), followed by a target stimulus (1.5 s), 
ending with a mask (1.5 s); each stimulus event lasted a total of 6 seconds. The prime 
stimulus was a graspable or non-graspable image, the target stimulus was always the 
same object as the prime, however the orientation of the target stimulus would either be 
the same or different (flipped along the horizontal axis). As such there were a total of 
four event types: (1) Graspable object, orientation same (G-OS); (2) Graspable object, 
orientation different (G-OD); (3) Non-graspable object, orientation same (NG-OS); (4) 
Non-graspable object, orientation different (NG-OD), (figure 7.2). Each event type 
occurred randomly five times during each scan, as such a total of 20 different object 
identities were used during each scan, and images were not repeated across scans. In 
half of the events the 'business end' (i.e. handle or front) of the prime stimulus was 
presented to the right of fixation while in the other half it was presented to the left. 
Participants were instructed to fixate centrally throughout each event. They were told 
that a prime image would appear followed by a mask, followed by a second target 
image, followed by a mask. The task was to decide i f the orientation of the target image 
was the same or different than that of the prime; using their right hand they pressed key 
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1 on the response box i f the orientation had changed and key 2 i f no change had 
occurred. A perceptual task was used in the present study as Murray and Wojciulik 
(2003) have shown that attention to a dimension o f interest increases the neural 
responses and sharpens the population level response to the attended dimension of 
interest, thus increasing the efficiency of the population code. 
FIXATION (12-15 s) PRIME (1.5 8) 
GRASPABLE OBJECT 
ORIEHTATION SAME 
GRASPAfllE OBJECT 
ORIEirrATION DITFEREHT 
HON GRASPABIE OBJECT 
GRIEMTATIOM SAME 
i 
MASK (1.5 8) TARGET (1J5S) 
< ^ I M T %y 
It 
NON^SRASPABLE OBJECT 
ORIENTAIION DIFFEHENT V 
M A 3 K ( 1 J 5 S ) 
P I 
Figure 7.2: Figure illustrating the stimuli and timing for each of the four event types. 
7.2.4 Imaging parameters: 
A 4 Tesla, whole-body MRI system (Varian, Siemens) and a quadrature radiofrequency 
head coil were used; these were located at the Robarts Research Institute (London, ON, 
Canada). Each imaging session consisted of both functional scans and a high resolution 
anatomical scan. Functional volumes were collected every 1.5 seconds using a T2*-
weighted, segmented (navigator corrected), interleaved spiral acquisition (TE = 15 ms, 
TR = 750 ms, FA = 45 degrees, 2 segments / plane) for BOLD-based imaging (Ogawa 
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et al., 1992). A single volimie acquisition covered 14 continuous, 6 mm, pseudo-axial 
slices, ranging from the most superior point of the cortex down through the ventral 
fusiform, encompassing approximately VA of the cerebellum The imaging field of view 
was set at 22 cm x 22 cm, providing a resultant voxel resolution of 3.4 mm x 3.4 mm x 
6 mm. High resolution Tl-weighted anatomical volumes were acquired using 3D 
magnetization-prepared FLASH acquisition ( T l = 1300 ms, TE = 3 ms, TR = 50 ms, 
FA = 20 degrees). 
7.2.5 Analysis: 
The imaging data were pre-processed and analyzed using Brain Voyager QX (Brain 
Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Anatomical volumes were transformed into a 
brain space that was common for all participants (Talairach and Toumoux, 1988). Each 
functional run was screened for head movements using Brain Voyager 3D motion 
correction parameter plots and those that were found to be significantiy corrupted (i.e. 
containing movements that were 2 mm / degrees or larger for abrupt movements) were 
removed from the analysis. Each run underwent temporal high-pass frequency filtering 
(2 cycles per scan) to remove low frequency trends in the signal. Functional volumes 
were then aligned to the transformed anatomical volumes, and as such all ftmctional 
data were transformed into a standard stereotaxic space (Talairach and Toumoux, 
1988). 
The data was analysed using a general linear model (GLM) in Brain Voyager QX. 
Random effects analyses was performed, which included separate subject predictor 
functions for each participant to ensure that effects could not have been driven by only a 
small number of participants and that the results were applicable to the general 
population. Two main statistical contrasts were performed by contrasting the orientation 
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different from the orientation same trials for: (1) graspable objects (G-OD versus G-
OS); (2) non-graspable objects (NG-OD versus NG-OS). Thus orientation sensitivity 
was assessed independently for each of the two stimulus categories. Resultant activation 
maps were set to a minimum cluster size threshold of 110 mm^ and a minimum 
significance threshold of t = 3.9. To determine these statistical settings, the events were 
first pseudo-randomised such that each condition had an equivalent number of events 
from each of the four conditions within it. In other words, stimulus events were divided 
into four 'arbitrary' conditions. Thus, in principle contrasting any two of these 
conditions should yield no significantly active voxels. In this way it was possible to 
evaluate the reliability of data and determine the appropriate statistical setting for use in 
the subsequent analysis. To do this contrasts were made between two of the conditions 
versus the remaining two conditions and tiie statistical thresholds for which no 
significant voxels were identified was determined. Using this data driven approach, it 
was revealed that at the above thresholds (k = 110 voxels, t = 3.9) no voxels were found 
to be significantly active. 
Once the orientation sensitive areas were identified for each of the stimulus categories, 
averaged time courses were extracted from the regions and converted into percent signal 
change. Various plaimed comparisons were then conducted on the data. These included, 
determining main effects of orientation (G-OD and NG-OD versus G-OS and NG-OS) 
and category (G-OD and G-OS versus NG-OD and NG-OS), and also contrasting 
orientation different versus orientation same trials for both the graspable (G-OD versus 
G-OS) and non-graspable (NG-OD versus NG-OS) categories of objects. This was to 
determine i f regions identified in the main contrasts were selective for one of the 
categories of objects or whether they were selective for orientation per se. 
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7.3 Results 
To identify regions that were sensitive to changes in the orientation of graspable objects 
a contrast was made between the average BOLD response associated with the G-OD 
condition, against the average BOLD response associated with the G-OS condition. To 
ensure that this activity would also be greater than baseline a comparison (i.e. 
conjunction analysis) was added, which contrasted the G-OD condition against fixation. 
This revealed two significant clusters of activation: one in the right hemisphere in the 
occipito-parietal junction (see figure 7.3), and the other in the left hemisphere in the 
middle temporal gyrus (see figure 7.5). To identify regions that were sensitive to 
changes in the orientation of the non-graspable objects a contrast was made between the 
averaged BOLD response associated with the NG-OD condition against the averaged 
BOLD response associated with the NG-OS condition. Again, to ensure that this 
activity was greater than baseline a conjunction comparison was added contrasting the 
NG-OD condition against fixation. This second contrast revealed no significant clusters 
of activation. 
The first cluster o f activation observed was in the right hemisphere in the occipito-
parietal junction (figure 7.3). The Talairach co-ordinates for this cluster are, x = 24, y = 
- 85, z = 6; a total of 132 voxels were included in this cluster. The averaged time course 
of activation within this cluster is plotted for each of the experimental conditions in 
figure 7.3. Planned comparisons revealed a non-significant main effect of orientation (t 
= 1.905, p = 0.086). A significant effect of category was observed (t = -3.399, p = 
0.007), the graph below shows that this is due to a higher response in the non-graspable 
object category than the graspable. A significant difference was observed between 
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orientation change and no change for the graspable objects (t = 4.973, p < 0.001), but 
not for the non-graspable objects (t = 0.328, p = 0.749), this is illustrated in figure 7.4. 
Figure 7.3: Figure illustrating the activation map identified by contrasting orientation different 
versus orientation same within the graspable object category. The area defined lies at the occipito-
parietal junction on the right hemisphere. Talairach coordinates: s = 24, y = -85, z = 6. The graph 
illustrates the averaged time course for each of the experimental conditions. 
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non-Figure 7.4: Graph illustrating the sensitivity to orientation changes for graspable and 
graspable stimuli for area OPJ in the right hemisphere. The y axis indicates % signal change for 
orientation different trials minus % signal change for orientation same trials. 
The second cluster o f activation identified was in the left hemisphere in the middle 
temporal gyrus. The Talairach co-ordinates for this area are x = -40, y = -66, z = -3, a 
total of 169 voxels were included within this cluster. The averaged time course of 
activations for each of the four experimental conditions is plotted in figure 7.5. Plaimed 
comparisons revealed a significant effect of orientation (t = 2.859, p = 0.017), this is due 
to increased activity in the orientation different conditions. There was a non-significant 
effect of category (t = 1.284, p = 0.228). A significant difference was observed between 
orientation change and no change within the graspable object category (t = 2.646, p = 
0.024) but not the non-graspable object category (t = 1.344, p = 0.209), this is illustrated 
in figure 7.6. 
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Figure 7.5: Figure illustrating the activation map identified by contrasting orientation different 
versus orientation same within the graspable object category. The area defmed lies in the middle 
temporal gyrus on the left hemisphere. Talairach coordinates: x = -40, y = -66, z = -3). The graph 
illustrates the averaged time course for each of the experimental conditions. 
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Figure 7.6: Graph illustrating the sensitivity to orientation changes for graspable and 
graspable stimuli for area MTG in the left hemisphere. The y axis indicates % signal change for 
orientation different trials minus % signal change for orientation same trials. 
7,4 DiscMSsign 
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The aim of the present experiment was to determine if dorsal stream selectivity to 
orientation changes is restricted to graspable objects. Participants were presented with 
an image of either a graspable or non-graspable stimulus, which was followed by the 
same image in either the same or different orientation (i.e. a flip on the horizontal axis). 
A comparison was made between orientation change and no change conditions within 
the graspable object category. This revealed two clusters of activation, one in the 
occipito-parietal junction of the right hemisphere, and the other in the middle temporal 
gyrus of the left hemisphere. Each of these areas was shown to be sensitive to 
orientation changes in the graspable object category only. No areas of activation were 
revealed for a comparison of orientation change versus no change within the non-
graspable object category. 
The first area identified within this study is at the occipito-parietal junction (OP J) on the 
right hemisphere (x = 24, y = -85, z = 6). This corresponds remarkably closely to the 
area identified by Valyear et al. (2005) showing sensitivity to orientation changes (x = 
22, y = -81, z = 19). Valyear et al. (2005) suggest that the most likely candidate for a 
functionally similar region to OPJ in the macaque is an area in the lateral bank of the 
caudal intraparietal sulcus (CIP) and further suggest Aat human CIP may in fact overiap 
with the area they identify as OPJ. In the macaque brain, CIP contains neurons that 
respond selectively to 3 dimensional features of an object, such as shape and orientation 
(Sakata et al., 1998; Taira et al., 2000; Tsutsui et al., 2002). This area not only contains 
neurons tuned to object orientation but sends projections to AIP for the visual guidance 
of hand actions (Sakata et al., 1997; 1999) as AIP has no direct access to spatial 
properties of objects (Sakata et al., 1998). Faillenot et al., (1997; 1999) suggest there is 
a region in the caudal part of the intraparietal sulcus in the human brain which becomes 
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active during object matching and grasping and during discriminations of object size 
and orientation. In an fMRI study Shikata et al. (2003) identify a possible human 
homologue of monkey CIP in the posterior part of the intraparietal sulcus in both the 
right and the left hemisphere. This region showed activation when a comparison was 
made between orientation and colour discrimination tasks, and they conclude that 
human CIP is involved in coding the 3 dimensional features of objects. It is thus 
possible that the region in the OPJ of the right hemisphere observed in the present study 
codes the orientation of objects to be grasped, providing an input into AIP. 
If the area identified in the present study is in fact the human homologue of monkey 
CIP, which sends projections to AIP for the visual guidance of hand actions, then it 
seems surprising that activation is observed in the right but not the left hemisphere 
given that all participants were right handed and that Ihey used the ri^t hand in making 
their choice responses. Faillenot et al. (1999) revealed activation in the posterior part of 
the intraparietal sulcus in the right hemisphere in an orientation discrimination task. 
Taira et al. (2001) also suggested that the perception of structure based on shading 
revealed activation in tiie caudal part of the intraparietal sulcus on the right hemisphere. 
In a later study however, Faillenot et al. (2001), showed activation in the caudal part of 
the intraparietal sulcus of the left hemisphere. Finally, Shikata et al. (2001, 2003), 
showed activation bilaterally in the posterior portion of the intraparietal sulcus for 
oriaitation discrimination. While the evidence of hemispheric lateralization is 
contradictory, Shikata et al. (2003) state that Ihe right parietal cortex is more involved in 
visuospatial information processing, whereas the left is more involved in visuomotor 
integration. While it is difficult to explain why activation was not observed in the left 
hemisphere in the present study, it is possible that the task employed (i.e. to detect a 
change in orientation) can account for this, as this is predominantly a visuospatial task. 
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The second region identified within this study was the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) in 
the right hemisphere (x = -40, y = -66, z = -3). This area corresponds closely to one of 
the regions identified by Chao et al. (1999) in the middle temporal gyrus most 
prominent in the left hemisphere (x = -45, y = -57, z = 7) for tools compared to animal 
stimuli. This area showed greatest activation when participants where required to 
silently name pictures of tools and also when participants were required to silently read 
names of tools. The authors suggest that this area may be a site for stored information 
about non-biological motion given its close proximity to V5 / MT+ (Zeki, 1991) (see 
general introduction) and selective activation when subjects generate action words 
(Wise et ah, 1991; Martin et al., 1995; Fiez et al., 1996) and name and retrieve 
information about tools (Mummery et al., 1996, 1998; Cappa et al., 1998; Perani et al., 
1999; Moore and Price, 1999). In a more recent study Creem-Regehr and Lee (2005) 
also suggest that the posterior middle temporal gyrus and middle fusiform gyrus have 
been associated with perceiving and naming tools. 
Beauchamp et al. (2002) attempted to determine if different regions of lateral temporal 
cortex are specialized for processing different types of motion information, in particular 
human and tool motion. They found that area MT (bilaterally) responded similarly to 
human and tool motion. In addition they found an area in the superior temporal sulcus 
(STS) which responds more strongly to human motion, and an area in the middle 
temporal gyrus (MTG) more strongly activated by tool motion. This latter area (x = -38, 
y = -63, z = -6) is extremely close to the cluster of activation identified in the MTG in 
the present experiment as being sensitive to orientation changes in graspable objects. 
They also showed that MTG prefers static tools to static humans and shows a trend 
towards preferring unarticulated motion (typical of tools) to articulated (typical of 
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humans). Tliey conclude that within the lateral temporal cortex there are two parallel 
visual motion processing streams, which begin just anterior to MT: (1) the superior 
stream, in STS, which is responsive to biological motion; (2) the inferior stream, in 
MTG, which is responsive to tool motion. 
There are two things which are important to note here, the first is that the activation 
observed within area MTG cannot be accounted for by the fact that the orientation 
change elicited apparent motion, as if this were the case the effects would not be 
specific to the graspable object category. In addition, this area is not sensitive to 
orientation per se as we would expect to see activation in both categories of objects. 
What is observed here is that the region in MTG in tiie left hemisphere shows sensitivity 
to orientation changes of graspable objects only. Tliis may be accounted for by the fact 
that an orientation change affects the way in which one will grasp and manipulate a tool. 
The manipulation of a tool has a strong motion component, which can account for the 
fact that this area lies in close proximity to motion sensitive areas. It may also be the 
case that this area provides an input into the dorsal stream of processing for action. 
Evidence in support of this suggestion has been provided in ch^ter 6, where it was 
shown that area MT / V5+ is involved in motion processing for perception and action 
and thus belongs exclusively to neither the dorsal or ventral stream of processing but 
provides a common input into both streams. 
In the present experiment two areas were shown to be sensitive to orientation changes of 
graspable objects, whereas in the original experiment by Valyear et al. (2005) there was 
only one region identified (OPJ of the right hemisphere). There is one important 
difference between the present study and the original which may account for this, and 
that is the fact that in the present study the orientation change was a flip on the 
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horizontal axis, allowing the principal axis to remain unchanged. In contrast, Valyear et 
al. (2005) used stimuli which were tilted either 45 degrees to the left or right of the 
horizontal meridian with respect to the observer. The change used in the present study 
means that it would have a more clear effect on the way in which the object is grasped 
and manipulated, and as such is more likely to cause orientation sensitive areas to 
become active (as the orientation of an object determines the way in which it should be 
grasped and manipulated). One other difference between the two experiments is that the 
present study employed a task where participants were required to attend to the 
orientation of the stimuli, thus making it more likely that orientation sensitive areas 
would show activation. 
It is possible that the effects observed in the present study could be due to spatial 
attention. In other words, orientation change events caused an increase in spatial 
attention, which in turn causes an increase in neuronal activity. This is however unlikely 
to be the case for two reasons, firstly previous imaging studies have identified area LIP 
(see general introduction for more details) as being responsive to saccadic eye 
movements and shifts in spatial attention (Corbetta, 1998; Beauchamp et al., 2001), yet 
no such activation was observed in the present study. Secondly if orientation changes 
caused an increase in spatial attention one would expect to see an increase in neuronal 
activity for orientation shifts of both graspable and non-graspable objects. 
One other finding from the present experiment, which requires consideration is the fact 
that area OPJ showed higher levels of activity for non-graspable objects when compared 
to graspable objects (although critically the area was only sensitive to orientation 
changes if the stimuli were graspable). Such an observation is difficult to interpret. One 
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possibility is that the non-graspable stimuli are larger and thus in general are more 
'visually stimulating' than the graspable stimuli. 
In conclusion, the present study provides evidence to suggest that the dorsal stream 
sensitivity to orientation changes previously observed in area OPJ in the right 
hemisphere (Valyear et al., 2005) is restricted to graspable objects only, presumably 
because such changes affect the way in which an object is grasped. This area is possibly 
a fionctionally equivalent region to area CIP in tiie macaque brain which has been shown 
to be sensitive to the 3 dimensional features of an object and sends projections to AIP 
for guiding grasping. In addition, another region in the MTG of the left hemisphere was 
also shown to be sensitive to orientation changes of graspable objects. This area may be 
the site for stored information regarding tool motion, and may send projections to the 
dorsal stream for action with tools (hence sensitivity to orientation changes), which 
requires a strong motion component. In other words, the data can be interpreted as 
reflecting an initial 'semantic' processing of the stimulus taking place in Ihe MTG, 
which in turn provides inputs to dorsal areas concerned with visuomotor control 
(specifically the OPJ). 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: GENERAL DISCUSSION 
8.1 Summary of the work reported in the thesis 
A brief summary of the aims, methodology, results and conclusions of each of the 
experimental chapters will be presented below. 
It has been well established that patients with optic ataxia have deficits in visuomotor 
tasks such as reaching and grasping, and this is attributed to damage to the dorsal stream 
of processing. The aim of chapter two was to determine if such deficits would be 
observed in optic ataxic patients when required to automatically avoid non-target 
obstacles in the work space. If so, this would extend our knowledge of the kinds of 
visuomotor processing tiiat are controlled by the dorsal stream. Two bilateral optic 
ataxic patients were tested on two tasks: (1) Reaching task - in which they were 
required to reach between two poles to a target location located beyond them; (2) 
Bisection task - in which they were asked to bisect the space between the two poles. 
Results showed that both optic ataxic patients failed to take account of the varying 
locations of the poles in the reaching task, but took fiall account of such information 
when asked to make a perceptual judgement. Taking these results in conjunction with 
other recent data using similar tasks with neurological patients, it was concluded that 
automatic avoidance of obstacles is a fiinction of the dorsal stream of processing, which 
is damaged in patients with optic ataxia. 
Much of the evidence in support of the Milner and Goodale model has been obtained 
from illustrating double dissociations in perception and action with patients with optic 
ataxia and visual form agnosia The aim of chapter three was to determine if such a 
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double dissociation could be observed using the tasks employed in chapter two. Two 
patients with visual form agnosia (with ventral stream lesions) were tested in a reaching 
and bisection paradigm Results showed that such patients performed in a similar way to 
controls in the reaching task, but performed outside the normal range on the bisection 
task. In other words, a double dissociation was observed between optic ataxic patients 
and visual form agnosic patients (i.e. optic ataxic patients were impaired at reaching but 
not bisection; visual form agnosic patients were impaired at bisection but not reaching). 
This provides further evidence to support the conclusion of chapter two, that automatic 
avoidance of obstacles is a function of the dorsal stream of processing, intact in patients 
with visual form agnosia. 
The Milner and Goodale model has also suggested that the two streams of processing 
can be differentiated on the basis of time, the dorsal stream with effectively no memory, 
the ventral stream with both a short and a long-term memory. The aim of chapter four 
was to determine if automatic obstacle avoidance (which has been argued to be a 
function of the dorsal stream of processing) operates within such a 'dorsal' time frame. 
One patient witii unilateral optic ataxia (left hemisphere damage) was tested on the 
bisection task, and on the reaching task under immediate conditions and when a five 
second delay was required before response. The results confirmed the observations of 
chapter two, that optic ataxic patients perform the bisection task in a manner similar to 
controls. On the immediate reaching task the patient ignored shifts in the right obstacle 
when using his right hand. On the delayed reaching task however this deficit showed 
recovery. It was concluded tfiat automatic obstacle avoidance is a fimction of the dorsal 
stream, however when a delay is required before response a more flexible visuospatial 
coding system comes into play mediated by the ventral stream. These, however, have to 
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be treated as preliminary data, due to unfortunate practical problems in testing two 
fiirther unilateral patients (in Lyon). 
It has been well established that visual form agnosic patients have intact goal-directed 
visuomotor behaviour as a function of their frequently intact dorsal stream of 
processing. Research has shown however that when viewing is restricted to monocular 
conditions these patients show impairment, due to the fact that pictorial depth cues are 
processed within the ventral stream. The aim of chapter five was to determine if visual 
form agnosic patient DF would show intact behaviour when required to catch a moving 
object under monocular and binocular viewing conditions. In task one, participants were 
required to catch a moving object that moved away from them at different speeds and 
directions. In task two, participants were required to respond to online perturbations in 
speed and direction. Results showed that DF was capable of catching objects moving at 
different speeds and directions under both monocular and binocular viewing conditions, 
and it was concluded that she was using looming information to enable her to carry out 
this task. In addition, results showed that DF could accurately respond to online 
perturbations in speed and direction, providing evidence to suggest that this ability is a 
function of the dorsal stream of processing. 
It has been well established that V5 / MT+ is involved in motion processing within the 
perceptual domain (for example, damage to V5 / MT+ has been shown to cause 
impairments in motion discrimination tasks). The aim of chapter six was to determine if 
V5 / MT+ is also involved in motion processing within the visuomotor domain. While it 
has been demonstrated that akinetopsic patient LM has deficits in catching a moving 
object it is impossible to determine if her deficits are due to damage to V5 / MT+ per se, 
as her lesion has been shown to extend into more dorsal regions. Repetitive TMS 
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(rTMS) was used to transiently disrupt V5 / MT+ while healthy participants carried out 
a catching task and a reach to grasp task. Results showed that rTMS caused deficits in 
catching performance but not in reaching, by causing a reduction in reaching speed. It 
was concluded that V5 / MT+ is involved in motion processing for perception and 
action, and as such it appears not to belong exclusively to either the ventral or the dorsal 
stream, but provides a common input into both streams of processing. 
A recent fMRI study has shown that visual processing in the dorsal stream is sensitive 
to changes in object orientation. What remains imclear is if such sensitivity is restricted 
to graspable objects, due to the fact that the dorsal stream is involved in action and 
orientation affects the way in which one manipulates an object. The aim of chapter 
seven was to determine if dorsal stream sensitivity to object orientation is restricted to 
graspable objects. An fMR adaptation study was carried out in which participants 
viewed both graspable and non-graspable stimuli; the orientation of which either 
changed or did not change. While no activation was observed for orientation changes in 
non-graspable stimuli, two clusters of activation were shown to be sensitive to 
orientation changes in the graspable stimuli. The first region was in the occipito-parietal 
junction of the right hemisphere. This may be a functionally equivalent region to the 
caudal intraparietal region in the macaque, an area which is sensitive to orientation and 
sends projections to the anterior intraparietal area for grasp processing. The second 
region was in the middle temporal gyrus of the left hemisphere, an area which has been 
shown to be sensitive to tool motion and possibly sends projections to the dorsal stream 
for action with tools (which requires a motion component). 
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8.2 The dorsal ventral streams revisited 
Chapter one gave an overview of two influential theories regarding the fimctions of the 
ventral and dorsal streams of processing. Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) called them 
the 'what' and 'where' stream, respectively, whereas Milner and Goodale (1995) 
labelled them the 'what' and 'how' streams. In a recent review, Goodale and Westwood 
(2004) have argued that the Milner and Goodale model has survived the test of time 
relatively well. Some authors (see below) would disagree with this, arguing that the 
model is oversimplified, particularly with regard to the processing of the dorsal stream. 
Below is a brief overview of some of the criticisms directed at the model in recent 
years, particularly with respect to the functioning of the dorsal stream. 
Creem and Profitt (2001) in a review of the two streams of processing suggest that there 
is evidence of both a 'where' and a 'how' stream in the posterior parietal cortex. For 
example, damage to the posterior parietal cortex can result in visuomotor deficits (e.g. 
optic ataxia) as well as visuospatial deficits (e.g. neglect); they also provide evidence 
from monk^ neurophysiology and human fMRI to support this distinction. They 
suggest that the problem can be resolved if the posterior parietal cortex is categorized 
structurally and functionally into distinct subsystems of spatial processing. They suggest 
that the superior portion of the dorsal stream may process 'how' information involved in 
visually guided action, whereas the inferior portion may be involved in global spatial 
'where' processing. 
A similar distinction is made in a more recent p^er by Rizzolatti and Matelli (2003) 
who propose that the dorsal stream and its recipient parietal areas form two distinct 
functional systems: (1) the dorso-dorsal (d-d) stream; (2) the ventro-dorsal (v-d) stream. 
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The d-d stream includes area V6 as well as areas V6A and MIP of the superior parietal 
lobule. The role of this stream is in action organization, damage of which leads to optic 
ataxia The v-d stream includes area MT / V5+ and visual areas of the inferior parietal 
lobule. This stream plays a role in space perception and action recognition, damage to 
the right inferior parietal lobule results in neglect, and damage to the left inferior 
parietal lobule results in ideomotor apraxia (in which patients fail to implement the 
internal representation of a gesture into an appropriate motor action). 
While Glover (2004) also acknowledges a distinction between the fimctions of the 
superior and inferior parietal lobe, he takes a different line of argument revolving 
around a dichotomy between the planning of an action and its online control in humans. 
He suggests that higher level intentional planning of complex action relies on the 
inferior parietal lobe (along with the frontal lobes and basal ganglia) whereas online 
automatic control of visually guided actions relies on the superior parietal lobe (along 
with the cerebellum). He suggests that an example of this distinction can be seen 
between patients with ideomotor apraxia and optic ataxia Ideomotor apraxia is 
associated with damage to the left inferior parietal lobule; these patients display 
impairments in planning familiar over-learned actions towards tools, yet have no 
deficits in online control. Optic ataxic patients on the other hand, with damage to the 
superior parietal lobule, have difficulty in movements towards peripheral targets, the 
kinematics are impaired late in the reach only and they have difficulty in making online 
corrections. 
While Jeannerod (1997) accepts the bifijrcation between vision for perception and 
vision for action presented by Mihier and Goodale, he refers to this distinction as 
semantic and pragmatic processing, respectively. Semantic representation involves 
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integration of elementary features of an object into higher order properties that allow a 
percept to exist as a meaningfiil whole. Pragmatic representation involves rapid 
sensorimotor transformations when treating the object as a goal for action. Recently, 
Jeaimerod and Jacob (2005) suggest that the Milner and Goodale model "seriously 
underestimates the complexity of representations for actions produced by pragmatic 
processing of visual information". While they agree that one of the fiinctions of the 
parietal lobe is to enable visuomotor transformation, they suggest that there are other 
functions, namely to allow the perception of spatial relations among objects and to store 
complex representations of actions (such as schemas for the use of cultural tools). For 
example apraxic patients, with lesions of the left inferior parietal lobule, have no basic 
visuomotor impairment, but tiiey are impaired in the recognition of tools and actions 
involving the use of tools. They suggest that the superior parietal lobe is involved in 
visuomotor processing, the right inferior parietal lobule contributes to the perception of 
spatial relationships and the left inferior parietal lobxjle contributes to a representation 
related to visually goal-directed actions. 
The criticisms directed at the Milner and Goodale model have mainly focused on the 
fact that disorders such as neglect and ^ raxia carmot be accounted for wdthin the realms 
of the two cortical visual streams. So, can the Milner and Goodale model account for 
such observations? With regards to neglect, they have suggested that the visuospatial 
representation systems in the right posterior parietal cortex receives inputs from both 
streams, the input from the ventral stream being especially critical (Mihier and Goodale, 
1995), rather than constituting a separate stream of processing as suggested by Creem 
and Profitt (2001) and Rizzolatti and Matelli (2003). This is supported by tiie findings 
of Mcintosh et al. (2004a) who demonstrated that neglect patients, following damage to 
the right hemisphere, ignore shifts in a leftward cylinder when required to bisect the 
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space between two cylinders, yet took account of shifts in both cylinders when required 
to reach between them. The authors interpret this behaviour by arguing that the 
bisection task requires a conscious perceptual strategy mediated by the ventral stream 
(damaged in neglect patients). The reaching task, on the other hand, requires 
participants to unconsciously navigate their way around obstacles and is mediated by 
the dorsal stream (intact in neglect patients). With regards to apraxia, Milner and 
Goodale (1995) acknowledge the existence of a praxic control system in the left 
posterior parietal lobe, but suggest that this receives its inputs from the ventral stream of 
processing, which then 'instructs' the relevant visuomotor system This is supported by 
the findings of Sirigu et al. (1995) who describe a patient who can accurately recognise 
and grasp objects (i.e. will calibrate grip appropriately), yet will place their grasp 
inappropriately for object use. This suggests that the two systems can fimction 
adequately in isolation but may be disconnected from each other. Evidence from DF 
also supports this suggestion; Car^ et al. (1996) have shown that DF is able to grasp 
everyday tools and utensils with a well formed hand posture but has difficulty selecting 
the correct part of the object to be grasped. She is only able to grasp the implement in 
the appropriate place or demonstrate its function following tactile exploration which 
allows her to establish its identity. 
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83 Implications of findings 
The discussion section within each experimental chapter provides a description of the 
implications of the findings of each of the experiments. The purpose of this section is to 
give some consideration to the overall implications of the findings for the understanding 
of perception and action, and in turn of the cortical visual streams. The section above 
(8.2) gave an overview of some of the models of brain function in perception and 
action, including some modifications of the Milner and Goodale model. All of these 
suggest that the original model may be oversimplified, particularly with regard to the 
understanding of the function of the dorsal stream of processing. The intention of this 
thesis was not to directly determine which of these models is the most plausible, and the 
experiments were not designed in such a way to make any such conclusions. Instead, 
the experiments presented within this thesis were inspired by the model of visual 
processing presented by Milner and Goodale, with a view to providing a fuller 
description of them and gaining a further understanding of how the brain processes 
visual information to guide actions. So, what are the overall implications of these 
finding to this model? 
The first three experimental chapters presented focused on obstacle avoidance and the 
way in which such behaviour fits into the model presented by Milner and Goodale. 
Ch^ters 2 and 3 have provided strong evidence to show that obstacle avoidance is 
mediated by the dorsal stream of processing, impaired in optic ataxia yet intact in visual 
form agnosia Previous research has relied on tasks such as reaching and grasping of 
target obstacles within the workspace, such findings have now been extended to die 
processing of non-target obstacles. Chapter 4 goes on to provide evidence of the time 
ft-ame in which the streams operate and the way in which they can interact, confirming 
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the idea that the dorsal stream operates within a short time frame and the ventral in a 
longer one. These studies would appear to provide strong support for the original model 
proposed by Milner and Goodale. More importantly, however, they provide for the first 
time good evidence tiiat the dorsal stream does not merely process stimuli as goals for 
action, but also non-goal stimuli that nonetheless need to be taken into account when 
programming and executing actions. 
Chapters 5 and 6 have looked at how motion processing fits into the model. While it has 
been well established that V5 / MT+ is involved in the perception of motion there is 
relatively little evidence as to how this area is involved in motion processing for action. 
Chapter 5 has shown that a visual form agnosic patient is capable of catching a moving 
object, concluding that motion processing for action can take place in the absence of a 
ventral streaia Chapter 6 went on to directly assess the contribution of area V5 / MT+ 
in catching and has provided evidence to suggest that visual motion can be used in 
perception and action. This suggests that area V5 / MT+ may provide a common input 
into both the ventral and dorsal stream for perception and action, respectively. The 
original model places V5 / MT+ within the dorsal stream, this finding would suggest 
that the model needs to be modified, placing V5 / MT+ as an input to both streams. 
Connectionist neuroanatomy would strongly support the idea that this area is "early" in 
the cortical visual processing hierarchy, for example it has been shown that V I sends 
strong projections directly to V5 / MT+ (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). 
The Milner and Goodale model focuses on the output processing associated witii the 
two streams of processing. In other words, i f the goal is an action the primary visual 
processing will be mediated by the dorsal stream of processing, whereas i f the goal is 
perception the ventral stream will come into play. Does chapter 8 provide evidence 
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against fliis distinction? Chapter 8 delineated evidence which showed dorsal stream 
sensitivity for the mere presentation of stimuli such as tools, when no action is required. 
This does not necessarily mean, however, that the distinction provided by Mibier and 
Goodale should be rejected. This merely suggests that the presentation of stimuli such 
as tools automatically causes an action representation. This action representation leads 
to increased neural activity in dorsal stream regions associated with the action. This also 
highlights one of the drawbacks of functional MRI, in that increased neural activity 
does not necessarily imply that a brain area is functionally involved in the task at hand, 
only that neurons within that brain area are sensitive to some of the properties of the 
stimuli. Thus, chapter 8 can also be taken as evidence to elaborate the distinction 
provided by Milner and Goodale, raflier tiian to contradict it. 
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8.4 Future directions 
The aim of Ihis thesis was to gain further insights into the understanding of perception 
and action. While several questions have been answered, many questions have also been 
raised. This section shall give a brief overview of some suggestions for further research, 
which will attempt to address such questions. 
Chapters 2 and 3 provided some understanding of the neural correlates of obstacle 
avoidance behaviour, suggesting it is governed by the dorsal stream of processing 
(damaged in optic ataxic but preserved in visual form agnosia). To gain a further 
understanding of precise areas governing such behaviour an fiMRI study could be 
carried out. Participants could carry out a grasping task, in which they would be 
required to grasp a target object in the presence and absence of flanker (non-target) 
objects. While it may also be possible to carry out a reaching task (such as the one 
employed within this thesis) in the magnet, this could be problematic due to movement 
artefacts. In addition to an fMRI study a TMS study could also be used to determine 
which areas of the dorsal stream of processing are necessary for obstacle avoidance 
behaviour. While fMRI is useful in identifying areas responsive to such behaviour it is 
unclear i f areas of activation are actually functionally involved in the task. 
Chapter 4 provided some understanding of the time frames in which the dorsal and 
ventral streams of processing function in the presence of obstacles in the workspace. It 
was shown that when an immediate response was required obstacle avoidance is 
subserved by the dorsal stream of processing (impaired in optic ataxia), yet when a 
delay is required before response a flexible visuospatial coding system comes into play 
from tiie ventral stream (intact in optic ataxia). Studies are currently underway at the 
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University of Western Ontario using flVIRI to investigate immediate and delayed 
grasping in normal participants (Culham et al., personal communication). These are 
suggesting that although the dorsal stream is involved in both forms of behaviour, there 
is additional activation in the ventral stream area LOC during delayed grasping which is 
time-locked to the occurrence of flie motor act. It will be interesting to scan optic ataxic 
patients during performance of tiie delayed task to see whether they show similar 
patterns of ventral-stream activation. Another useful way of addressing this issue will be 
with TMS. Participants could carry out a reach to grasp task under both immediate and 
delayed conditions, with TMS being applied to area AIP and area LOC. It would be 
hypothesised that TMS to AIP would disrupt the calibration of grip aperture under 
immediate but possibly not delayed conditions, and also that TMS to area LOC would 
disrupt the calibration of grip aperture under delayed but not immediate conditions. 
Chapter 5 has provided evidence to show that DF is capable of catching moving objects 
using looming information and is capable of responding to online perturbations in speed 
and direction as a fiinction of her intact dorsal stream. Chapter 6 has provided evidence 
to suggest that V5 / MT+ is involved in motion processing within the visuomotor 
domain in healthy subjects. It remains to be established at what time such motion 
information is critical for catching. A TMS study could employed to address this. Single 
pulse TMS could be applied to V5 / MT+ at varying intervals as participants are 
required to catch a moving object. 
Chapter 7 provided evidence to suggest that dorsal stream sensitivity to orientation 
changes is specific to graspable objects. One of the areas identified within tiiis 
experiment was the occipito-parietal junction of the right hemisphere a region which 
may be functionally equivalent to the caudal part of the intraparietal sulcus (CIP) in the 
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macaque brain. CIP contains neurons tuned to object orientation and sends projections 
to AIP for the visual guidance of hand actions (Sakata et al, 1997; 1999) as AIP has no 
direct access to spatial properties of objects (Sakata et al., 1998). To test this hypothesis 
in the normal human brain a TMS study could be employed to tease apart such an 
interaction. I f such an interaction does exist it would be predicted that TMS to CIP 
would impair grasping when a change in object orientation occurs, but not when no 
orientation change occurs. 
Studies with optic ataxic patients suggest that visuomotor deficits are restricted to 
targets in the peripheral visual field, actions directed at objects within the centi-al field 
remaining relatively intact (e.g. Milner et al., 1999). Rossetti (2003) suggests that 
actions directed to centrally viewed objects must be processed by visuomotor chaimels 
that bypass the dorsal stream. To test this it would be possible to carry out an fMRI 
study asking subjects to point to targets in the peripheral and central visual field. To test 
the critical involvement of areas of activation, TMS could be used to determine i f 
stimulation of posterior parietal cortex will interfere with pointing deficits in the 
peripheral but not the central visual field. 
Some studies have shown tiiat bilateral activation occurs in AIP when subjects grasp an 
object with the right hand (e.g. Culham et al., 2003) whereas others have shown 
unilateral activation (Frey et al., 2005). Culham et al. (2003) carried out an fMRI study 
looking at grasping with the right and left hand and found bilateral activation in AIP, 
which was larger in the contralateral hemisphere. It would be possible to address this 
issue by carrying out a TMS study stimulating AIP on the right, the left and bilaterally 
when subjects are required to grasp objects with the right and the left hand to determine 
i f the ipsilateral activation is fimctionally involved in such tasks. 
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8.5 A final thought 
The evidence presented within this thesis suggests that in many ways the Milner and 
Goodale model has stood the test of time. In other words, projecting from striate cortex 
to infereotemporal cortex is the ventral stream, which is associated with the perceptual 
identification of objects. Projecting from striate cortex to posterior parietal cortex is the 
dorsal sfream, which is involved in action. It would be naive to state that such a model 
can fiilly account for all aspects of perception and action as the human brain is a 
complex organ. Indeed, all models of visual processing should be approached with 
some degree of caution for this reason. Such a model has however been hugely 
influential, providing cognitive neuroscientisls with a framework to understand how the 
brain processes visual information for perception and action. There is still a long way to 
go and many questions remain to be answered, particularly regarding the way in which 
the two cortical streams interact with one another. No doubt the inevitable future 
developments of technology for neuroscience research will help us in the quest to 
understand perception and action and the functions of the cortical visual streams, and 
ultimately to transcend the rather broad-brush theories that we currently have. 
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APPENDIX 
Table 1.1 
Results of the two-way ANOVA for the reaching task in chapter two. 
Left cylinder Right cylinder 
F P F P 
AT 0.966 0.331 0.110 0.742 
IG 0.073 0.788 2.387 0.129 
CI 28.710 0.000 33.064 0.000 
C2 18.656 0.000 14.616 0.000 
C3 21.438 0.000 40.894 0.000 
C4 5.702 0.021 11.183 0.002 
C5 20.083 0.000 73.907 0.000 
C6 189.519 0.000 146.706 0.000 
C7 10.770 0.002 9.908 0.003 
C8 41.986 0.000 37.517 0.000 
Talble 1.2 
Results of tiie two-way ANOVA for the bisection task in chapter two. 
Left cylinder Right cylinder 
F P F P 
AT 46.368 0.000 64.518 0.000 
IG 40.847 0.000 45.545 0.000 
CI 113.715 0.000 127.789 0.000 
C2 64.734 0.000 61.973 0.000 
C3 53.214 0.000 65.78 0.000 
C4 46.006 0.000 68.761 0.000 
C5 111.149 0.000 123.263 0.000 
C6 61.094 0.000 67.541 0.000 
C7 96.800 0.000 129.544 0.000 
C8 73.022 0.000 136.65 0.000 
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Table 2.1 
Reaction time and movement time data for DF and controls for task one in chapter five. 
DF CI C2 C3 C4 C5 
monocular 
0.25 
RT 542.63 578.00 600.00 537.33 617.50 612.00 
MT 304.21 415.50 437.30 268.67 253.00 274.50 
0.5 
RT 493.79 594.15 594.48 563.45 627.00 613.33 
MT 337.24 370.24 293.79 252.41 234.00 221.54 
0.75 
RT 465.71 584.00 524.44 617.78 611.67 
MT 335.71 376.00 224.44 237.78 235.00 
binocular 
0.25 
RT 495.38 595.38 605.00 481.48 621.71 620.51 
MT 330.77 384.62 443.50 308.89 286.86 275.38 
0.5 
RT 500.71 592.00 606.88 515.00 624.00 629.19 
MT 325.71 308.00 261.25 295.71 256.00 231.89 
0.75 
RT 520.00 584.71 590.00 467.69 595.24 626.67 
MT 346.67 303.53 210.00 301.54 256.19 233.33 
Table 2.2 
Reaction time and movement time data for DF and controls for task two in chapter five. 
DF C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
RT 530.67 610.00 571.58 526.67 608.00 636.92 
no pert MT 350.67 303.00 326.32 248.00 297.00 263.08 
RT 445.00 605.88 571.11 526.15 621.33 640.00 
right MT 288.33 147.06 376.67 261.54 228.00 210.77 
RT 474.12 588.00 506.67 524.00 609.47 652.22 
left MT 376.47 348.00 346.67 380.00 246.32 238.89 
RT 516.67 590.59 553.33 540.00 605.00 660.00 
fast MT 370.00 277.65 280.00 242.86 271.67 163.53 
RT 525.33 597.89 567.37 540.00 610.00 629.23 
monocular slow MT 278.67 225.26 354.74 358.67 238.00 227.69 
RT 477.78 603.00 560.00 486.67 616.00 646.32 
no pert MT 367.78 267.00 365.33 302.67 269.33 225.26 
RT 516.36 613.68 574.44 492.00 623.08 652.00 
right MT 338.18 163.16 356.67 237.33 195.38 197.33 
RT 496.47 596.00 545.71 476.92 622.67 655.29 
left MT 371.76 286.00 208.57 366.15 274.67 248.24 
RT 544.00 572.50 506.67 598.57 603.33 
fast MT 348.00 287.50 275.56 270.00 173.33 
RT 486.25 607.00 555.00 512.00 614.29 650.59 
binocular slow MT 346.25 220.00 339.00 361.33 245.71 185.88 
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Table 2.3 
Results of the chi-square analysis of accuracy for task one in chapter five. 
Subject Variable P 
DF 
Speed 99.186 0.000 
Condition 1.737 0.187 
C1 
Speed 90.356 0.000 
Condition 1.572 0.210 
C2 
Speed 161.783 0.000 
Condition 1.271 0.260 
C3 
Speed 83.990 0.000 
Condition 0.499 0.480 
C4 
Speed 59.384 0.000 
Condition 1.987 0.159 
C5 
Speed 12.859 0.002 
Condition 0.815 0.367 
Table 2.4 
Results of the modified t-test of accuracy for task one in chapter five. 
DF Mean Controls SD controls t p 
0.25 
monocular 95.00 98.50 46.33 -0.069 0.948 
binocular 97.50 98.73 47.33 -0.024 0.982 
0.5 
monocular 74.36 93.73 40.46 -0.437 0.685 
binocular 71.79 93.25 41.53 -0.472 0.662 
0.75 
monocular 35.00 47.76 28.31 -0.411 0.702 
binocular 7.89 46.44 23.59 -1.492 0.210 
Table 2.5 
Results of the two-way ANOVA of peak velocity for task one in chapter five. 
Subject Effect F P 
DF 
Speed 60.145 0.000 
Condition 0.173 0.678 
Speed X Condition 0.767 0.466 
CI 
Speed 317.366 0,000 
Condition 3.325 0.070 
Speed X Condition 1.260 0.286 
C2 
Speed 182.514 0.000 
Condition 2.478 0.118 
Speed X Condition 1.856 0.175 
C3 
Speed 47.672 0.000 
Condition 1.611 0.207 
Speed X Condition 0.075 0.928 
C4 
Speed 271.713 0.000 
Condition 0.014 0.907 
Speed X Condition 0.040 0.961 
C5 
Speed 567.061 0.000 
Condition 1.289 0.257 
Speed X Condition 1.708 0184 
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Table 2,6 
Results of the modified t-test of peak velocity for task one in chapter five. 
DF Mean Controls SD controls t p 
0.25 
monocular 1048.16 1025.13 131.91 0.160 0.881 
binocular 1009.34 993.36 145.55 0.100 0.925 
0.5 
monocular 1289.36 1402.98 135.64 -0.765 0.487 
binocular 1313.24 1406.74 148.86 -0.573 0.597 
0.75 
monocular 1478.25 1757.63 136.33 -1.833 0.164 
binocular 1545,95 1792.89 151.68 -1.486 0.212 
Table 2.7 
Results of tiie chi-square analysis of accuracy for task two in chapter five. 
Subject Variable P 
DF 
Pert 57.649 0.000 
Condition 0.004 0.949 
C1 
Pert 49.548 0.000 
Condition 1.476 0.224 
C2 
Pert 43.939 0.000 
Condition 0.253 0.615 
C3 
Pert 43.939 0.000 
Condition 0.253 0.615 
C4 
Pert 20.807 0.000 
Condition 3.488 0.062 
C4 
Pert 18.953 0.001 
Condition 0.999 0.318 
Table 2.8 
Results of the modified t-test of accuracy for task two in chapter five. 
DF Mean Controls SD controls t p 
left 
monocular 100.00 75.00 32.79 0.696 0.525 
binocular 89.47 73.22 28.93 0.513 0.635 
right 
monocular 70.59 81.78 7.73 -1.321 0.257 
binocular 68.75 90.12 8.03 -2.429 0.072 
no pert 
monocular 93.75 93.44 12.06 0.023 0.982 
binocular 100.00 95.79 9.42 0.408 0.704 
fast 
monocular 35.29 61.12 32.60 -0.723 0.51 
binocular 31.25 45.33 34.45 -0.373 0.728 
slow 
monocular 93.75 96.57 3.25 -0.792 0.473 
binocular 94.12 97.56 3.37 -0,932 0.404 
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Table 2.9 
Results of the two-way ANOVA of peak velocity for task two in chapter five. 
Subject Effect F P 
DF 
Perturtjation 12945 0.000 
Condition 0.220 0.640 
Perturbation X Condition 5569 0.000 
CI 
Perturbation 2,295 0,062 
Condition 1,599 0.208 
Perturbation X Condition 1,041 0.388 
C2 
Perturbation 12,892 0.000 
Condition 0.880 0.350 
Perturbation X Condition 1,270 0.288 
C3 
Perturbation 3,605 0.008 
Condition 0.514 0.475 
Perturbation X Condition 0.263 0.901 
C4 
Perturbation 1,678 0.158 
Condition 0.044 0.834 
Perturbation X Condition 2,435 0.050 
C5 
Perturtration 0.935 0.446 
Condition 0.006 0.939 
Perturbation X Condition 3,517 0.009 
Table 2.10 
Results of the modified t-test of peak velocity for task two in chapter five. 
DF Mean Controls SD controls t p 
left 
monocular 1358.89 758.38 692.93 0.731 0.505 
binocular 1459.67 774.07 708.11 1.373 0.242 
right 
monocular 1195.97 801.60 733.30 -2.339 0.079 
binocular 1295.29 774.90 708.98 -0.340 0.751 
no pert 
monocular 1332.90 751.36 685.74 1.085 0.339 
binocular 1288.76 778.59 710.89 -0.170 0.873 
fast 
monocular 1458.14 783.37 718.41 0.955 0.394 
binocular 1598.80 801.67 731.59 3.180 0.050 
slow 
monocular 1302.63 765.60 698.77 0.400 0.710 
binocular 1079.28 750.32 685.69 -1.400 0.234 
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Automatic avoidance of obstacles is a dorsal stream 
function: evidence from optic ataxia 
Igor Schindler ' , Nichola J Rice ' , Robert D M c i n t o s h ' , Yves Rossetti^, A l a i n Vighet to^ & A Dav id M i i n e r ' 
When we reach out to pick something up, our arm is directed to the target by visuomotor networks in the cortical dorsal stream. 
However, our reach trajectories are influenced also by nontarget objects, which might be construed as potential olostacles. We tested 
two patients with bilateral dorsal-stream (parietal lesions, both of whom were impaired at pointing to visual stimuli (optic ataxia). We 
asked them to reach between two cylinders, which varied in location from trial to trial. We found that the patients' reaches remained 
invariant with changes in obstacle location. In a control task when they were asked to point midway between the two objects, 
however, their responses shifted in an orderly fashion. We conclude that the dorsal stream provides the visual guidance we 
automatically build into our movements to avoid potential obstacles, as well as that requited to ensure arrival at the target. 
When we reach out for an object, for example to pick up a cup, we use 
a set of exquisitely calibrated visuomotor processes in our brains that 
unthinkingly take into account the location and physical properties of 
the target object as well as the location and state of the body, arm and 
hand. Neurophysiological and functional MRl studies show that these 
brain systems are largely located in superior parts of the posterior 
parietal cortex in and around the intraparietal sulcus—the so-called 
'dorsal stream''"^. As well as being tailored to the properties of the tar-
get, however, our actions also need to take into account the location of 
any potential obstacles near the intended route of the reaching move-
ment. The brain seems to insure against collisions by building into 
our movements a tendency to veer away from nontarget objects, even 
when they are actually too far away to pose a serious threat of colU-
sion'. As yet, no studies have investigated the brain mechanisms that 
mediate this implicit obstacle avoidance. 
Some recent studies of neurological patients, however, have helped 
to narrow down the search. Our first study was with patient D.F., who 
has visual-form agnosia*. We asked her to reach out and grasp a target 
block in the presence of a secondary object placed in locations to the 
left or right of the target (R.D.M., H . C . Dijkerman, M. Mon-Williams 
& A.D.M., unpublished data). D.F. took good account of the obstacle's 
location relative to the target, systematically shifting her reach trajec-
tories in the same manner as control subjects. D.F. has bilateral dam-
age to her ventral stream of visual processing (recently confirmed 
through high-resolution structural and functional MRI' ) , which 
severely impairs her form perception. We therefore inferred that she 
might depend on her functionally intact dorsal stream' in achieving 
this skilled navigation. In other words, we suggested that both target-
related processing and obstacle-related processing might share a com-
mon parietal substrate. 
In a subsequent group study, we tested twelve patients suffering 
from spatial neglect, a condition that generally spares reaching and 
grasping performance, despite the presence of marked perceptual and 
attentional biases in other tasks"""'". To see whether this visuomotor 
sparing extends to obstacle avoidance, we compared the trajectories of 
arm movements on two tasks, both of which required the patient to 
steer between two objects''. In one task the patients had lo point to 
the midpoint between two objects, while in the other they had to 
reach between them to a more distant target area. In both tasks, the 
locations of the left and right object varied independently of each 
other from trial to trial. We found that all but two of our patients 
retained their ability to take appropriate account of both objects while 
reaching between them, though they failed to take adequate account 
of the ones on the left ('neglected') side when trying to bisect the 
space between them". The brain damage sustained by most of our 
neglect patients included areas around the temporo-parietal junction, 
but generally spared the more superior parietal areas where the 
human dorsal stream is located'^. 
A crucial distinction can be drawn between the demands of our two 
tasks". The bisection task requires a deliberate perceptual judgment, 
whereas the reaching task merely requires tlie programming of a route 
that will minimize the risk of collision as the hand passes between the 
objects. Accordingly, we recently tested patient D.F. on a closely simi-
lar pair of tasks. We found that she makes normal adjustments to her 
movements while reaching between the potential obstacles, but fails 
to do so in the bisection task, where she performs clearly below the 
normal range (N.J.R., I.S. & A.D.M., unpublished data). 
These studies have provided indirect evidence for dorsal-stream 
involvement in obstacle navigation, by showing that the skill sur-
vives damage that mainly affects perceptual processing systems 
while leaving dorsal-stream structures relatively intact. Our objec-
tive in the present study was to test the dorsal-stream hypothesis 
more directly, by testing two patients with well-attested problems in 
directing reaches toward visual targets (so-called 'optic ataxia''-") 
'Department of Psychology, Wolfson Research Institute, University of Durham, Queen's Campus, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 6BH, UK. ^Espace et Action, UMR INSERM 
Unite 534-Universite Claude Bernard Lyon I , Bron, France, and Institut FedSratif des Neurosciences de Lyon (IFNL) INSERM, Lyon, France Correspondence should 
be addressed to A.D.M. (a.d.milneredur.ac.uk) 
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Table 1 Mean variability of response trajectories in the reaching and bisection 
tasks 
Lateral displacement (mm) 
F i g u r e 1 Plan view of the apparatus used in the experiment. Open circles, 
possible locations of the two cylinders, which were always presented one on 
the lef t and one on the right. Blacit dot, start position. Cross, fixation point. 
following bilateral superior parietal damage. In full confirmation of 
our prediction, they took no account whatsoever of the obstacle 
positions during reaching. As before", we also tested the same 
patients on a task of bisecting the space between the two objects, to 
exclude a purely attentional interpretation of their impairment on 
the reaching task. In accordance with our hypothesis, the patients 
look perfectly normal account of the objects in this more explicit 
'perceptual' task. 
RESULTS 
Reaching task 
The primary dependent variable was p , the position of each reaching 
response with respect to the midline of the stimulus board at the point 
of intersection with an imaginary line joining the object (cylinder) 
locations (Fig. 1). The four different cylinder configurations elicited 
lawful shifts of reaching trajectory in our control subjects (Figs. 2a and 
3c). Thus configuration B shows a leftward shift and configuration C a 
rightward shift, each relative to the symmetrical configurations A and 
D. This was true for every control subject. In contrast, the two patients 
showed no such changes in their reaches as a function of the locations 
of the left or right cylinder. For both patients, the mean trajectories 
were near-coincident over the four cylinder configurations (Fig. 3a,b). 
Individual two-way ANOVAs confirmed these observations. There 
was no effect of left cylinder or right cylinder in either patient (A.T., 
Fl,44(left) = 0.97, Fl,44(right) = 0.11; I .G . , Fl,44(left) = 0.07, 
Fl,44(right) = 2.39). Although the last of these f-values (F = 2.39) 
approaches significance (P = 0.129), it goes in the 'wrong' direction, 
that is, as if the patient were making reaching adjustments in the 
direction opposite to the shifts of the right cylinder—presumably the 
result of random variation. It is clear that neither patient took any 
account of cylinder location in the execution of their reaching 
responses. In contrast, every healthy control subject showed a signif-
icant effect of both left cylinder and right cylinder. (In every case 
Task A.T. I.G. Controls (mean) M A T ) f d .G . ) 
Reaching 356.87 140.96 74.80 6.99** 1.64 
Bisection 120.89 195.30 48.18 2.54* 5.14** 
These figurBS are mean variance values for p, the point at v^hich reaching movements 
crossed the imaginary line joining the cylinder locations, averaged across the four 
cylinder configurations used in each task. *P< 0.02; **P< 0.001 (one-tailed tests). 
P < 0.005, except for one subject (C4) for whom the left cylinder was 
significant at only P = 0.021.) 
A.T. and (to a lesser extent) I .G . each had an idiosyncratic ten-
dency to pass their hand between the cylinders with a rightward or 
leftward bias (Fig. 2a). There was, however, no constraint as to 
where on the gray strip their reaches should terminate, and in fact 
I.G.'s mean p score fell within the control range of mean p scores 
(-10.7 mm - +1.4 mm). Also, while A.T.'s mean p scores fell outside 
and to the right of the control range, this changed en route to the 
gray strip, so that the actual endpoints of her reaches fell squarely 
within the normal range (Fig. 3a,b). 
We also analyzed two indices of sensitivity to the varying locations 
of the left and right cylinder, dpi and rfpg respectively'' '''. These 
indices measure the mean change Ln p that is associated with a shift of 
each cylinder between its two locations (that is, how much the 
response shifts in relation to a 40 mm shift of one or the other cylin-
der). Thus dpi and dp^ represent the 'weightings' given to the left and 
right cylinder location respectively in determining the trajectories. 
There is a qualitative difference between the patients and the controls 
(Fig. 4a). Both patients have values that hover around zero, lying well 
outside the normal range. Modified t-test comparisons'^ confirm that 
A.T. differed significantly from the controls on both dpi (t = 3.13, 
P = 0.008) and rfpR (f = 3.11, P = 0.009), as did I .G. (dpi, t = 2.13, 
P = 0.036; dp^, f = 4.72, P = 0.001). 
Trial-to-trial reaching variability (as measured by the mean variance 
of the p scores; Table 1) was higher in the patients than in the controls: 
significantly so in A.T. (modified t = 6.99, P < 0.001), though not in I.G. 
(f = 1.64, P < 0.073; one-tailed tests). Although this higher variability 
would have militated against finding significant main effects of left or 
right cylinder locations in the patients, it would not have affected the 
values of dpi and dp^, which are based on mean trajectories only and 
take no account of variability. 
Bisection task 
The individual ANOVAs carried out on the bisection data tell a very 
different story (Fig. 2b and Fig. 3d-f). In every subject treated indi-
vidually, patients as well as controls, there was a highly significant 
(P<0.001) effect ofboth left cylinder and right cylinders. For patient 
A . T , the F values were Fi 44 (left) = 46.37 and f , 44 (right) = 64.52; for 
I .G. they were F|_44 (left)'= 40.85 and Fi_44 (right) = 45.55. Thus both 
patients took full account of the locations ofboth cylinders in execut-
ing their bisection responses. Furthermore, they both embarked in 
appropriate heading directions according to the different cylinder 
configurations, right from the start of the movements (Fig. 3d,e). 
The values of dpi and rfp^ in the patients and controls (Fig. 4b) con-
firm the normality of the patients' bisection responses: both patients 
have values that lie within (indeed at the high end of) the normal range. 
Modified t-tests'' confirm this impression: all comparisons between 
patients and controls were nonsignificant at P > 0.25. 
The mean variance for each subject's bisection responses (Table I) 
is again clearly much higher than that of the controls, as confirmed by 
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Table 2 Kinematic parameters of movements in the reach task 
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Figure 2 Mean responses in the reaching task (a) and bisection task (b) . Data 
for the two patients are given as fi l led triangles (A.T.) and f i l led circles (I.G.), 
vi\lh the mean data for the eight control subjects given as open squares. The 
responses plotted are 'p' scores, that is, the points where each response 
intersects the imaginary line lOining the four possible cylinder locations. The 
dark gray circles depict the stimulus cylinder locations in the four 
configurations (A, B, C, D). 
modified t-tests (A.T., (= 2.54,P= 0.019; I .G. , f = 5.14,P< 0.001,both 
one-tailed tests). However, although this elevated variability during 
bisection is even clearer than in the reaching task, it did not prevent 
the highly significant effects of cylinder ocation noted above. 
DISCUSSION 
The aim of the present experiment was to test whether damage to 
the parietal lobes, as well as causing the pointing errors sympto-
matic of optic ataxia, would have a specific effect on a task requir-
ing reaching between two obstacles. The results were very clear. 
Both patients made reaches between the two objects that took no 
account at all of the varying locations of the objects. Yet in the 
bisection task, the patients were completely unimpaired in taking 
account of identical object shifts. 
There are, of course, other differences between the two tasks that 
could potentially explain why our patients behaved so differently on 
them. For example, it could be argued that the reaching task, being 
carried out with more speed, and without instructions for accuracy, 
would inevitably cause the patients to take litde account of the left 
and right objects. This idea gains no support, however, from the 
present data or from previous data. First, liie healthy controls 
Sub jec t MT PV TPV 
A T 830.7 1,033.6 3s24.7 
I.G. 561.4 1,598.2 171.6 
C I 480.3 1,757.8 189.9 
C2 590.4 1,671.5 220.7 
C3 656.2 1,458.1 207.4 
C4 454.4 2,008.9 156.3 
C5 711.1 1,295.2 209.8 
C6 617.3 1,226.8 260.6 
C7 601.3 1,365.3 251.2 
C8 454.0 1,959.5 142.8 
Mean C 570.6 1,592.9 204.8 
MT, mean movement time (ms); PV, mean peak velocity in the horizontal {x-yl plane 
(mm/s); TPV, time to peak velocity in the x-y plane (ms). The start and end of each 
movement was defined as a rise or fall below a threshold velocity of 50 mm/s. Data are 
given individually for patients A.T and I.G. and for 8 healthy control subjects (C1-C8). 
almost all showed highly significant dp^^ and i^pg indices in the 
reaching as well as in the bisection task, although the mean magni-
tudes were slightly smaller. And second, in our previous study, a 
group of severely brain-damaged patients with spatial neglect 
showed an opposite result: they took normal account of the two 
objects during the reaching task, despite showing reduced weight-
ings of the left object in the bisection task " . 
A converse argument might be that our two patients, due to their 
severe brain damage, would perform their reaches somewhat more 
slowly than the controls, and that this might reduce the need for them 
to give the obstacles a suitably wide berth. However, movement times 
were slow only in patient A.T.; they were normal in I .G. (Table 2). 
Furthermore, as mentioned in the Introduction, our visual agnosia 
patient D.F. has been tested in a similar task. Her movement times in 
the reaching task were even longer than those of A.T. (mean 932.8 ms). 
Yet D.F. showed the converse pattern of results to A.T. and I.G. , taking 
good account of the shifts in object location during reaching. 
It could alternatively be argued that simultanagnosia, a compo-
nent of the 'Balint syndrome' associated with large bilateral parietal 
lesions, might prevent our patients from attending to more than 
one object at once. If so, one would expect them to give a reduced 
weighting to potential obstacles during reaching. There are, how-
ever, several reasons to reject this suggestion. First, I .G. shows very 
little sign of simullanagnosia, having no difficulty in perceiving up 
to three objects presented together. Patient A.T. does retain a degree 
of simultanagnosia, but she only experiences it when viewing time is 
restricted to 500 ms or less. Thus neither patient was likely to have 
encountered a problem in the present testing conditions. Second, 
both patients performed absolutely normally on the bisection task, 
even though the same objects, in identical configurations and for 
the same duration, were present in that task as well. Third, although 
neither A.T. nor I.G. reported any difficulty in seeing Ixith of the 
nontarget stimuli, patient D.F. did report such difficulties. Yet as we 
mentioned in the Introduction, her data showed the opposite pat-
tern from that described here. And fourth, we have recently tested 
an optic ataxic patient (M.H.) with left parietal damage, whose 
pointing impairment is limited to responding with his right hand to 
targets in his right visual field (I.S., N.J.R., M.G. Edwards, G.W. 
Humphreys & A.D.M., unpublished data). This patient takes normal 
account of obstacles when reaching with his left hand, but selec-
tively fails to take account of obstacles on the right side when using 
his right hand. This highly specific pattern of impairment cannot be 
accounted for by simultanagnosia. 
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Figure 3 Mean trajectories of reaching (a-c) and 
bisection ( d - f ) movements made by ttie two 
patients, stiown separately for each of the 4 
different cylinder arrangements A, B, C and D 
(see F i g . 2>. A, red; B, blue; C, yellow; D, green. 
Right, mean trajectories of the control group. The 
four cylinder configurations elicited appropriately 
different bisection movements in both patients 
(d ,e ) , but failed to el ici t different reaching 
movements ( a , b ) . The reaches of the control 
subjects (top right) diverged maximally at a point 
approximately level with the cylinder locations, 
consistent with their treating the cylinders as 
potential obstacles. 
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Have we demonstrated anytlung new, or would our results simply 
follow from the well-attested problems that our patients have with tar-
get-directed reaching—in other words, their optic ataxia? Against this 
idea is the fact that like most patients with optic ataxia, A.T. and I.G. 
show little or no impairment for simple reaching to fixated targets"^". 
Therefore our task, where the target for pointing (the gray strip) was 
fixated directly, should have presented no serious problem. 
Nevertheless, botli paUents did show a high variance in their reach tra-
jectories, which would have led to a reduced f-value in any statistical 
comparison of their trajectories (such as on our measure p) across the 
four different cylinder configurations. This would not be true, however, 
of our analysis of the indices dp^ and dpf^, which were computed from 
mean values of the variable p and then compared directly between each 
patient and ttie controls. This analysis could not have been affected by 
trial-to-trial variability, and tlierefore gives the most unambiguous evi-
dence of a loss of obstacle avoidance skill in A.T. and I .G. 
The obstacle avoidance we have studied in this experiment is of one 
specific kind—an 'automatic' modification of reaching movements 
that allows people to minimize the risk of collision with a nontarget 
object without having to think about what they are doing. It is auto-
matic in the sense of being quite unintentional; indeed the separa-
tions we used would pose very little risk of collision in healthy 
subjects. However, this behavior also seems to be automatic in the 
stronger sense of operating independently of visually awareness. In a 
recent study of a single patient suffering from visual extinction, we 
showed that conscious awareness of the obstacles during reaching is 
unnecessary for successful obstacle avoidance'". 
Of course in some circumstances we need to do more than minimize 
the risk of collision; we need to remove the risk entirely, either to pro-
tect the object or ourselves—for example when the potential obstacle is 
F i g u r e 4 'Weightings' given to the two cylinders. The mean change in 
response induced by a 10 mm shif t in the location of the left cylinder idp^^) 
or right cylinder (dpn) is plotted separately for the reaching task (a) and 
bisection task ( b ) . Patients A.T. and I.G. are shown on the lef t of each 
graph, while the eight controls are shown mdividually, and also averaged as 
a group on the extreme right. 
fragile or noxious, respectively In this case, we 
O I I 0 0 assume that perceptual processing, vested 
in the ventral visual stream"'^", must be 
involved; otherwise the fragile or noxious 
nature of the obstacle could not be identified. 
The result will typically be a far more cautious 
)0 _^ I 50 100 150 navigafion around the obstacle than other-
wise, giving it a wider berth and slowing down 
more than usuaF'. This 'perceptual' form of 
obstacle avoidance will presumably often 
involve conscious monitoring of the hand as 
well as the obstacle during a reach, a scenario that thereby resembles 
our bisection task more than our reaching task. Such conscious control 
would be necessary also in situations where the clearance available to 
the hand is more limited than in our task, or where the obstacle lies 
directly in the path of the intended reaching movement 
If this reasoning is correct, then one would predict impairments of 
this second kind of obstacle avoidance in certain patients who are 
unimpafred on the kind tested here. For example, we would predict 
that patients with spatial neglect should paradoxically show an 
A.T. I.G CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 MoanC 
A.T. I.G CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 MeanC 
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F igure 5 Axial slices through the parietal lesions of patient A.T. (a) and 
patient I.G. (b ) . More detailed information about both patients' lesions can 
be found elsev^here^''. 
asymmetry in tlie influence of (for instance) dehcate obstacles, giv-
ing these a wide berth only when they are on the right. The proposed 
distinction we are making is parallel to one made recently'^-^^ in the 
context of error-correction during reaching. The authors distin-
guished two kinds of corrections tliat are made to a reach trajectory 
when the target is suddenly displaced during the reach. They 
observed many quick involuntary corrections in healthy subjects, 
which are all but abolished in patient I .G. , and presumably depend 
on the integrity of the dorsal stream, just like the automatic obstacle 
avoidance we have studied in the present experiment. But in addi-
tion, they identified a separate category of slow voluntary correc-
tions, which are unaffected in I .G . In contrast to I .G. , they found that 
a patient with prefrontal damage did show impairment on this 
second kind of error correction One might predict a similar 
impairment if such a patient were to be tested on a task requiring the 
proposed 'perceptual' kind of obstacle avoidance. 
Our conclusions also cannot be generalized to the avoidance of col-
lision with obstacles during locomotion, as this skill is likely to pres-
ent different demands from the reaching task used here. There is 
anecdotal evidence that patient I .G. does have such difficulties, for 
example in avoiding collisions witli other people when walking 
through a busy railway station. Of course complex dynamic environ-
ments like this demand visual processing of not only static location 
but also of the movement trajectories of others, and indeed require a 
reading of otlier people's intentions. 
METHODS 
Subjects. Two patients with optic ataxia following bilateral parietal damage 
(A.T. and I .G.) , along with 8 age-matched healthy controls (median age 39.5 
years, range 32-50), took part in the experiment. All subjects were right-
handed by self-report. 
Patient A.T. was 48 years old at the time of testing, 14 years after an eclamp-
tic attack that provoked a hemorrhagic softening in the territory of both pari-
eto-occipital arteries (branches of the posterior cerebral arteries). Early 
structural M K l scans revealed bilateral parietal damage extending to the 
upper part of the occipital lobes and encroaching slightly into the medial part 
of the right premotor cortex. The calcarine area remained intact except for a 
part of the upper lip on the left side (Fig. 5a). At the time of the current test-
ing, A.T. continued to show symptoms of B^iint's syndrome, including visual 
disorientation, simultanagnosia and a severe optic ataxia for targets in her 
peripheral visual field. 
Patient I .G. was tested at the age of 33, after bilateral parieto-occipital 
infarction 3 years earlier. Shortly after the lesion, bilateral optic ataxia and 
simultanagnosia became apparent^, but by the start of our testing the simul-
tanagnosia had subsided, at least for presentations of up to three objects^^. I .G. 
received a diagnosis of ischemic stroke, related to acute vasospastic angiopathy 
in the posterior cerebral arteries. MRl revealed near-symmetrical damage in 
the posterior parietal and upper and lateral occipital cortico-subcortical 
regions (Fig. 5b), The lesion involves mainly Brodmann's areas 7, 18 and 19, 
the intraparietal sulcus and part of area 39. 
Additional sections through the lesions of both patients are published 
elsewhere'^ ^ . 
Testing procedure. The subject sat facing a 60-cm-square white stimulus 
board placed flat on a table, with her right index finger at the start position 
(Fig. I ) . Two dark gray cylinders made of sponge rubber (24.5 cm tall and 3.5 
cm in diameter) could be fixed into the board, one on either side of the mid-
line, at a distance of 25 cm from the start position. Each cylinder could occupy 
one of two possible locations, with its inside edge either 8 cm or 12 cm away 
from the midline. The factorial combination of these locations thus created 
four stimulus configurations. A strip of 5-cm-wide gray tape spanned the far 
edge of the board, at a depth of 20 cm behind the cylinder locations. The bisec-
tion task and the reaching task were performed in separate blocks, with the 
order balanced across subjects within the control group. Patient l .G. was first 
tested on the reaching task and then the bisection, while A.T. was tested in the 
converse order. Responses were recorded by sampling the position of a marker 
attached to the nail of the right index finger, at a frequency of 86.1 Hz, using an 
electromagnetic motion analysis system {Minibird, Ascension Technology) for 
3 s following movement onset. Every movement in both the reaching task and 
the bisection task was recorded in full. 
Throughout testing on both tasks, subjects wore liquid-crystal shutter 
glasses. Subjects initiated each trial by depressing the start button with the right 
index finger, whereupon the shutter glasses cleared to allow them to see the 
apparatus. Viewing time was unrestricted. In preparation for responding, sub-
jects were required to fixate a cross at the back of the board, located centrally 16 
cm above the surface of the board. They were asked if they were ready, and were 
then given a verbal 'go' signal to respond. The shutter glasses closed immedi-
ately when the start button was released, so that subjects could see neither the 
fixation cross nor the cylinders when making their responses. Thus movements 
were performed entirely in visual open loop. The fbcation procedure was used 
so that the cylinders would be seen in peripheral vision, which is where target 
stimuli elicit the most severe pointing errors in optic ataxia'^-'^. An experi-
menter was seated directly in front of subjects and checked their fixation. 
Bisection task. Subjects were told that this was a test of "accuracy of judgment" 
and that their task was to point with the right index finger exactly midway 
between the two cylinders, following the 'go' signal. O n every trial, a strip of 
white card was placed between the cylinders to prevent subjects from using any 
visible holes in the board to aid their judgments. Subjects were informed that 
the positions of the cylinders would vary from trial to trial, but that there 
would always be one on the left and one on the right. The end position of the 
finger was defined as that recorded on the frame at which hand velocity fell 
below a threshold of 50 rmn/s. The dependent measure on each trial was the 
average lateral position (p) of the finger marker on this last frame, with respect 
to the midline of the stimulus board. Each subject made 48 bisection 
responses, 12 trials for each of the four cylinder configurations, in a fixed 
pseudo-random order. 
Reaching task. Subjects were told that this was a test of "speed of move-
ment" and that their task was to reach out and touch the gray strip with 
their right index finger as quickly as possible following the 'go' signal. 
They were permitted to touch any part of the target strip, to encourage 
them to make reaches that were geared more to obstacle avoidance than 
to end-point accuracy. Subjects were informed that, whenever a cylinder 
was present, there would be one on the left and one on the right, and that 
they should pass their hand between the two cylinders, rather than 
around the outside edge of the board. The cylinders were not mentioned 
again during the rest of the experiment. The dependent measure was 
again the lateral position (p) of the finger marker, as it crossed the virtual 
line joining the two cylinder locations. (The exact value of p was esti-
mated by linear interpolation.) Each subject made 60 reaches, with 12 tri-
als (breach of the four cylinder configurations, and 12 trials in which no 
cylinder was present. The 12 no-cylinder trials were included to check for 
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any systematic spatial biases wf i en the reaching response was not con-
strained by potent ia l obstacles. They were not inc luded in the analyses 
presented here. 
Analyses. The pr imary dependent variablep codes the absolute lateral position 
of each response, wi thou t reference to the center o f the gap between the two 
cyUnders presented on that t r ia l . The main analyses were two sets o f two-way 
repeated-measures ANOVAs of response positions p , w i t h the factors left 
cylinder location (near, far) and right cylinder location (near, far) . A separate 
A N O V A was carried out on the data o f each individual subject. 
A second set o f analyses were made o f the weighting indices dp^ and dp^^, 
which were calculated according to the fo l lowing equations"-'^ (Fig. 2 ) : 
dpi = (mean p in configurations A and C) - (mean p in configurations B and U) 
dpjj = (mean p in configurations C and D ) - (meanp in configurations A and B). 
A modif ied t-test'^ was used to make a separate statistical comparison 
between each patient and the control group on each o f the two indices in each 
test condi t ion. 
In a th i rd set o f analyses, the variabiliry o f reaches was assessed by calculat-
ing the standard deviation o f p scores for each of the f o u r test configurations, 
and averaging these to give a mean variabil i ty score for each subject. 
A l l o f our analyses exploit the formal correspondence between our two 
tasks, w i thou t making any assumptions about causality i n either case. The 
analyses simply treat both tasks as requir ing a spatial response that depends 
simultaneously on the location of objects (cylinders) on the two sides o f space. 
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Automatic avoidance of obstacles is a dorsal stream function: evidence from 
optic ataxia 
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Table 2 on page 781 contained a typographical error, a superfluous letter introduced into one of the numbers, which were otherwise correct 
The corrected version appears below. 
Table 2 Kinematic parameters of movements In the reach task 
S u b j e c t MT PV TPV 
A .T 830.7 1,033.6 324.7 
I.G. 561.4 1,598.2 171.6 
C I 480.3 1,757.8 189.9 
C2 590.4 1,671.5 220.7 
C3 656.2 1,458.1 207.4 
C4 454.4 2,008.9 156.3 
C5 711.1 1,295.2 209.8 
C6 617.3 1,226.8 260.6 
C7 601.3 1,365.3 251,2 
C8 454.0 1,959.5 142.8 
Mean C 570.6 1,592.9 204.8 
MT, mean movement time (ms); PV, mean peak velocity in the horizontal ( l y ) plane 
g (mm/s); TPV, time to peak velocity in the x-y plane (ms). The start and end of each 
Q movement v^ as defined as a rise or fall below a threshold velocity of 50 mm/s. Data are 
given individually for patients A.T and I.G. and tor 8 healthy control subjects (C1-C8). 
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The role of V5/MT+ in the control of catching movements: an rTMS study 
Thomas Schenk*, Amanda Ellison, Nichola Rice, A. David Milner 
Cognitive Neuroscience Research Unit (CNRU), Wolfson Research Institute, University of Durham, Queen 'a Campus, Stockton-on-Tees TSJ 7 6BH, UK 
Abstract 
Milner and Goodale [Milner, A. D., & Goodale, M . A. (1995). The visual brain in action. Oxford: Oxford University Press] described a 
model which distingtiishes between two visual streams in the brain. It is claimed that the ventral stream serves object recognition (i.e. vision 
for perception), and the dorsal streams provides visual information for the guidance of action (i.e. vision for action). This model is supported 
by evidence from the domain of spatial vision, but it remains unclear how motion vision fits into that model. More specifically, it is unclear 
how the motion complex VS/MT contributes to vision for perception and vision for action. We addressed this question in an earlier study 
with the V5-lesioned patient L M [Schenk, T., Mai, N. , Ditterich, J., & Zihl, J. (2000). Can a motion-blind patient reach for moving objects? 
European Journal of Neuroscience, 12,3351-3360]. We foxmd that she is not only impaired in pert^ptual tasks but also in catching, suggesting 
a role for V5/MT+ in vision for lioth perception and action. However, LM's lesion goes beyond V5/MT+ into more dorsal regions. It is thus 
possible, that the catching deficit was not produced by damage to V5/MT+ itself In this case, one would expect that selective interference 
with V5/MT+ would have no effect on catching. In the present study we tested this prediction by applying rTMS over V5/MT+ of the left 
hemisphere while healthy subjects were either performing a catching or a reaching task. We fotuid that V5-TMS reduced the speed of the 
catching but not the reaching response. These results confirm that V5/MT+ is not only involved in perceptual but also in visuomotor tasks. 
© 2004 Elsevier Ltd. A l l rights reserved. 
Keywords: Visual motion; Interception; Dorsal/vential streams; Akinetopsia; Reach-to-grasp; Prehension 
1. Introduction 
Ungerleider and Haxby (1994) and Ungerleider and 
Mishkin (1982) suggested that the various areas o f the visual 
brain could be separated into two visual streams, which are 
anatomically and functionally distinct. Both o f these streams 
originate in the primary visual cortex, but then part com-
pany and go either towards the temporal cortex in the case 
o f the ventral stream, or towards the parietal cortex, i n the 
case o f the dorsal stream. Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) 
assumed that the ventral stream is primarily concerned wi th 
visual attributes that allow the identification o f objects (e.g. 
colour and form), whweas the dorsal stream is concerned wi th 
visuo-spatial aspects (e.g. position and motion), and allows 
the localization o f visual objects. More recently, Goodale 
and Milner (1992) and Milner and Goodale (1993) suggested 
a functional re-interpretation o f the original two-stream hy-
pothesis. They argue that the functional distinction between 
Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 191 33 40438; tax: +44 191 33 40006. 
E-mail address: lhomas.schenk(gdur.ac.uk (T. Schenk). 
the two streams is not primarily based on the type o f v i -
sual attributes, which are processed in these two streams (i.e. 
colour/form in ventral stream versus position and motion i n 
the dorsal stream), but on the behavioural or cognitive func-
tion for which the visual information is used. More particu-
larly they suggest that visual information which is used for 
object identification and scene identification, i.e. vision for 
perception, is processed in the ventral stream, whereas v i -
sual information used for the control o f motor behaviour, 
i.e. vision for action, is processed in the dorsal stream. This 
model by Milner and Goodale received much support fiom 
neuropsychological and experimental studies (see Milner & 
Goodale, 1995). However, most o f its evidence comes fi-om 
experiments on intrinsic physical attributes such as form, 
size, and orientation perception (Norman, 2002). Other v i -
sual attributes (e.g. motion and depth perception) have been 
examined much less i n this context, and i t therefore remains 
unclear how these aspects o f processing fit into the model 
(Goodale, 1993). 
In the case o f motion vision it is certainly conceivable 
that the distinction between vision for perception and ac-
0028-3932/$ - see front matter © 2004 Hsevier Ltd. All rights reserved, 
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tion also applies, since i t is obvious that motion vision is 
relevant for both object recognition and visuomotor control. 
For example, object recognition requires figure-grotmd seg-
regation, for which motion is an important cue (Anstis, 1978; 
Sekuler et al., 1990). Similarly, visuomotor control tasks also 
include catching behaviour, and we would expect that suc-
cessful catching behaviour is not possible without motion 
vision. Even manual movements towards stationary targets 
might involve motion vision, namely for the visual monitor-
ing o f the moving hand (Paillard, 1996). The question thus 
arises whether there are distinct brain areas processing visual 
moti on information either for perceptual or visuomotor tasks. 
Functional imaging studies have shown that there is a whole 
set o f motion-related areas in the human brain (Culham, He, 
Dukelow, & Verstraten, 2001). For most o f those itreas very 
little is known about their functional contribution, and there-
fore it is too early to decide whether this set o f motion-related 
areas can be subdivided into a perceptual and a visuomotor 
stream. 
However, one o f those brain areas, namely the motion 
complex V 5 / M T + , has been examined much more exten-
sively, and i t is clear that this area makes an important contri-
bution to a number o f aspects o f motion perception. For exam-
ple i t has been found that the preferred speed range o f cells in 
V 5 / M T + (Lagae, Raiguel, & Orban, 1993; Maunsell & Van 
Essen, 1983; Mikatni , Newsome, & Wurtz, 1986; Rodman 
& Albright, 1987) correlates closely with psychophysical 
performance in speed-discrimination tasks (McKee, 1981; 
Orbaii, de Wolf, & Maes, 1984; Orban, Van Calenbergh, De 
Bruyn, & Maes, 1985), suggesting that V 5 / M T + is the es-
sential mechanism underlying this performance. This con-
clusion is confirmed by studies that show a degradation o f 
speed discrimination after damage to V5 (Hess, Baker, & 
Zih l , 1989; Orban, Saunders, & Vandenbussche, 1995; Plant 
& Nakayama, 1993; Zih l , von Cramon, & Mai , 1983; Zih l , 
von Cramon, Mai , & Schmid, 1991). Similarly, for the per-
ception of direction in global motion stimuli i t has been foimd 
that activity in V 5 / M T + is closely related to performance. In 
fact, i t could be demonstrated that a bias in perceived direc-
tion can be induced by stimulating direction-specific cells 
in V 5 / M T + (Salzman & Britten, 1990). Furthermore, i t was 
foimd that datnage to V 5 / M T + leads to a performance drop i n 
tasks involving the identification of direction in global motion 
stimuU (Baker, Hess, & Zihl , 1991; Newsome & Pare, 1988; 
Plant & Nakayama, 1993; Plant, Laxer, Barbaro, Schifiman, 
& Nakayama, 1993; Schenk & Zihl , 1997; Vaina, Cowey, 
Eskew, LeMay, & Kemper, 2001). I t is thus well established 
that V 5 / M T + plays an essential role in a variety o f perceptual 
tasks. 
However, V5/MT+'s role in visuomotor tasks is still im-
clear. We addressed this question in a recent study wi th the 
motion-blind patient L M (Schenk, Mai, Ditterich, & Zih l , 
2000). LM' s brain damage includes V 5 / M T + in both hemi-
spheres, and consequently her ability to perceive visual mo-
tion is severely impaired (Zihl etal., 1983,1991). In our study, 
we found that she is also impaired i n a catching task (Schenk, 
Mai , et al., 2000). This seems to suggest that V 5 / M T + con-
tributes both to perceptual and visuomotor tasks. There is, 
however, a problem with this conclusion in that L M ' s le-
sions go beyond V 5 / M T + and extend into surrounding areas 
(Shipp, de Jong, Zihl , Frackowiak, & Zeki, 1994). The le-
sions extend dorsally to the intrapMietal sulcus, infringing 
on area 39 at least in her right hemisphere. Her lesions might 
therefore also include the superior temporal sulcus and the 
motion-responsive areas in the intraparietal sulcus. These re-
gions have been found in functional imaging studies to re-
spond selectively to visual motion stimuli (Culham et al., 
2001). 
Given the extent o f L M ' s lesion, i t is therefore quite pos-
sible that areas other than V 5 / M T + are responsible for her 
deficits. With respect to the perceptual deficits, L M ' s results 
have been confirmed by various studies that used transcranial 
magnetic stimulation (TMS) to induce transient disruptions 
in V 5 / M T + . These TMS studies showed that a selective dis-
ruption o f V 5 / M T + produces deficits i n the perception o f 
visual motion that are similar to L M ' s deficits (Beckers & 
Homberg, 1992; Beckers & Zeki, 1995; Walsh, Ellison, 
Battelli, & Cowey, 1998). However, similar TMS studies 
using visuomotor tasks have not yet been conducted, and 
it is, therefore, unknown whether a selective disruption o f 
V 5 / M T + would also suffice to produce a visuomotor deficit. 
It was the aim o f the present study to examine this ques-
tion. We compared the effects o f repetitive T M S ( iTMS) over 
V 5 / M T + wi th the effects obtained after stimulation over a 
control site (vertex) or a site that is approximately 2 cm dor-
sal to V 5 / M T + . Two visuomotor tasks were used: a catching 
task using a moving target object, and a standard reach-to-
grasp task wi th a stationary target object. We expected that 
i f V5 is involved in visuomotor processing, T M S over V 5 
should interfere with the subjects' ability to predict the course 
o f the target's movement, and thereby impair their catching 
performance. 
2. Mefliods 
2.1. TMS stimulation 
We used a MagStim 200 Super Rapid Stimulator with a 
figure of eight coil (diameter 90 m m ; Magstim, Whitiand, 
DyfiFed, Wales, U K ) , which was placed tangential to the sur-
face o f the skull with the coil handle pointing backwards at 
approximately 45'' to the spinal cord. The coil was held to the 
skull by the experimenter using the right hand to hold the coil , 
and the lef t hand to stabilize the head against the coil . A head 
and chin rest was used to minimize head movements during 
the experiment. After each trial the position o f the coil was 
checked. I n three subjects head movements during the exper-
iments were measured and found to be negligible. For these 
head movement measurements, we used a 3D movement reg-
istration system which uses ultrasonic markers. This system 
is described in more detail below. One marker (coil-marker) 
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was placed at the centre o f the coil , the other marker (refer-
ence marker) was placed at the centre o f the dorsal surface o f 
the skull (i.e. vertex). We recorded head movements for both 
the catching and the reach-to-grasp task. Three subjects and 
10 trials per subject and task were recorded. To assess the 
extent o f coil-displacement during the period o f TMS stim-
ulation, we determined the maximum value o f change in the 
distance between the coi l - and the reference marker during 
the 500 ms Stimulation period. The average value o f max-
imal displacement was less than 0.7 m m (SD: 0.16) during 
the catching task, and less than 0.8 mm (SD: 0.29) during the 
reach-to-grasp task. 
Repetitive pulse TMS (rTMS) was delivered at 10 Hz for 
500 ms at 65% o f stimulator output (corresponding to 1.3 T or 
110% o f the average TMS motor thresholds o f our subjects), 
beginning at the onset o f the trial, which was indicated by the 
opening o f the L C shutter glasses (see below). 
We stimulated at three different sites: V 5 , vertex, and a site 
which was approximately 2 cm dorsal to V5 (dorsal site, DS). 
To stimulate V5 the centre o f the coil is typically positioned 
3 cm above the mastoid-inion line and 5 cm lateral to the mid-
line in the sagittal plane (Walsh et al., 1998). However, since 
it is known that the locus o f V5 varies between individuals 
(Watson et al., 1993), we used the perception o f TMS-induced 
moving phosphenes to confirm the correct position for stimu-
lation in each individual (Stewart, Battelli, Walsh, & Cowey, 
1999). The chosen position was typically near the conven-
tional coordinates V5 stimulation (see above). However, de-
viations of up to 1.5 cm in either direction were foimd. In five 
out o f six subjects the position o f V5 could also be checked 
anatomically. For those subjects structural M R I scans were 
available, and i t was confirmed wi th a fi^ameless stereotaxic 
system (Bra ins ight™, Rogue Research, Montreal, Canada) 
that the chosen stimulation site was near the anatomical land-
mark for V5 (Dumoulin et al., 2000), namely the intersection 
o f the ascending l imb and the posterior continuation o f the 
inferior temporal sulcus. V5 was stimulated unilaterally on 
the left hemisphere, because previous TMS studies found ef-
fects across both hemifields when stimulating over the lef t 
hemisphere (Stewart, Ellison, Walsh, & Cowey, 2001). Lef t 
hemisphere stimulation, thereby, produces perceptual deficits 
that are similar to the deficits observed in patient L M (Walsh 
etal. , 1998). 
Our second stimulation site was at the vertex. Location o f 
the vertex was determined by finding the intersection o f the 
mid sagittal plane (defined by the nasion to inion line) and 
the mid coronal plane (defined by the line between the inter-
trachial notches o f the ears). This location corresponds to the 
position Cz o f the 10-20 hitemational EEG system. Stimula-
tion over the vertex provides a good control condition since it 
evokes all o f the imspecific TMS-effects (e.g. noise and tick-
ling sensation), without inducing currents in specific brain 
areas. In addition we introduced a second control condition 
to determine the spatial specificity o f any eflfects, which might 
be foimd after V5 stimulation. For this purpose we chose a 
control site that was near to V5, but clearly outside o f its bor-
ders. To determine the position for this control site, we first 
localized the V5 site, and then moved the coil dorsally along 
the surface o f the skull until moving phosphenes could no 
longer be induced. The position o f this site (dorsal site, DS) 
was on average 1.8 cm dorsal (SD: 0.4) to the position of V 5 . 
2.2. Subjects 
Six subjects (aged 21-38, three female, three male) par-
ticipated in this study. A l l subjects were right-handed, had 
normal vision, and reported an absence o f epilepsy in their 
family medical history. They consented to take part i n the 
study after they had received information about safety issues 
relating to TMS and rTMS. Local ethical committee approval 
was granted for all procedures. 
2.3. Tasks and procedures 
Two visuomotor tasks were used. The first task was a 
catching task using a target object that moved away from 
the subject either to the right or to the left (see Fig. 1 A ) . Two 
different speed conditions were used (object speed = 0.25 or 
0.50 m/s). The parameters o f the catching task were the same 
as those used in the experiment with L M (Schenk, Mai , et al., 
2000). The second task was a reach-to-grasp task, in which 
the target object was stationary (see Fig. I B ) . The spatial 
measurements for the trajectories in the catching task, and 
the positions o f the object in the reach-to-grasp task are pre-
sented in Fig. I . The two tasks were similar with respect to 
the demands on the motor system, but quite different with 
respect to their demands on the visual system. In both tasks, 
subjects had to produce rapid grasping movements. However, 
only in the catching task, the subject had to take visual infor-
mation about the target's movement into account. Since V5 
is primarily involved in the coding o f visual motion, it was 
expected that V5-specific effects should be found primarily 
in the catching task. 
In both tasks, subjects were instructed to use their right 
hand. To ensure that the temporal parameters o f the subjects' 
responses were comparable in the two tasks, subjects were 
asked i n both tasks to move as fast as possible. To prevent 
head movements the subject's head was constrained by a head 
and chin rest. Ear plugs suppressed the noise coming &om 
the TMS coil and the moving object. A t the start o f each trial, 
the subject's right hand rested on a plate (start switch) in fitmt 
o f the body. Subjects wore L C shutter glasses (Plato System, 
Translucent Technologies, Toronto, Canada), which opened 
at the beginning o f the trial. A t the same time the rTMS-
sequence was triggered, and in the case o f the catching task 
the object started to move. The LC shutter glasses stayed 
either open for 100 ms (observation time, O T = 100 ms) or 
for 800 ms (OT = 800 ms). With an OT o f 100 ms, subjects 
saw the start o f the trial, but not the movement o f their hand. 
With an OT o f 800 ms, subjects saw the object for the entire 
duration of the trial, and could also observe the movement o f 
their hand. In the case o f L M , we had found that the duration 
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A: Catching task B: Reach-to-grasp task 
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Fig. 1. Set-up for the catching (A) and the reach-to-grasp task (B). 
of the OT had a significant effect on her performance. L M 
caught significantly more objects i f she could observe the 
object for a longer period, and i f she could see her hand 
(Schenk, Mai , et al., 2000). 
In each condition 40 trials were presented. The three dif-
ferent TMS conditions (V5, vertex, DS) and the two different 
visual conditions (lOOms versus 800 ms) were presented i n 
separate blocks. Each block was presented twice; blocks for 
the different conditions were presented in an interieaved or-
der. The order o f the blocks and thus the order o f the TMS and 
visual conditions were counterbalanced across the subjects. 
Within each block, different types o f trials were randomly 
mixed. In the case o f the catching task the trials differed wi th 
respect to the direction and speed o f the target. In the case o f 
the reach-to-grasp task the trials differed wi th respect to the 
position o f the object. The two tasks were presented in two 
separate sessions. A t the start o f each experimental session, 
the skull positions for the TMS were determined, and the 
task was practised for 15 min (40 trials). Each session lasted 
for approximately 90 min. A short break o f approximately 
10 min was provided after the first half o f the session. 
2.4. Apparatus 
In this section, we provide a description o f the machine 
that was used to generate the object motion, and the devices 
used to record the temporal and spatial aspects o f the manual 
response. 
2.4.1. System to generate 2D motion of real objects 
(servo-object-controller, SOC) 
This system uses two motor-driven Unear axes to move 
a target object within a horizontal area that covers an area 
o f 1 m^. The linear axes are covered by a metal plate. Mag-
nets transfer the movement o f the linear axes to an object 
carrier that sits on the surface o f the metal plate. The target 
object itself (small cylinder: weight 15 g, height 6 cm, diam-
eter 4 cm) also contains a weak magnet and sits on the object 
carrier. This system is controlled by a PC, which also t r ig-
gers all other events (e.g. opening and closing o f LC shutter 
glasses, start o f rTMS-sequence). A detailed description o f 
that system has been provided elsewhere (Schenk, Philipp, et 
al., 2000). 
2.4.2. Measuring the manual response 
A t the start o f each trial subjects rested their hand on a 
start button which was on the table in front o f the centre o f 
their body (see Fig. 1A and B) . This start button contained an 
electronic switch which signalled the beginning o f the manual 
response. The end o f the manual response was indicated by 
another switch that was contained within the target object. 
As soon as the subject grasped the object the switch within 
the object was released, and a signal was transmitted to the 
PC. 
In addition a 3D movement registration device was used 
to record the trajectory o f the arm and fingers during the 
subject's manual response. This registration device employs 
ultrasonic loudspeakers as maricers and a panel with embed-
ded microphones as receivers for the ultrasonic signals. This 
system (CMS 70, Fa. Zebris, Germany) has a spatial resolu-
tion o f 0.1 mm and achieves a sampUng fi-equency o f 50 Hz 
when three maijcers are used. We used three markers to mea-
sure both the hand's transport to the target (marker on the 
wrist, above the styloid process o f the ubia) and the opening 
and closing o f the fingers during the grasp (markers on the 
nails o f the index finger and the thumb). 
2.5. Data analysis and statistics 
Our choice o f performance measures was partly based on 
the results f rom our study with L M , and partly on the results 
from other TMS studies, and included measures o f accuracy 
and movement timing. Accuracy was measured by comput-
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ing the percentage o f trials (%error) in which the subject 
couid catch or grasp the target object. A grasp was only con-
sidered to be successful, i f the subject could l i f t the object 
from the object carrier without dropping it. I n our study wi th 
L M , we found that her success rate in the catching task was 
significantly lower than that o f healthy subjects. But even i n 
those trials in which L M was able to catch the target object, 
her performance was not normal. I n particular, we found that 
her reaching speed was lower and more variable than that 
o f healthy subjects (Schenk, Mai , et al., 2000). We therefore 
decided to compute average reaching speed (RS) and peak 
reaching speed (Kmax) as a further performance measure in 
the present study. We also measured the relative time when 
the peak velocity occurred {Tv^; this variable is computed 
in the following way: [time o f peak velocity/time o f reaching 
movement] x 100). This variable is often used to assess the 
relative duration o f the acceleration and deceleration phase 
o f the reaching movements. I t has been found that the decel-
eration phase is selectively prolonged in the absence of visual 
feedback f rom the moving hand ( for a review, see Churchill, 
Hopkins, Roenqvist, & Vogt, 2000). This suggests that the 
relative duration o f the deceleration phase, and accordingly 
% 7 ' ^ ^ could be used to check for TMS-induced changes in 
the use o f visual feedback from the moving hand. Our last 
performance measure was reaction time. Reaction time (RT) 
is a measure that is frequently used in TMS studies, because 
i t provides a sensitive indication o f TMS-induced processing 
delays. 
A further index, that expressed the amplitude o f 
the TMS-effect, was computed for variables that 
proved to be significantly affected by TMS in one 
or more conditions. To calculate this index, called 
%TMS-effect, the following formula was used: % T M S -
efiFectpM(0 = (PMv - PM,) x 100/mean(PMv, PM,). h i 
this formula P M stands for a performance measure (i.e. 
%error, RS or RT), / indicates the TMS-site for which 
yoTMS-effect was computed (i.e. either V5 or DS), and 
subscript V indicates that vertex was used as the reference 
condition. This index expresses the TMS-effect relative to 
the performance in the control condition (i.e. vertex) as a 
normalized percentage-difference. 
For the computation o f %errors al l trials were used. For 
the computation o f the kinematic measures (i.e. RS, Kmax, 
%Tv^, and RT) some trials had to be discarded, namely 
those trials in which the subject did not grasp or catch the ob-
ject, or which contained recording artefacts. However, 94% 
o f the trials could be used. Before reaching speed could be 
computed, the recording traces had to be filtered using a non-
parametric regression method (Marquardt & Mai , 1994). The 
results f rom the catching and reach-to-grasp tasks were anal-
ysed separately. For the catching task, an A N O V A wi th the 
three within-subject factors TMS (V5, vertex, DS), observa-
tion time (100,800 ms), and motion direction (leftward, right-
ward) was conducted. A similar ANOVA was used for the 
results f rom the reach-to-grasp task. Instead o f the factor mo-
tion direction, the factor object position (left, right) was em-
ployed. Bonferroni-corrections were used for post-hoc com-
parisons. A significance-threshold o f 5% was adopted. 
3. Results 
3.1. Task I: catching task 
The factor TMS-site had a significant effect on average 
reaching speed (RS, F(2/10) = 9.98, P<0.004), and peak 
reaching speed (F^ax, i ^ 2 / 1 0 ) = 14.91, P<0.001) . Post-hoc 
comparisons confirmed that V5 stimulation produced a re-
duction in RS and Fmax when compared to stimulation at 
either o f the two control sites (see also Table 1). It should be 
noted that the factor TMS-site had no eflFect on %error or on 
RT. 
The factor observation time had a significant effect on 
%error (F(I /10) = 7.98, /^<0.37), and RT (i^(l/10) = 18.18, 
P < 0.008), but not on RS, Fmax, or %7V„,„. Shorter observa-
tion times led to higher error rates (at 100 ms (mean, S.D.): 
6.17%, 2.76; 800ms: 1.73%, 1.92), and shorter reaction 
times (at 100ms (mean, SD): 182.89ms, 53.29; at 800ms: 
188.94 ms, 49.36). These effects o f observation time are prob-
ably best explained i f one assumes that subjects produce their 
best performance when they are able to view the target for 
more than 100 ms. I f subjects are deprived o f this option. 
Table 1 
Catching task: effect of TMS-site 
Observation time TMS EiTors(%) RT{ms) RS(m/s) (m/s) 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
100.00 V5 6.25 2.31 181.45 50.49 1.11 0.41 1.86 0.18 51.36 7.39 
Vertex 6.24 2.76 179.59 56.43 1.31 0.41 2.01 0.12 51.20 10.45 
DS 6.01 4.06 187.77 52.18 1.32 0.55 2.01 1.82 51.06 7.78 
800.00 V5 1.29 1.50 178.94 42.04 0.99 0.29 1.83 1.84 46.14 6.18 
Vertex 1.07 1.92 187.53 50.90 1.13 0.32 1.95 1.60 46.63 9.55 
DS 2.84 2.96 199.72 52.29 1.18 0.34 1.93 1.37 48.04 8.94 
Note: These values represent the mean and standard deviations across the group of subjects. As can be seen, the absolute values for RS vary considerably 
between subjects. Regardless of this variability in RS, the effect of TMS-site on RS was quite consistent. To see this, it is necessary to compute the difference of 
RS in the different TMS conditions for each subject separately. This has been done to compute %TMS-effect. Fig. 2, which presents the values for the variable 
%TMS-effect, therefore provides a much more accurate picture of the effect of TMS-site on performance. 
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the accuracy o f their movements w i l l suffer (i.e. higher er-
ror rates), but at the same time they w i l l be able to in i t i -
ate their response earlier (i.e. reduced RTs). A n alternative 
explanation could be that subjects laimched their reaching 
movements faster when they anticipated an early closure o f 
the glasses (i.e. O T = 100 ms). I n this case, we could also ex-
pect that accuracy would drop as a consequence o f the wel l -
known speed-accuracy trade-off. Therefore, this explanation 
would also be consistent with the observed effect o f obser-
vation time on RTs and error rates. The tiactor observation 
time did not modulate the effect o f TMS (i.e. no interaction 
between the factors TMS-site and OT for any o f the depen-
dent measures). This result contrasts wi th the significant ef-
fect o f OT on L M ' s catching performance. On the basis o f 
L M ' s results i t might have been expected that TMS stimu-
lation o f V5 would lead to more pronounced deficits when 
the observation time was restricted to 100 ms. The feet that 
we did not f ind this effect in this study suggests interesting 
differences i n the behavioural consequences o f TMS and le-
sions. We w i l l explore the reasons for these differences i n 
Section 4. 
The factor motion direction did not produce aity signifi-
cant effects, nor were there any significant interaction effects 
involving the factor motion direction. In particular, the lack 
o f an interaction between the factors TMS-site and motion 
direction might be unexpected given the fact that we stimu-
lated unilaterally over the lef t hemisphere. One might there-
fore have expected to see more pronounced V5-TMS-effects 
with objects moving to the contralateral hemispace, i.e. the 
right hemispace. We w i l l return to this issue in Section 4. The 
results are summarized in Table 1. 
To see whether the effect o f the factor TMS-site on av-
erage and peak reaching speed was specific to stimulation 
o f V 5 , we conducted a further analysis in which we used 
% T M S R S and % T M S \ / ^ (see Section 2. for a definition 
o f % T M S - e f i e c t ) as the dependent variables for a repeated 
measures A N O V A with the factors T M S - s i t e (V5 versus DS) 
and observation time (100 versus 800 ms). A significant ef-
fect o f factor T M S - s i t e was obtained for both % T M S R S 
( F ( l / 5 ) = 10.46, P<0.02T,) and % T M S ^ ' ^ {F(\I5) = 2%.9A, 
P < 0.003). This confirms that the reduction in reaching speed 
was significantly more pronounced after V5 stimulation than 
after DS-stimulation. Moreover, one-sample r-tests showed 
that the %TMS-effect differed significantly f rom zero only 
i n the case o f V 5 [ for Ho % T M S R S ( V 5 ) = 0,P< 0.03; for Ho 
% T M S | / ^ ( V 5 ) = 0, />< 0.025], but not in the case o f DS-
stimulation. The %TMS -e f fec t s for the two sites and the two 
observation times are presented in Fig. 2A. No significant 
effect o f factor observation time, and no interaction effect 
( T M S - s i t e X observation time) was found. 
3.2. Task 2: reaching for a stationary object 
The factor TMS-site had no significant effect (see Table 2 
and Fig. 2B). Observation time had a significant effect on 
%7V„^ (F( 1/5)=21.609, / ' < 0.006), reflecting the fact that 
peak reaching speed occurred in an earlier portion o f the 
movement, when observation was shorter [%rVma, (means, 
S.D.) a r = 100: 30.48%, 4.08; OT = 800: 33.51, 4.02]. This 
means that the deceleration phase was comparatively pro-
longed in the short-observation time condition. Since the 
short-observation time condition corresponds to an open-loop 
condition (i.e. condition where subjects were imable to see 
their reaching movements), this f inding is consistent wi th that 
o f earlier studies where i t was shown that the withdrawal o f 
visual feedback leads to a prolonged duration o f the deceler-
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Table 2 
Reach-to-grasp task: effect of TMS-site 
Observation time TMS RT(ins) RS {mis) 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
100.00 V5 192.76 50.89 1.06 0.27 1.80 0.25 29.62 4.34 
Vertex 199.94 40.91 1.11 0.18 1.77 0.22 30.55 4.19 
DS 194.28 38.93 1.06 0.22 1.82 0.19 31.28 4.40 
800.00 V5 177.54 52.52 1.13 0.32 1.82 0.34 33.07 4.42 
Vertex 188.67 44.11 1.21 0.30 1.87 0.31 33.50 3.75 
DS 185.62 36.80 1.17 0.28 1.92 0.29 33.95 4.40 
Table 3 
Reach-to-grasp task: effect of object position and observation time 
Observation Object RT(ms) RS (m/s) 
time position 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
100.00 Right 182.91 35.12 1J21 0.25 
Left 208.41 45.50 0.94 0.18 
800.00 Right 178.63 46.35 1.30 0.35 
Left 189.26 39.86 1.03 0.26 
ation phase (Churchill et al., 2000). Otherwise no significant 
effects o f observation time were obtained. 
The factor object position had a significant effect on 
RT ( F ( l / 5 ) = 10.16, / '<0 .024) , and RS (7?(1/5) = 44.19, 
F < 0.001). Subjects responded earlier and faster to objects on 
their right than to objects on their left side [RT (mean, S.D.), 
right po.s.: 180.77 ms, 40.73; leftpos.: 198.33 ms, 42.68; RS 
(mean, S.D.), right pos.: 1.26 m/s, 0.30; left pos.: 0.99 m/s, 
0.22, see also Table 3]. We assume that this effect o f object 
position reflects the fact that the head rest shghtly hampered 
movements o f the (right) hand towards positions in the left 
hemispace. 
Furthermore, a significant interaction between the fac-
tors object position and observation time was found for RT 
(F( l /5) = 7.97, P<0.037). This interaction reflects the fact 
that RTs for movements towards the leftward position are 
even more prolonged when the observation time is reduced 
to 100 ms (see Table 3). We can only speculate why this is the 
case. We assume that most subjects are even more hesitant to 
start their movement in the short-observation time condition, 
because in this condition, they cannot see their response, and 
therefore subjects might feel that the risk o f colliding v«th 
the head rest is further increased. 
4. Discussion 
The results bom this TMS study suggest that it is indeed 
the disruption o f processing in V 5 / M T + and not the disruption 
o f more dorsal areas that was responsible for L M ' s catching 
deficits. By tjsing rTMS we could show that selective i n -
terference with V 5 / M T + is sufficieiit to cause a reduction 
in catching speed. Moreover, we found that stimulation in 
nearby dorsal regions does not affect catching performance. 
These findings broadly confirm the findings obtained in our 
earUer study with the motion-blind patient L M (Scheiik, Mai , 
et al., 2000), and suggest that V 5 / M T + is not only involved 
in pinely perceptual but also in visuomotor tasks. One might 
therefore conclude that V 5 / M T + provides visual motion in-
put to both the ventral and the dorsal visual streams. 
However, there were also some differences in the find-
ings obtained in the patient and with TMS. The most obvious 
difference relates to the effect o f observation time. L M ' s per-
formance but not the performance o f the healthy subjects was 
significantly affected by the duration of the observation inter-
val. Her catching performance dropped to subnormal levels i f 
the duration o f the observation interval was less than 400 ms 
(Schenk, Mai , et al., 2000). Accordingly, one might have ex-
pected that the effect o f V5-TMS would be more pronounced 
for shorter observation times. However, such an interaction 
between TMS and observation time was not found. A t this 
stage we can only speculate why this difference occurs. We 
think the most likely explanation is that L M ' s dependence 
on long observation times reflects a compensatory strategy, 
which she acquired to use her intact spatial vision in order to 
compensate for her loss o f motion vision. Long observation 
times allowed her to use the length o f the path travelled by 
the moving object during the observation period to estimate 
the velocity o f that object. It is likely that such a compen-
satory strategy only evolves over time and only in response 
to the experience o f behavioural problems. I n the TMS study, 
subjects had neither the time nor the need to develop a com-
pensatory strategy, since the effect o f TMS was only transient 
and did not produce a dramatic drop in performance. 
This leads on to the second difference between the findings 
in L M and in our TMS study. Whereas L M ' s deficits were 
reflected in a decrease in catching speed and in an increase 
in catching errors, the TMS deficits were only reflected i n 
a decrease in catching speed. This seems to suggest that a 
catching deficit induced by V5-TMS is much more subtle 
than a deficit that is caused by a lesion to this area. This is 
probably not surprising i f one considers the fact that rTMS 
only induces a transient increase o f noise in the affected area 
(Walsh & Rushworth, 1999), and therefore does not fai thfully 
mimic the total disnqjtion o f information flow that restilts 
from structiu-al brain damage. 
Another reason why L M ' s deficit is more pronoimced than 
the deficit found after V5-TMS might be that the spatial extent 
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of L M ' s lesion certainly exceeded the extent o f the area which 
was affected in our rTMS study. Moreover, L M ' s lesion was 
bilateral, whereas the stimulation in the present study was 
only unilateral. Any o f these factors could explain why L M ' s 
deficit was more pronoimced than the deficit which we ob-
served after V5-TMS. 
It is i n fact rather surprising that the TMS-induced deficits 
were found equally for objects travelling to both the right 
and the left hemispace despite the TMS stimulation being 
restricted to the left hemisphere. This is surprising since 
we know from electrophysiological (Maunsell & Van Essen, 
1987; Van Essen, 1985;Zeki, 1974, 1980) and lesion studies 
(Newsome & Pare, 1988; Plant & Nakayama, 1993; Plant 
et al., 1993; Schenk & Zihl , 1997; Vaina et al., 2001) that 
V5 on each hemisphere contains only a representation o f the 
contralateral visual field. Accordingly one would expect that 
unilateral TMS o f V5 should lead to strictly contralateral 
deficits. Although some studies confirmed this expectation 
(Beckers & Homberg, 1992; Beckers & Zeki, 1995; Stewart 
et al., 1999), others found whole-field deficits after unilateral 
TMS (Hotson, Braun, Herzberg, & Boman, 1994; Walsh et 
al., 1998). One way o f explaining such whole-field deficits af-
ter unilateral stimulation is by assuming that unilateral TMS 
disrupts not only the processing in the underlying cortical 
area but also affects the activity in connected brain areas in the 
same but also the opposite brain hemisphere (including the 
area which is homotopic to the stimulated area). In feet, it has 
been shown in a number o f studies that TMS-induced activity 
is transferred to such connected areas, including the homo-
topic area of the contralateral hemisphere (Cracco, Amassian, 
Maccabee, & Cracco, 1989; llmonietni et al., 1997; Komssi 
et al., 2002; Paus et a l , 1997). However, in a combined TMS-
ERP study, it was found that although stimulation over left 
motor cortex induced activity in right-hemispheric sensori-
motor areas, this activity was much smallCT than the activity 
in the left hemisphere (Nikulin, Kicicacute, Kalikonen, & 
llmoniemi, 2003). It is therefore quite l ikely that the induced 
activity in the opposite hemisphere is too small to cause any 
disruption o f processing and thus too small to cause any per-
formance deficits. The same might be true for area V5. This 
means that the transfer o f activity to the opposite hemisphere 
offers a possible, but at the moment not very plausible expla-
nation for the observed whole-field deficits after unilateral 
V5 stimulation. 
A t least in our study a more plausible explanation for the 
lack o f hemispace differences has to do wi th fact that subjects 
in our experiments were free to move their eyes. Since the 
object always started from a central position, i t is quite likely 
that subjects directed their eyes first towards that central start 
position, and then followed the object with their eyes during 
the object's movement to the right or left. In this case the 
object's image would always be near the centre o f the visual 
field, and consequently no hemispace differences should be 
expected. 
Finally, we would like to return to the effect o f V5-TMS on 
catching performance, and ask more specifically what aspect 
o f the visuomotor processing has been disrupted by interfer-
ing with V 5 / M T + . In principle there are two sources o f visual 
motion during the catching task, which might have been af-
fected by the interference with the processing in the visual 
motion area V5 /MT+. The first and more obvious source is 
the moving target object; the second source is the movement 
o f the hand during the catching response. 
There are three aiguments which suggest that i t is not 
the interference with the perception o f the moving hand (i.e. 
on-line visual feedback) that caused the catching deficits. 
First, i f the disruption o f visual feedback were to blame for 
the catching deficits, then similar deficits should have been 
found in the reach-to-grasp task. This, however, was not the 
case. Secondly, we would expect that the deficits would only 
be found when visual feedback is provided. But in fact the 
TMS-induced catching deficits were also found in the 100 ms 
condition; yet during that condition on-Une visual feedback 
was not available. Thirdly, we showed recently that visual 
feedback is not used in the control o f catching behaviour 
(Schenk, Mair, & Zih l , 2003). I t would therefore be diff icul t 
to explain the TMS-induced changes in catching behaviour, 
i f TMS interferes primarily wi th the use o f visual feedback. 
Furthermore, it is possible to examine the time-course o f the 
reaching movement to look for changes which might betray 
effects o f T M S on the use o f visual feedback. Changes in the 
time-course have been described in a number o f studies in 
which the effect o f visual feedback was examined. In partic-
ular, it was found that the deceleration phase is relatively pro-
longed when visual feedback is withdrawn (for a review, see 
Churchill et al., 2000). Thus, i f we had found a TMS-induced 
increase in the deceleration phase, this might indicate that the 
TMS has interfered wi th the use o f visual feedback. However, 
no such TMS-induced prolongation o f the deceleration phase 
was found. Taken together, our findings suggest that it is not 
interference with the use o f on-line visual feedback, but wi th 
the perception o f the target's movement that is responsible 
for the observed V5-TMS-efifects. 
More specifically, we would like to suggest that i t is the 
degradation o f information on the target's speed and not its 
movement direction that caused the TMS-induced changes in 
catching speed. This reduction in catching speed most prob-
ably reflects an imderestimation o f the speed o f the target 
object that is induced by interference wi th V5. Such an im-
derestimation o f the speed o f visual targets after damage to V5 
has been found both for patient L M (Hess et al., 1989; Zihl 
et al., 1991) and for patients who suffered unilateral dam-
age to V 5 (Plant & Nakayama, 1993). Moreover, evidence 
from neurophysiological and behavioural studies suggests 
that V5 plays a unique role in velocity perception, whereas 
V5's contribution to the identification o f unambiguous mo-
tion direction is much less essential. The range o f velocities 
that are represented in V5 (Lagae etal., 1993; Maunsell & Van 
Essen, 1983; Mikami et al., 1986; Rodman & Albright, 1987; 
Van Essen, 1985) extends to much higher values than that 
for cells i n either V I (Newsome, Mikami , & Wurtz, 1986; 
Orban, Kennedy, & Bullier, 1986) or V3 (Felleman & Van 
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Essen, 1987). This means that since disruption o f V5 dis-
ables the cell-population that codes higher velocities, such 
velocities are instead coded in lower-velocity cells in V I or 
V3 , and consequently velocity is underestimated. In contrast 
fai thful direction discrimination can be found not just in V5 , 
but in many more visual areas including V I and V3 (Van 
Essen, 1985). Accordingly, disruption o f V5 w i l l not lead to 
a significant deficit i n the identification o f the direction o f a 
single moving object. This has been confirmed in lesion stud-
ies (Baker et al., 1991;Hesset al., 1989;Sluppel al., 1994). 
We would not expect, therefore, that V5-TMS would cause 
deficits i n the identification o f the direction o f the target ob-
ject i n our catching task. However, i t should be noted that for 
other types o f direction-discrimination tasks, which involve 
ambiguous stimuli (e.g. random kinematograms or so-called 
moving plaid patterns), V5 seems to make a unique contri-
bution. This has been found i n single-unit studies (Movshon, 
Adelson,Gizzi,&Newsome, 1985 ;Salzman&Britten, 1990; 
Snowden, Treue, & Andersen, 1992), and has been confinned 
in lesion (Baker et al., 1991; Marcar, Zihl , & Cowey, 1997) 
and TMS studies (Beckers & Homberg, 1992; Beckers & 
Zeki, 1995). 
S. Conclusions 
The results f rom this study conf i im that V 5 / M T + plays 
a role not just in perceptual but also i n visuomotor tasks 
that require the processing o f visual motion information. I t 
is interesting that although anatomically V 5 / M T + is often 
regarded as part o f the dorsal stream, most o f the functional 
studies have focussed on V5's role in purely perceptual tasks. 
Our results confirm that V5/Mr+ also plays a role i n v i -
sion for action, and thus seems to contribute to both dorsal-
and ventral-stream functions. V5's functional contribution 
to the two streams is consistent with the well-estabhshed 
anatomical fact that V5 projects to areas within both the 
dorsal and the ventral streams (Felleman & Van Essen, 
1991). 
Thus, mostly this TMS-study confirms the findings f rom 
our earlier study with patient L M . There are, however, also 
informative differences between the two studies. Most impor-
tantly, the dependence on extended observation times that 
was found in patient L M was not foimd as a consequence 
o f disrupting V 5 / M T + by TMS. I t seems that this depen-
dence is only foimd in the context o f a chronic V5 deficit, 
and is therefore probably not a direct effect o f a V5 impair-
ment, but an indirect effect o f the long-term adaptation to the 
motion-bUndness resulting from a chronic V5 lesion. This 
study along with similar studies (Walsh et al., 1998) suggests 
that the comparison between the effects o f TMS and lesions 
may provide a method to discriminate between the direct be-
havioural consequences o f a lesion that reflect the loss o f 
a specific brain mechanism, and the indirect consequences, 
which iiesult f rom neural or behavioural changes that take 
place in response to the lost brain capacity. 
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